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A Prefatory Note
Vojislav SARAKINSKI
Co-ordinator of the Board of Editors

In spring 2012, historian Vojislav Sarakinski and archaeologist Vasilka Dimitrovska began discussing the idea of establishing a free and openaccess academic journal, dedicated primarily to the history and archaeology
of the Balkan Peninsula, but also covering a broad range of connected interdisciplinary fields of study.
In order to make sure that the time was ripe for this kind of academic publication – intended to bring together fellow academics from the Balkan countries, and also all researchers of Balkan matters past and present –
the founders began contacting colleagues and collaborators through a wide
array of both social and professional networks. Although the founders expected a slow climb, as HAEMUS was, in a sense, starting from scratch, the
response was overwhelming. Numerous scholars from all Balkan countries,
as well as a great number of academics worldwide, have not only unanimously greeted the initiative, but also offered significant advice and pro bono collaboration. In a very short time, a Board of Editors and a Board of Reviewers were established, comprising scholars from a number of different affiliations to Universities and Research Institutes worldwide.
Thus emerged a compact, but significant and organized network of
fellow scholars committed to creating a difference in the field of Balkan historiography, archaeology and humanities in general, embracing high scholarly standards and community relevance. Respecting the different backgrounds and interests of all our colleagues, as well as being inherently committed to interdisciplinary scholarship, HAEMUS publishes articles dealing with
issues and challenges in the fields of history and archaeology, but also archival science, public history, historic preservation, cultural heritage, museum
studies, web-based history, memory studies, and other related areas. There-
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fore, the Boards of the journal include historians, archaeologists, archivists,
curators, art historians, public historians, educators, and librarians.
The title HAEMUS, covering the territory of the entire Peninsula
throughout different historical periods and impartial to modern national
concepts, was chosen to illustrate a lack of encumbrance with the modern
historiographical burden of nation-states, ethnicity, politics and other nonacademic agendas. The content of the journal is based on pure academic research and conforms to the highest standards of professional research and
publishing.
The decision whether to establish an electronic or a print journal, as
well as choosing between the free or subscription access policy, was perhaps
the easiest part of the process. The members of both Boards overwhelmingly opted for a Free and Open Access policy. As for the electronic or print
journal dilemma, we feel that this matter is best illustrated by the notable
words of Mark Frankel (“Seizing the Moment: Scientists’ Authorship Rights
in the Digital Age“, Report of a Study by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science):
“Since the 17th century, with advances in printing technology, print
journals have played a pivotal role in the creation and dissemination of new
knowledge. Four centuries later, these journals continue to be the primary
means for communicating research.
But changes are in the air, as the Internet, and the World Wide Web
in particular, alter the ways that scientists communicate and interact with
each other, as well as with non-scientists, transforming the process by which scientific information is disseminated, collected, used, and archived, and
compressing both time and distance in ways previously unimaginable. Even
what constitutes ‘publication’ in science will continue to require rethinking
in the face of emerging information technologies.
One area where these challenges manifest themselves is in the emergence of electronic scientific journals, as adjunct to or instead of paper journals. As an innovation in publishing, electronic journals present a new and
exciting prospect for science and its patrons. The electronic medium creates
added value for research, education and publication in a number of ways. It
widens the array of potential collaborators. It creates opportunities for virtually instantaneous feedback and commentary. The timeframe for moving
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from manuscript submission to peer review to press can be greatly accelerated in the electronic environment. It promises more powerful indexing, and
the size of the audience it reaches can efficiently be expanded well beyond
the readership of paper-based journals.”
HAEMUS endorses and intends to promote those exact principles.
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Local Supply for Chipped Stone Tools
from the Site of Rug Bair
Vasilka DIMITROVSKA
HAEMUS - Center for Scientific Research
Skopje, Macedonia

Abstract. – This paper presents the results of the analyses of raw material
used in the production of chipped stone tools collected during the excavation of
Rug Bair. Through the analyses of the stone artefacts, an attempt was made at constructing a more comprehensive picture of the raw materials and petrologic characteristics of the chipped stone industry at Rug Bair. The stone tools from Neolithic
sites in the Republic of Macedonia have not been thoroughly analyzed in terms of
raw materials. The absence of this analysis complicates the identification of the raw
materials that were used by the inhabitants within the Neolithic settlements in Macedonia, including their provenance, the geographical distribution area in which the
residents were moving, as well as the question of interaction with other simultaneous populations.

Introduction1
The archaeological site of Rug Bair (central Macedonia), is a settlement dated to the Middle Neolithic period and belongs to the complex of
Amzabegovo-Vršnik culture2 (Fig. 1). It is located in the Ovčepole valley 2
km south of the village of Gorobinci, in the vicinity of the town of Saint

I would like to thank Dušan Mihailović (Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade, Serbia), as well as Dragana Antonović (Archaeological Institute, SANU, Serbia) and Elka Anastasova (National Institute of Archaeology and
Museum, BAS, Bulgaria) for stimulating discussions during the examination and writing of this article.
2 GARAŠANIN 1979, 79-212.
1
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Nicholas3. The site was first discovered and recorded through archaeological prospection4, and preliminary dates for the site were obtained from the
material found in test trenches5. Subsequently extensive excavations were
undertaken, during which the existence of a multilayered settlement with
three separate occupational phases was determined. The findings from the
excavation, which are only partially published, are based mostly on ceramics, its ornaments, the techniques of production, and their visual and other characteristics6. The large amount of pottery found at Rug Bair is identical to the ceramics found in the Middle Neolithic layers at the famous site
of Amzabegovo, the eponymous site of the well-known Amzabegovo-Vršnik cultural group, which spread throughout the whole region of east Macedonia, including the middle and northern part of the country7.

Fig. 1. Map of the Republic of Macedonia showing the location of Rug Bair
Археолошка Карта, 347.
САНЕВ 1961, 72.
5 SARŽOSKI S. 1961, 16-17.
6 САНЕВ 1975, 203-246.
7 САНЕВ 1995, 21-46.
3
4
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Stone artefacts from Rug Bair
The artefacts of the stone industry from Rug Bair are divided into
three main groups: chipped, ground and abrasive tools. For all stone artefacts a macroscopic petrologic analysis of raw materials was made by a geologist8. According to the results of the analysis, 19 different types of raw
material, 16 types of raw material for chipped stone tools and 4 types of raw
material for ground and abrasive stone tools9 could be distinguished. For
the purposes of this paper it is very important to emphasize that the chipped stone material derived from trench II and the squares F and H from
trench III, has not yet been published.

Petrologic determination and provenance
of the raw material for chipped stone tools
The chipped stone assemblage of Rug Bair contains 626 artefacts
made from 16 different types of raw material10 (Fig. 2). The most represented raw material was chalcedony, which was the most accessible resource in
the area around the site. From chalcedony as the dominant raw material in
the assemblage, the cores, tools, unretouched flakes and waste were processed (Fig. 9, 9-20). The presence of a large percentage of cortical and rejuvenation flakes in almost all major groups of raw materials, indicates that the
technological process of shaping the tools probably took place at the site.
Chalcedony (50.6%) in the collection of Rug Bair is most often encountered in the form of pebble fragments, and rarely in the form of flakes
from large rocky masses. It comes from the region in the vicinity of Češinovo-Spančevo (Kočani region), where there are known deposits of chalcedony, opal, silicified tuff and opal breccia. Detecting the deposits rich in silica
raw materials through prospecting in the region of eastern Macedonia, comThe analysis and microscopic sampling of the raw material used for ground and
abrasive stone industry were performed by Blazo Boev, Ph.D. in petrology, Faculty of Natural and Technical Sciences, University Goce Delcev,
Štip; Analysis of the raw material used for chipped stone industry was performed by †Nedeljko Đorđević , M. Sci. in geology and petrology.
9 ДИМИТРОВСКА 2011, 36; DIMITROVSKA, BOEV 201237-52.
10 ДИМИТРОВСКА 2011, 66.
8
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bined with information from the field and from local geologists, confirmed
that the quarry Opalit (village of Spančevo) apart from chalcedony bears
substantial deposits of opal and petrified wood11.
The other two most frequent raw materials at Rug Bair were quartz
(9.7%) and quartzite (15.1%). With the exception of a number of unretouched flakes, this material exists in the form of fragments of pebbles with additional inclusions of carbonate, in most cases carrying traces of the cortex.
In quartz (Fig. 9, 5-8), especially within the quartzite assemblage special attention should be paid to the group of cortical flakes of small sizes, which
were obtained probably in the process of cleaning the cortex while shaping
the pre-core or core. Of course, there is always the possibility that these flakes were not produced in the process of chipping, but were accidentally detached from quartz hammers.
Jasper (3.51%) as a raw material is not very frequent at Rug Bair
(Fig. 9, 1-4). Prospecting around Suva Dolina, a recorded archaeological site12, located 6 km west of the town of Probištip and 5 km south of the village of Zletovo, detected a large concentration of jasper, quartz, quartzite and
vulcanite fragments, as well as rare metamorphites derived from Neokazi,
which bears deposits of jasper. From Neokazi as the primary source, the
fragments are washed away by the river to Suva Dolina and the village Lepopelci, where they can be collected from secondary deposits. The larger
blocks collide during the three kilometre water transport, fragment and decompose, even get smoothed and rounded13. This fact certainly suggests an
easy way of collecting this raw material over a long period of time, from
prehistory until today.
Tachylite (9.26 %) is also one of the most frequent raw materials at
Rug Bair and can be found there in the form of tools or waste (Fig.8, 1-12).
The limitation of the excavation trench and the absence of primary raw material at the site, do not give the opportunity to assume a local or secondary
origin of this low quality basaltic-volcanic glass. In the vicinity of Saint Nicholas are deposits rich in high-quality basalt, with an age of 7-8 million
years.
ШАЛАМАНОВ КОРОБАР 2006, 15.
ШАЛАМАНОВ-КОРОБАР 1996, 321.
13 ШАЛАМАНОВ-КОРОБАР 2006, 15-16.
11
12
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Fig. 2. General structure of the chipped stone assemblage from Rug Bair

Sources of this raw material can also be located in the vicinity of the
town of Štip, from where it is quite possible that it was brought to the site
of Rug Bair in the form of pebble fragments obtained from a larger com-
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pact rock. Despite the local availability of higher quality basalt, it will remain
an enigma why residents of Rug Bair chose this type of lower quality raw
material for chipped stone tools. It is obvious that the Neolithic inhabitants
of Rug Bair required exactly this type of basalt and used it deliberately. The
advantage of this basalt over varieties of a higher quality, as in the case of
abrasive tools, is actually its strong abrasive character, which was the main
factor in its use for making these types of tools.

Fig. 3. Percentage of the raw material at Rug Bair: 1 - Chalcedony (50,6%); 2 - Quartzite
(15,1%); 3 - Quartz (9,7%); 4 - Tachylite (9,26%); 5 - Jasper (3,51%); 6 - Other (8,83%).

Most of the data about the Neolithic chipped stone industry contemporaneous with the finds from Rug Bair in the territory of the Republic of
Macedonia comes from the archaeological site of Barutnica, later known as
Amza or Amzabegovo, the eponymous site of the Amzabegovo–Vršnik cultural group14. Following thorough excavations15, an analysis of the raw material used in the production of stone tools as well as their typology16 was
performed on the material from Barutnica. Petrologic identification of raw
materials used for production of 5293 chipped stone artefacts showed that
jasper, chalcedony, flint/chert, opalite and quartzite are represented in the
stone assemblage. According to the analysis, the author claims that quartz in
the form of large and small river pebbles was the most widely used raw maThe original toponym of the village is Amzabegovo, as opposed to the incorrect
naming of the site by Maria Gimbutas as Anza/Anzabegovo when she
published her book about the excavations at this site.
15 KOROŠEC, KOROŠEC 1973; Gimbutas 1976.
16 ELSTER 1976, 257-278; SMOOR 1976, 178-184; WAIDE 1976, 279-282.
14
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terial at Amzabegovo. This is questionable, considering that quartz was not
described by petrologic terminology, and it is therefore likely that it can easily be mistaken for quartzite, since both materials were available in the vicinity of the settlement. The results of previous analyses of the chipped stone
artefacts that were processed at the time and later published are barely usable today17. Some authors think that detailed information from the analysis
of this material will only be available when the said material is reprocessed18.
RUG BAIR
– Jasper
– Calcedony
– Quartz
– Quartzite
– Tachylite

AMZABEGOVO
– Jasper
– Calcedony
– Quartz?!
– Flint/Chert
– Opalite

Fig. 4. Raw material for chipped stone tools at Rug Bair and Amzabegovo

After Amzabegovo, the only other chipped (including ground and
abrasive) stone industry from the Republic of Macedonia to be the subject
of specialized analysis19 was that from Rug Bair. The notes from field prospecting and reports from the excavations barely mentioned this type of
finds. The lack of consultation with experts in order to identify stone materials in the past has resulted in major mistakes in the determination of the
raw material from Neolithic sites20.
As a result of the search for the local supply of raw material used in
the chipped stone industry from Rug Bair, a question emerged concerning
the origin of the high-quality chalcedony of a yellow-brown or honey colour
with sporadic whitish spots that is often referred to as “Balkan flint.” Eleven examples of artefacts made of this type of material were found at Rug
Bair21 (Fig.5), and 20 at Amzabegovo22. Introducing it as a term in the early
1980s, authors have located deposits of Balkan flint in northern Bulgaria in
ELSTER 1976, 257-278.
KOZŁOWSKI - KOZŁOWSKI 1984.
19 ДИМИТРОВСКА 2011.
20 ДИМИТРОВСКА 2010, 39-47.
21 DIMITROVSKA 2012, 356.
22 ELSTER, 1976, 265.
17
18
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an area called the Pre-Balkan platform. This term, which is problematic
from a geological point of view, suggests that almost all Neolithic sites in
the Balkans were supplied from this source location23.
What connects these sites in the Balkans is the fact that in almost all
assemblages we find already prepared, shaped tools made of Balkan flint,
precluding any process of obtaining tools on the site itself or in its vicinity.
Analyses of raw material for chipped stone artefacts at the Early Neolithic
sites belonging to the Starčevo-Körös-Criş culture24, at sites within the Iron
Gates along the Danube25, at some Croatian26 and Bulgarian sites27, at Early
and Middle Neolithic sites in Serbia28, as well as at sites along the Pindos river in Greece29, point to the presence of Balkan flint as one of the raw materials. Some of these archaeological sites are as much as 750 km away from
the primary deposits, and the interesting thing is that in these Early Neolithic sites in Serbia the presence of this type of raw material increases with
the distance of the site from the supposed source30.
The common features of all excavated Neolithic chipped stone assemblages from the Amzabegovo-Vršnik culture are artefacts made of Balkan flint (Fig. 6). Balkan flint in the Republic of Macedonia was discovered
at the archaeological sites Na Breg31, Zuniver32, Mramor33, Tumba
Madzari34, Amzabegovo35 and Rug Bair where the presence of this raw material was also confirmed36. We have to put into question the assumption
that the production of tools made of “Balkan flint” took place outside the
KOZŁОWSKI & KOZŁOWSKI 1984, 259-294; VOYTEK 1985.
BONSALL 2008, 271.
25 BORIĆ 2007, 36, 39
26 ŠOŠIĆ KLINDŽIĆ 2010.
27 GATSOV 1993: 40; GUROVA 2008: 111-129.
28 ŠARIĆ, J. 2002.
29 PERLÈS 2001.
30 ŠARIĆ, J. 2002: 11-26.
31 ЗДРАВКОВСКИ 1988, 43-63.
32 Археолошка карта 1996, 77.
33 ЈОВЧЕВСКА 1993, 31-41.
34 САНЕВ 1988, 9-30.
35 ELSTER 1976.
36 DIMITROVSKA 2011; DIMITROVSKA 2012.
23
24
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village, because many Neolithic sites in the territory of the Balkans suggest
that artefacts were made within the settlements. Pieces of Balkan flint with
cortex, flakes, blades and waste found together in many of the discussed
sites, and especially at Rug Bair are additional evidence in support of this
hypothesis. Eleven artefacts made of Balkan flint were discovered at Rug
Bair. Six of these artefacts were determined typologically as tools. Among
them is a typical crested blade and two pieces are considered lithic waste
(Fig. 5). The small collection of Balkan flint also includes two unretouched
flakes, one bearing the cortex on less than fifty percent of its dorsal side.

Fig. 5. Balkan flint from Rug Bair (photo by V. Dimitrovska)
1. Double end scraper on bilaterally retouched blade; 2. Retouched truncation on bilaterally retouched blade; 3. Perforator on bilaterally retouched blade; 4. Bilaterally retouched blade with a fragmented distal part; 5. End scraper with fragmented proximal part; 6. Waste with cortex; 7. Waste.

The lack of knowledge of the resources that supplied the Neolithic
sites in the territory of Macedonia has so far precluded the question of the
local origin of this raw material. Indications of the existence of primary resources of certain raw materials for stone tools in eastern Macedonia, in
particular mines and quarries for non-metals like Češinovo-Spančevo, give
rise to the possibility that the Balkan flint found at the Neolithic settlements
of the Amzabegovo-Vršnik culture, is from a local, rather than imported
provenance. This has already been confirmed in the case of Balkan flint ar-
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tefacts from Amzabegovo37, where the comparison of examples based on
macroscopic examination was made with Romanian and Bulgarian flint,
which has inclusions of silica or nummulites38.
The typology of the chipped
stone tools at Rug Bair and partially
the raw material used in their manufacture are compatible with the finds of
twenty Early and Middle Neolithic sites in Serbia that have been examined39. The artefacts at Rug Bair are also compatible in both typology and
raw material with the sites along the river Struma in Bulgaria40. The character
of lithic production at Rug Bair most
likely coincides with the Neolithic in
present-day western Bulgaria, where some researchers isolate and separate the
so-called Kremenik-Amzabegovo cultural group defined mainly on the basis
of similar ceramic finds41.
More information about the
Neolithic assemblages of chipped stone artefacts comes from Dikili Tash.
The Neolithic and Bronze age tell of
Dikili Tash is located in the plain of
the Drama region, in the northern part
of Greece. With the exception of obsiFig. 6. Balkan flint from the Republic of
Macedonia (drawing by V. Dimitrovska): dian, which has not been found during archaeological excavations on the
1. Zuniver; 2, 5 Tumba Madzari
territory of the Republic of Macedonia,
3,4 Mramor
SMOOR 1976.
ELSTER, 1976, 265.
39 ŠARIĆ 2002.
40 GATSOV 1993.
41 NIKOLOV 2003, 104.
37
38
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a comparison of the raw materials from Dikili Tash within the Rhodopes
zone yielded a result similar to that obtained at the archaeological site of
Rug Bair. A similar repertoire of raw materials occurs at two other sites
from the same period located in the Drama region, Dimitra and Sitagri.
Summary results of the analysis of the raw materials used in northern Greece during the Neolithic period show that the largest percentage in the chipped stone assemblages belongs to chalcedony, followed by the use of quartz
and its varieties, jasper, a variety of chert categories including Balkan flint,
and sometimes obsidian. With the exception of Balkan flint and obsidian, all
materials may be of local origin, and it is important to emphasize that chalcedony and quartz were the main raw materials used by Palaeolithic people
inhabiting the sites located within the same geographic area42.
Indications for the existence of primary and secondary deposits of
raw material for stone tools in eastern Macedonia, in particular quarries for
non-metallic materials43, set before us the possibility that the inhabitants of
the Neolithic settlement of Rug Bair made their tools from local, rather
than imported stone, as has already been proven for some raw materials
from Amzabegovo44. The Geological Map of the Republic of Macedonia
combined with field prospecting and the existence of primary and secondary deposits of raw materials, will allow us to test and subsequently confirm or disprove their local origin, following future surveys in the field45.

Conclusion
Rug Bair is located in the vicinity of the Kratovo-Zletovo palaeovolcanic area46, which overlaps with the territory of the Amzabegovo-Vršnik
culture. This area has been known since prehistory as a region abundant in
KOURTESSI-PHILIPPAKIS 2009.
DIMITROVSKA 2012, 356, Fig. 5.
44 SMOOR J. B. 1976, 178. Ground stone tools made of nephrite are found at Amzabegovo, but the deposits of this raw material in the Balkans are not yet
confirmed. For more information, consult the chapter on ground/polished
stone tools in M. Gimbutas’s book, as well as Kostov 2005, 91-94.
45 JOVANOVSKI G. еt al. 2004, 111–141; MAKRESKI P. еt al. 2004, 171–184.
46 SERAFIMOVSKI 1993, 328; ARSOVSKI 1997, 306; BOEV & YANEV 2001, 57-71;
MILEVSKI 2005, 47-67; MILEVSKI 2010, 475-482.
42
43
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various lithic raw materials, especially with rocks of volcanic origin suitable
for obtaining chipped stone tools.
The results of petrologic analysis of the chipped stone industry and
the existence of primary deposits indicate that artefacts at Rug Bair were
made from raw materials of local origin. Residents of the Rug Bair settlement collected raw material for stone tools within their environment, near
to or in the wider range of the site, and thus complemented the economy of
this small Neolithic community.

Fig. 7. Location of Kratovo-Zletovo palaeovolcanic area

Some of the raw materials from Rug Bair originate from the region
around Češinovo-Spančevo where known deposits of chalcedony, opal,
opalized breccia and silicified tuff47 are located. The tachylite (basaltic-volcanic glass) can be found in the vicinity of Saint Nicholas town in deposits of
basalt, but it is also present in the vicinity of Štip, and from there it could
easily have been brought to the site of Rug Bair. Quartz/quartzite and chal47

DIMITROVSKA 2012.
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cedony are types of raw material that are often found in the geological
structure of the soil, while jasper deposits for example, can be found only in
certain geographic micro-regions.
The presence of high quality Balkan flint as a raw material is confirmed in the chipped stone assemblage from Rug Bair. According to some researchers, the issue of the Balkan flint is very important, since it has been
listed among the elements that characterized the earliest stages of Neolithization in the Balkans48.
In accordance with the situation in the field, it can be pointed out
that during the Neolithic period an abundance of raw materials could be found and exploited in the wider area of Rug Bair, making them also available
to other prehistoric and historic cultures in this region. Some sources of raw
material were located relatively close to the sites, and the rocks and minerals
could be collected from the primary or secondary deposits.
The information about the raw material used for production of the
chipped stone industry at Rug Bair gives us a preliminary view of early Holocene settlement in one micro-region of the Republic of Macedonia. To understand the Neolithic population through the prism of the stone material
requires more detailed research on this type of industry from a number of
sites pertaining to the Amzabegovo-Vršnik cultural group. The features of
the raw materials used in the production of stone tools from Rug Bair open
up a discussion on a number of important issues that include the Neolithization of the Balkans, the level of technology in the Neolithic communities
that inhabited the territory of Macedonia, the question of interaction with
other contemporaneous populations, and of course the question of the more detailed position of this industry in the genesis of the chipped stone industries of Neolithic in both, the Republic of Macedonia and Southeast Europe as a whole.



48

GUROVA 2008, 111-129; GUROVA 2009, 1-14.
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Fig. 8. Tachylite artefacts at Rug Bair (drawing by V. Dimitrovska)
Retouched flake 2,3,5,12; Side scraper 1,4,9,11; Notched 7,8; Rejuvenation 6,10.
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Fig. 9. Artefacts at Rug Bair made from jasper: 1-4; quartz: 5-8; chalcedony: 9-20 (drawing V.
Dimitrovska); Core: 20; Bipolar core: 8; Rejuvenation: 1; Unretouched flake: 6, 7; Retouched
flake: 11, 12; Retouched blade: 2, 4, 4, 10, 13, 14, 19; End scraper: 1, 9, 16; Side scraper: 5;
Notched: 15; Truncation: 17; Perforator: 18.
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Looking and Digging: Non-Intrusive Survey,
Relations of Knowledge and Hierarchies of
Information in Cultural Resource Management
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Abstract. – This paper represents a conflation and augmentation of incomplete and/or unpublished work1 undertaken/presented/produced while the author
was resident in the Republic of Macedonia between 2006 and 2009. The core of
this paper broadly concerns itself with aspects of the theory and praxis of cultural
heritage management, specifically the management of archaeological resources, and
seeks to explore how inexpensive, non-destructive, archaeological techniques
might, if there is the political will and capacity, enable the identification, quantification, protection and management of the archaeological resource of the Republic of
Macedonia.

The Historic Environment and Cultural Assets
The practice of archaeology and heritage management is historically,
economically, ideologically and politically contingent,2 and is as much so
within the countries of the European Union as within those European
countries that are not.3 However, for both, and despite heated debate on the
mechanisms of procurement of archaeological services and what the practice of archaeology is for,4 there is an increasing commonality of outlook
THORPE 2008a; 2008b; 2008c
CUMBERPATCH & THORPE 2003; DEMOULE 2010; KRISTIANSEN 2009.
3 AITCHISON 2007; BAILEY 1998; BROWN 1998; CARVER 2011; KOTSAKIS 1998.
4 DEMOULE 2002; 2007b; THOMAS 2002; 2007; 2010
1
2
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based around a shared concept of cultural and archaeological heritage constituting an Historic Environment. Historic Environment has been usefully defined as
“the material product of past human activities […] from earliest times until the
present. It is the result of innumerable interactions that have created […] where
we live and work today. Its physical elements range from buildings, settlements
and landscapes to individual artefacts and ecofacts, at all scales, from single sites
to extensive urban areas, in whole or in part.” 5
The concept is influential for society in the present and the term itself is a powerful and effective shorthand for commitments explicitly undertaken as a consequence of being signatory to the Faro Convention6
(Council of Europe 2005). In essence the Faro convention conceptualises
Europe’s historic and archaeological remains not as isolated objects pedestalised in the past, that fabled foreign country of LP Hartley7, but as part of a
process, a continuum. In common with the Faro Convention the concept
of Historic Environment seeks to underline the fact that the shape and fabric of the everyday world, as we encounter it as citizens, is historic and is the
product of thousands of years of struggle, growth, change, conflict. One
of its key conceptual values is that it underscores notions of individual and
community interrelatedness. It is useful in foregrounding a wider sense of
the social worth and human value of the archaeological resource as an irreplaceable record, one which contributes to our understanding of our common past, enabling wide links to be identified but at the same time adding
to quality of life by enhancing local distinctiveness. This Historic Environment
is also constituted as a living space, with a crucial role in shaping the future,
contributing to a sense of cultural identity, and it is underpinned by the assertion that a well-understood, quantified, well-protected, publicly appreciated and sensibly-used historic environment is central to healthy, prosperous,
modern, democratic societies (ibid.).
Within such a framework individual archaeological sites cannot exist
in the present, nor can they have existed in the past, in iconic isolation. Instead they can be better conceptualised and understood as spatially and temInstitute of Field Archaeologists et al. 2007, 21,
Ratified by the Republic of Macedonia on 8/07/11, passed into law on 1/11/11.
7 “The past is a foreign country. They do things differently there.” (HARTLEY 1953)
5
6
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porally related elements of, and within, an historic social matrix. Like an archaeological excavation in an urban setting, the historic environment encompasses not only temporal complexity and superimposition but also spatial complexity, it encompasses complex multi-phase entities and complex
spatial and topological entities as a macro and eventually supranational representation of the micro-sample that is an archaeological excavation (see
Figure 1) or an assemblage of finds. As a form of materialist, objectivist, democracy this requires that theoretical equivalence is afforded to a scatter of
pottery or worked flint on the surface of a ploughed field, the reused masonry of a roman temple in a medieval castle, or a complex of trenches and
embrasures on a hillside overlooking Thessaloniki. Of course implicit in accepting the concept of Historic Environment is the acceptance that there is, in
the absence of proof to the contrary, the potential, indeed the likelihood for
culturally significant remains to exist almost anywhere within a landscape.
It is no surprise then that aside the concept of the Historic Environment the associated concept of Heritage Management, Cultural Resource
Management, or CRM has arisen. This concept accepts that while Preservation in situ is always viewed as being preferable8 sometimes current social or
economic needs might outweigh the value and benefit of maintaining archaeology, in an unexcavated state, in situ. The actual practice of heritage
management is, in theory, about exercising context sensitive judgment – in a
spirit of achieving balance – about the benefits of preserving an archaeological site in an untouched state versus the economic/social benefit accruing
from allowing the archaeology to be impacted. As one commentator has put
it in regard to European archaeology “while archaeology is irreplaceable it is
not priceless... whether we like it or not, professional archaeologists are the
managers of its change, the expert advisers upon its conservation or transformation.”9 This is not to suggest that archaeology and archaeological sites
and historic assets should become commodified as tradable assets in a rapacious free market, subject to the ethics of big business.10 The underlying point is that it is intellectually and pragmatically unsustainable to maintain that
archaeology will not be impacted by the needs of the modern world. The
Council of Europe 1992, 4, ii. 5, vii.
AITCHISON 2007, 121.
10 DEMOULE 2007a; 2007b; TARLOW & PLUCIENNIK 2007.
8
9
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trick is to be in-charge of just what those impacts are likely to be, to be in
control of what might be damaged and what can be done to stop, ameliorate, mitigate or offset such damage. It is to accept that impacts on archaeology will happen but that they have to be controlled and that if the physical
remains are to be lost then the full knowledge value that can be extracted
from those remains must be attained and, as importantly, communicated
both to the wider citizenry and the adcademe and an accessible archive of
records, finds and analytical reports made available. Thus CRM is about
“Managing change rather than simply preserving the heritage”.11 Key to any
concept of management however is the adage that one can only manage
what has been measured.

Pinning down the past and hierarchies of knowledge
“There are known knowns. These are things we know that we know. There are
known unknowns. That is to say, there are things that we know we don’t know.
But there are also unknown unknowns. There are things we don’t know we
don’t know.”
Donald Rumsfeld, US Secretary of Defence, 12/02/2002

What Rumsfeld was saying is that knowledge is constituted in many
ways. Extended to archaeology (rather than WMD), there is archaeology
that we know about, the sites on the Archaeological Map of Macedonia12
for instance. There is archaeology that we can infer exists but its precise details are empirically unknown, such as the necropolis outside Scupi,13 and
then there are archaeological sites about which we have no idea. The real
point behind Rumsfelds’ assertion, indeed the crux of his argument, is that
an absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. It is, at one and the same
time, a rejoinder to the ring fencing of empirical knowledge as being the only valid knowledge while at the same time encouraging the active testing of
supposed a priori knowledge with a physical basis in the real, experiential,
world. This is a point taken up in the Valetta Convention, or the European
PICKARD et al 2008, 262.
KOCO & GROZDANOV 1994.
13 see THORPE 2008b, 35.
11
12
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Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage (Revised)14 and the European Landscape Convention or the Florence Convention (Council of Europe
2000 Article 6c) where signatory states undertake to actively seek the archaeology within their territories, precisely because one cannot manage or
protect that which one does not know about to wit “in order to manage the
heritage effectively, it is first necessary to be fully familiar with it”.15
The current state of knowledge of Macedonia’s historic environment is patchy at best and is temporally and spatially inconsistent, with some geographic areas and periods receiving differing levels of attention. In
2008 the resource assessment for the Republic of Macedonia (European
Heritage Network 2008, section 4.1.2) stated that there were 5,160 nationally registered archaeological sites, 10816 of these listed as being protected under statute. Lilcic (1998, 76) speculates that there could be up to 11,000 archaeological sites over the national territory of Macedonia, an area of
25,700km². However, a brief comparison (Table 1) with a single administrative area of the UK, the County of North Yorkshire (8,654 km²) or more
specifically the Yorkshire Moors National Park (1,436 km²), suggests that
the both Lilcic’s 1998 estimate, and the official figure for Macedonia, is likely to be unrepresentative of the magnitude of its archaeological resource.
Republic of Macedonia

Yorkshire Moors

Archaeological Sites

5,160

12,000

Statutorily Protected Sites

108

800

Table 1. Comparison of number of registered archaeological sites

While the process of inventory and registration of archaeological sites may have been continuous over the past half century,17 it would seem,
paradoxically in the face of signed conventions and commitments, that the
Ratified by Republic of Macedonia on 06/02/2006, passed into law 07/08/2006.
GOBLET 2008, 147.
16 in 2008 when I presented THORPE 2008b the number of protected sites was
listed. I was been unable to confirm whether this figure has changed when
preparing the current work.
17 Directorate of Culture and Cultural and natural Heritage Regional Co-operation
Division 2008, 127.
14
15
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process of historic landscape and historic environment characterisation is
yet to commence18 outside the activities of some Macedonian NGO’s and
notable academics, both active and retired.19
National government and regional municipality initiatives focus limited resources on the continued excavation and conservation of the better
known archaeological sites, as well as some rescue excavation in advance of
development. As a whole, however, a fragmented climate of research seems
to exist, where university departments and national and regional institutions
work in academic isolation of one another. Archaeology seems, by and large, synonymous only with excavation and concepts of an historic environment and cultural resource management are, as yet, under developed.
Traditionally research has focussed on “iconic” archaeology within
Macedonia. Architecture and artworks associated with early Christianity, late
Roman defended towns,20 fortresses and high profile, iconic, sites of the
classical, antique, and later Roman periods21 dominate the record. This is all
good work, but helps affirm a form of balkanisation, a conceptual breaking
up, of a unitary historic environment in the absence of any coherent national research agenda22 encompassing the longue duréé. Fledgling research agendas have been proposed23 and these may appear, to some, to chime with a
focus related to creating or re-enforcing a contemporary vision of national
identity which potentially resonates with, or is designed to counter, the sort
of historiography described by Kostakis.24 The case Lilcic makes (1999, 5-8),
however, for an active, systematic and on-going process of site identification and resource quantification, in the face of threats from mineral extraction, illegal digging, housing, road and infrastructure development, is highly
prescient and frames a paradoxical situation that much archaeological effort,
labelled research, is being expended as excavation at the same time that, we
European Heritage Network 2008, Intro to section 4.
for example see BRUNWASSER 2009.
20 SNIVELY 2003.
21 JOVANOVA 2003; KORACEVIC 2002; PETROVA 2007; Texas Foundation for Archaeological and Historical Research 2013.
22 see CUMBERPATCH 1998; and Thorpe 2004 for comparable situations.
23 LILCIC 1998; LILCIC et al 1999; MUHIK 1998, 6-8.
24 1998, 50 see BROWN 1998 and The Economist 2013.
18
19
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can assume, archaeological unknown unknowns are being impacted on by the
requirements of the modern world (development), by pillage for self-enrichment (theft) or by, what Thomas Bateman termed, “the pillage of idle-curiosity”.25
The Valetta convention and the EU Landscape Convention advise
that member states undertake, on becoming signatories, to perpetuate a process of inventory and to actively characterise, seek out, the nature of the resource within their national territories. The, by definition, destructive nature
of excavation is nothing if not problematic as a tool of characterisation and
conservation, given that it has been commonly defined as the unrepeatable experiment.26 It is also expensive, labour intensive, creates short and long term
ethical and financial responsibilities, is geographically limited and weather
dependent, requires expenditure in conservation and in the case of standing
fabric, walls, mosaics, etc requires sustained and long term investment in
conservation. However, other, less expensive, non-interventionist and underutilised techniques can be effective in terms identifying and assessing buried archaeological elements within Landscapes.

Non-intrusive survey on trial
It was against this background, that the then Macedonian Centre for
Archaeological Research, a Macedonian NGO directed by Prof. Viktor Lilcic, submitted a proposal for a pilot project aimed at attempting to build capacity within the heritage sector for non-intrusive techniques of site recognition, recording and quantification. The project, initiated and led by Ms
Andriana Dragovic and Ms Nikica Korubin, was a collaborative endeavour
between the Macedonian Centre for Archaeological Research (MACAR),
The Museum of Skopje, The National Conservation Centre and the Ministry of Culture for Macedonia. Support from Britain (facilitated by the author) was provided by Prof. Dominic Powlesland (FSA) and The Landscape
Research Centre,27 The Department of Archaeology University of Leeds,
The Institute of Archaeology University College London and RESCUE-The
British Archaeological Trust. Other UK institutions, charities and local go1861, intro.
BARKER 1993, 13-15.
27 http://www.landscaperesearchcentre.org/
25
26
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vernment agencies, namely English Heritage,28 Wessex Archaeology29 and
the Historic Environment Record sections of North Yorkshire30 and Surrey
County Council31 contributed aid in kind by allowing members of their staff
to take leave to be discussants at a seminar series on Heritage Management
held in Skopje in April 2007.

Aims and Objectives
Given the richness, variety, and international significance of Macedonian cultural heritage and, by comparison, the relative paucity of
knowledge about the extent of the resource; the proposed project aimed to
help build site identification, recording and characterisation capacity within
the heritage sector (Governmental and NGO) by developing skills in
i. non-intrusive archaeological techniques for site identification.
ii. Geographic Information (GIS) and Geographic Data Management Systems (GDMS) for managing and interrogating archaeological information on a local, regional and national scale to assist in cultural resource
management.
In addition, wider canvassing of views and experiences and an increased engagement of student archaeological bodies was attempted
through generating debate and facilitating an exchange of experiences of
issues of Cultural Resource Management in Macedonia and in the UK. This
was attempted via a series of open seminars held in Skopje at the British
Council, attended by the archaeological community of Macedonia and heritage environment professionals from the UK.
Additional material support was also provided.
1. in the form of equipment, (computer, electronic total station theodolite) software (G-SYS GDMS) and training, to assist in the management
of an archaeological site (using the site of Scupi as a pilot project to illustrate techniques and possibilities).
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/professional/
http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/
30 http://www.northyorks.gov.uk/her
31 http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/recreation-heritage-and-culture/archaeology/historic
-environment-record
28
29
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2. Creation, development and testing of a Historic Environment Record integral with a purpose made archaeological Geographic Data Management System.
3. Production and publication of a field based manual on artefact
storage and stabilisation techniques on site, prior to movement to a museum and formal conservation.
The project, which was to last for one year, was implemented between April 2007 and February 2008, and used the known site of Scupi as a
pilot and testing ground for the techniques and systems employed. Though
Scupi was the test subject of the project its archaeology was not the object
of the project, the object being to show how a range of integrated techniques and resultant incorporation of hierarchies of information/knowledge,
can facilitate the management of archaeological resources both within a site
and the wider national historic environment.
Prior to the undertaking of the project initial assurances were given
by the then State Secretary that there was both need and desire for such a
project in the Republic of Macedonia, and, if potential was demonstrated
that the systems and software would be extended to the rest of Macedonia.

Dialogue, exchange of experience and open discussion
A seminar series, titled “Heritage Management in The Republic of
Macedonia and the Challenges of the Valetta Convention” was held at the
British Council in Skopje between April 16th and 18th 200732 (Reported on in
Rescue News 102). This focussed on thematic dialogue and discussion in
small groups about experiences in the UK (the UK having signed the Valetta as late as 2000) and experiences in Macedonia. The daily themes covered
comprised Defining and Quantifying the Archaeological Resource. Curating, Using
and Managing the Past at Local Level. Archaeology and the Everyday Challenge of Development. National Frameworks and Regional Implementation.
32

UK Participants. Prof. D. Powlesland, Landscape Research Centre & Dept of
Medieval Archaeology, University of Leeds. Dr. P. Wilson, Head of Roman Research, English Heritage. Mr. R. Sydes, Head of Historic Environment Section, North Yorkshire County Council. Mr A. Howe, Historic
Environment Planning Control Officer, Surrey County Council. Mr. L.
Pontin, Senior Project Manager, Wessex Archaeology in London.
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Manuals on Current Practice
RESCUE – The British Archaeological Trust33 and the UK Institute
of Conservators, have published a site manual “First Aid for Finds” on the
treatment and conservation of artefacts at their point of discovery (on site).
Following an agreement with RESCUE the project was able to pay for the
translation and publication of this manual into Macedonian, to be distributed free of charge to the national and regional museums and University Archaeology Departments via MACAR.

Historic Environment Database and GIS
At the outset of the project collaborative links were built between
those implementing the project in Macedonia and the Landscape Research
Centre (LRC). The LRC agreed to provide a subsidised copy of G-SYS GDMS, a Geographical Data Management System designed specifically for Archaeology,34 to MACAR and to the Museum of Skopje. In addition the LRC
designed a Historic Environment Database (HER), or Historic Environment Record database in MS Access which was based on one (still) in use
by North Yorkshire Council HER, the intention was that this could be
evaluated and populated for the site and environs of the city of Scupi.
The idea behind a digital, relational, HER is that it allows all archaeological data from an area or region to be related to one another within a
single database based on an hierarchical series of relationships (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Hierarchical relationship of data within an Historic Environment Record
33
34

http://rescue-archaeology.org.uk/
LYALL & POWLESLAND 1996.
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With this model all archaeological information, a coin find spot, a
scatter of tile, a wall or buried structure, an event such as an archaeological
excavation, or a larger artefact, such as temple or an entire settlement, is related to the area from which it was found. Thus a representation of all archaeological material occurring within a town or a landscape, classified by
material type and likely date range, can be produced representing areas of
known archaeological or historical importance. These can all then be related
together to provide an overview of known or inferred archaeology within an
area, or sub-area (Figure 2) of a region, a region, working upwards to encompass the known and inferred archaeology of the regions combined to
represent the known archaeology of a national territory.

Figure 2. Screen Shot of the use of GIS software to show levels of evidence of archaeological material in
the Historic Environment Record. Each red dot (bottom centre of the picture) marks the physical location either of archaeology in the ground, archaeology discovered/removed in previous development, or
protected archaeology or buildings etc. Areas which are judged to be archaeologically sensitive to any
development are highlighted in dark green, red and pale blue. Submission of a planning application to
the local authority to build within any of these areas would prompt some form of archaeological response ranging from refusal of application to some form of authority monitored archaeological excavation. (Image courtesy of Tony Howe and Surrey Historic Environment Record)
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Chance finds and previous work, the known known.
To illustrate further, with recourse to the project at Scupi, Figure 3
shows the area around Scupi. It uses existing maps, scanned and digitised,35
that have been geo-referenced in G-SYS. This provides the map base that
can be augmented with information about the Historic (or natural) Environment. During an initial walk over of the site, to appraise which fields would
be the best to survey, chance finds of architectural stonework and a folis of
Justinian brought to the surface by ploughing, were made. These find spots
were plotted, using the national grid, into G-SYS and individual records for
them created (Figure 4).
In order to add tiered levels of data regarding the current state of
knowledge about the site the author initially (in the summer of 2007) scanned and geo-referenced images from excavation reports (Koracevic 2002)
and from them created a digitised version of the excavations, roughly by
phase as published, using Corel Draw. Re-digitising the published drawings
was not strictly necessary. Scans of the publication or, if to hand, original
line drawings from the excavations could equally have been scanned (or digitised) and geo-referenced. Additionally the author was able to scan, digitise
and geo-reference previous interpretations of the circuit of the city wall (Figure 5), the circuit in brown is that described by Koracevic (2002, 31), that
in black (a raw scan) by Mikulcic (1982, 42) and that in orange the result of
ground sonar investigation by Alekovski36.

Aerial Photography and Systematic Field Walking:
The known unknown I.
As a further addition, new knowledge, inferences on archaeological
potential, germane to the landscape, can also be incorporated. Possible archaeological features, plotted and geo-referenced from open source aerial
photography (Google Earth) can also be utilised to help populate the landscape. Figure 8 shows a combination of data from excavation and aerial
photography, which possibly shows a large enclosure around the extra-muScanned maps providing national coverage of Macedonia now exist and are commercially available for approved research purposes.
36 I am grateful to Lence Jovanova for the loan of this map.
35
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ral villa (?a mansio?) excavated in the 1920s by N. Vulik.37 Aerial photographic evidence also seems to suggest the presence of smaller enclosures both
within the larger enclosure and to the north (compare Fig. 7 with Fig. 8).
The ability to depict and interrogate various levels of archaeological
data, within a single output environment, allows for a more easily integrated
approach to archaeological resource management. In addition it can also be
used as a powerful analytical tool allowing a multi-scalar, analytical and interrogative approach to landscapes or sites, moving from the level of collections of sherds of pottery to inferences on building density as well as charting the impacts, such that of modern landuse and agricultural regimes on
the underlying archaeological resource. Figure 9 shows an area that was field
walked by a team from MACAR diligently and ably led by Igor Aleksovski.
This involved collecting, identifying and quantifying by sherd count and
weight data as simple as Roman coarsewares, finewares, amphora, brick, tile
and architectural stonework and marble. This type of survey can enable several things.
1. It can identify potential hot spots where the underlying archaeology is more sensitive to change caused by landuse practices, as can be inferred by concentrations of larger fragments/weights of material.
2. It can gives some idea of possible building concentrations, presence/absence of buildings.
3. It can clarify, redefine or generate new research questions. (In this
instance mooting the presence of archaeological structures outside what was
thought to be the line of the defensive wall, demonstrating areas of fineware
concentrations and absences).
4. It can indicate the state of preservation and the possible level of
archaeological intelligibility of the site under current landuse practices.
This technique can (Figure 10) not only identify hitherto unknown
areas of archaeology but also refine what we think we already know. This
has an important bearimg on the verifiability of a-priori knowledge. Anecdotally, when we were doing the fieldwalking someone said to me “but we
know there are buildings there” which, as a statement, is the archaeological
equivalent of Rumsfeld’s “known unknowns” or put another way “there are
37
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things that we think we know”, but what field walking has done in this instance is empirically demonstrate that there are indeed Roman buildings there, thus “we know that we know” and what is more the inference can be demonstrated empirically without reasonable doubt. Bald statement of what
seems to be obvious (like the presence of WMD) is one thing, inference
from empirical evidence is another. One is akin to the powder residues of
the proverbial smoking gun, the other is equivocal opinion, no matter how
expert, that would not necessarily stand up in a planning enquiry. The underlying point here, one demonstrated at Scupi, is that might the utilisation
of a systematic programme of fieldwalking, a non-destructive technique, be a
useful tool in characterising Macedonian heritage? Of the total surface area of
Macedonia just fractionally under 50% is agricultural land and just under
50% of that agricultural land is arable land which is regularly ploughed, this
ploughing could afford a perfect opportunity to characterise part of the historic environment of Macedonia:
– Total Surface Area 25,713 Sq Km
– Agricultural Land 12,420 Sq Km (48.302%)
– Arable land 5,663.52 Sq Km (45.6%) or 22% of total national
territory is ploughed.
Table 2. Landuse in the Republic of Macedonia

Geophysical survey. The known unknown II.
Aerial photographic interpretation and field walking are tools which
can demonstrate the presence of archaeology in any one place, a third field
technique, geo-physical survey can, given the right conditions, help quantify
and also elucidate the form and extents of that archaeology. Figure 10
shows the raw, un-interpreted, plot of the geophysical survey of just under 5
Ha of Scupi. The fluxgate gradiometer used on site measures contrasts in
the magnetic field within the ground. Disturbances such as pits, ditches and
robber trenches have a higher magnetic resistance, as do brick walls and
concentrations of brick and tile. Stone walls on the other hand have a lower
magnetic field (unless burnt or made of igneous rock). The stipples, which
look like static on a black and white TV, represent disturbed building fabric,
probably brick and tile from walls broached by deep ploughing. However,
underlying patterns of buildings and roads may still be deduced (Figure 11).
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Geophysics in this instance then not only demonstrates where roads, buildings etc are but shows something of their form, and their potential susceptibility to deleterious landuse patterns?

Figure 3.

It is here, especially, as an analytical and searchable tool within spatial and landuse planning that an integrated Historic Environment Record,
coupled with a Geographical Data Management System (and non-destructive fieldwork), might contribute to managing impacts on archaeological heritage. As with any archaeological site or land/city-scape which lay under mixed landuse regimes, it is safe to say that the buried remains within and outside the ancient city of Coloniae Flaviae Scupinorum, as with the archaeology of
any ancient city, or landscape, on which there is contemporary settlement,
agriculture, mineral extraction or environmental degradation, is subject to
threat. Threat levels are entirely dependent on land-use regimes and so, to
hark back to Rumsfeld, a “known unknown”, that is something that can be
inferred but is not empirically demonstrated, monument two metres under
the garden of a traditional house in Zlokukani is under less threat of unmitigated damage than the slightly more “known unknown” archaeology in the
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cultivated fields to the north west. If, as can reasonably be inferred, landuse
regimes might be compromising the archaeological intelligibility of Scupi
and its landscape setting, what precisely might be the areas under most threat, why, and what can be done to minimise, or the mechanisms to mitigate,
that threat be?

Figure 4. Surface chance find spots of architectural stonework
(red squares) and Follis of Justinian (red dot)

Figure 5. Scupi, the Known, the known unknown and the ?unknown unknown.
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Figure 6. Evidence from previous excavations, inferred northern extents of Scupi and an enclosure, digitised from Aerial photography, associated with the extra-mural ?villa (possibly a mansio?) excavated in the 1920’s. (scale 100m). Note Mikulcic (1982, 42) digitised in green.

Figure 7. Geo-referenced aerial photography (photograph © Google Earth)
incorporated within the HER (scale 100m).
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Figure 8. Geo-referenced aerial photograph (© Google Earth)
incorporated within the HER with possible enclosures digitised (scale 100m).

Figure 9. Spatial pie charts of percentile concentrations, from surface collection within a 5m radius
of central point of each pie, of fineware (brown), amphora (dark blue), brick (aquamarine) and
tile (light blue). Note individual pies also show assemblage sizes (counts) in relation to one another, the smaller the total collected assemblage the smaller the individual pie.
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Figure 11.
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Looking and knowing.
Articulating the Historic in the Environment
As part of the Embassy funded project, a trial model Historic Environment Record Database (HER) was created by the LRC, for evaluation
by Scupi Museum (Figure 12). Originally written in 2006 and tested prior to
handing over in 2008 for populating, Skopje HER is based on the record
system in use by North Yorkshire Council, and is a simple MS access database which can generate drawings in G-SYS or any GIS via a series of queries. The data input form has 43 input fields, not all of which are relevant to
the different entities which can be described.
Each record is automatically given a unique numerical identifier (Record Number), though HER or SMR Numbers can be allotted as required.
The HER number, (in this example and all those shown in this article are
preliminary, pending concordance with the paper record of the national register of archaeological sites) can either be alpha-numeric, to allow for regional coding, or a continuous numerical string to encompass all the recorded
archaeological entities within Macedonia.
A single, central, grid-coordinate based on national grid references,
is measured for each recorded entity, along with a level in metres above sea
level (if possible). The record may be of an event of discovery, such as an
excavation, field walking, geophysical survey or discovery during development, a find as in an artefact or object, or a Site as in a defined area of human habitation, use, or occupation. Of course a building (find) may have
been discovered during the laying of a sewer pipe (event) and be representative of a wider site, so these definitions are not mutually exclusive.
Additional descriptive data about the circumstances of discovery
(Event Type), location of discovery (District or Parish, Local Name) and legal
status can also be recorded. Other fields provide the opportunity for material description of the object, building (if a standing structure), structure (if
buried). The Link to Image or pdf field allows a direct link either to text, such
as a scanned excavation report saved in Adobe pdf® format, or a digital
image (photograph or plan) of the find (in this case an Attic column base
brought to the surface by the plough).

Looking and Digging: Non-Intrusive Survey, Relations of Knowledge...
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Figure 13. HER data input form and the recorded object shown via an HTML link.

The following fields, depending on what is being recorded, allow a
description either of the find, site, or building and where appropriate the geological conditions.
Output into GSYS can be via two routes. The first, graphically demonstrates the locations of all recorded archaeology entered into the , while
the second will demonstrate any particular type of find, event, or record, type of building, period of occupation or any other combination of attributes
based on recorded criteria. This can be output by creating a simple query in
MS Access and then outputting that query in GSYS.
Graphic files can be easily read into G-SYS and can represent such
things as areas of archaeological sensitivity, where any development will require prior mitigation, or areas designated as archaeological reserves or nationally protected areas from which development is excluded.
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Figure 14. Generating a point plot within G-SYS from a query written in the HER database

Conclusions
In order to manage the archaeological resource pro-actively and effectively, the location of historic elements within the landscape need to be
defined and elucidated, and a system of evaluation and ascription of relative
levels of value based on defined levels of cultural worth, preservation, intelligibility, ascribed. Subsequently and as a consequence of accepting the premise of change in an environment in flux, political and legal decisions can
be made about what, in the face of the modern demands made on our environment, it is better to retain and conserve in situ for our children and what
it is acceptable, in certain circumstances, to physically lose forever (even if it
has been excavated archaeologically, as mitigation, first). “Characterisation
studies and geographic information mapping systems provide a forward
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planning tool to assist in Heritage Management”38 but require active engagement with the known unknowns and the unknown unknown. This may, at
times, be politically difficult to justify the expenditure of public money, and
its cache is less than that gained through the exposition of iconic sites. It
does, however, go someway to mapping and is the first step in conserving
and controlling what happens to the cultural and archaeological treasure
trove that lay within the borders of the Republic of Macedonia. There is,
manifestly, the possibility of benefits to civil society for strategies for sustainable development and for the use of the shared historic environment to
help generate inclusive narratives by situating the present within a shared
social context.
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Social Status as Reflected through Metal Objects
Found in Archaic Burials from Macedonia
Nathalie DEL SOCORRO
Université Paris Ouest Nanterre
Paris, France

Abstract. – Grave goods constitute a particularly important source of information about social status in periods where written sources are unavailable. They
also allow us to get an idea of the beliefs expressed in the funerary rites they evoke.
In the case of ancient Macedonia, they are major indicators of the changes that took place during the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. with the apparition of higher social classes. Among these grave goods, there are a number of imported objects
which testify to the trade relationships that developed in this period. However, it is
generally considered that metal objects were manufactured locally. Therefore, the
study of these particular objects is invaluable to the knowledge of this period. This
article will deal mainly with metal objects belonging to two types: weaponry and jewellery. Weaponry was generally found in male graves which are also called “warrior graves”. Jewellery was generally found in female graves. In spite of this distinction, the quality and number of the grave goods found seem to point out the high
social status of the deceased, male or female.

Introduction
A number of rich burials excavated in necropoleis located in the vast
region of ancient Macedonia and its surrounding territories share similar
characteristics. These are dated from the beginning of the sixth century to
the middle of the fifth century B.C. based on the red-figure ceramic vessels
found in the tombs. This period is most commonly defined as the Archaic
period in publications. Among the common characteristics that can be found in these necropoleis, we can cite the use of inhumation within individual
tombs, numerous grave goods that can be classified as social gender indica-
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tors and the use of standardized funerary practices. These indicate the use
of specific funerary rites, linked to beliefs in an afterlife and a form of heroization of the dead. Unfortunately, excavations have not all been extensively
published. The richer and most impressive finds have attracted interest
from the media while the majority of the other objects and tombs are rarely
spoken of. For instance, only some aspects of the sites of Sindos, Archontiko-Giannitsa and Trebenishte have been published in these past few years
even if publications are frequent1. This situation gives us only a partial vision of the populations that lived in these territories at that moment2, thus
the necessity to compile all of the known publications in order to give a more accurate idea of this period3.
The region of Macedonia as studied here is the territory that stretched from the north of Thessaly to the south of Paeonia, from the lakes
Prespa and Ohrid in the west to the outskirts of the peninsula of Chalkidiki
In the case of Sindos, only the objects that presented a good state of conservation
were published in DESPOINI et al. 1985, a complete publication was expected later as mentioned in the catalogue which has never been done (see
MOUSTAKA 2000 p. 393). In the case of Archontiko, a number of information about the most representative tombs found were published in articles in the ΑEΜΘ. Excavations have been suspended since a couple of years and a complete publication is only to be expected after the excavation
of the entire necropolis is done. As for Trebenishte, a publication of the
excavated tombs from the Archaic period was made in FILOW 1927, VULIC 1931 and 1933. Different problems raised by the previous publications
are discussed in STIBBE and VASIC 2003.
2 We should also keep in mind that all of these objects relate to tombs that belonged to members of the higher classes of the society and do not reflect the
rest of the population as poorer tombs are rarely published and/or identified for this period. Children are also rarely represented although there are
some cases of rich burials reported (both male and female). The presence
of children in such scarce proportions might indicate a particular status of
those who were buried with rich objects as opposed to the other children
whose burials have not been found or identified.
3 V. Sokolovska had attempted previously to link the discoveries made in the Republic of Macedonia to those in Greece (Aghia Paraskevi, Karabournaki
and mostly Sindos), results were published in SOKOLOVSKA 1997 with an
abstract in English.
1
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in the east4. This territory possessed significant mineral resources such as
gold, silver, copper and iron which were exploited since an early date5. The
populations that lived there had practised transhumance since the Neolithic
period, which might explain the strong links between them. Development
of metal-working during the Iron Age might have helped the economic development through trade, and led to the rise of higher social classes.

Figure 1. Map of the region studied with indication of the sites of Trebenishte, ArchontikoGiannista, Sindos, Karabournaki (ancient Thermi) and Vergina (ancient Aigai)

Interpretation of the grave goods
The study of objects found in funerary context is difficult since they
can carry diverse significations. They only reflect partially socio-economical
realities of their time, particularly in the case of objects that were specifically
made with a funerary purpose as is the case here. Their presence in a tomb
can be linked to religious practices and beliefs, demonstration of social po4 The

term Macedonia will only be used here as a geographical region. The geographical limits chosen here apply only to the period studied and are based on
the similarity of the objects found in these areas. Its precise limits are hard
to define and it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss them.
5 VOKOTOPOULOU 1996 p. 13, SAKELLARIOU 1983 p. 78.
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wer and belonging to a community. In some cases they could also be personal objects6 or objects used in funeral rituals which were considered as “polluted” afterwards and improper to keep for the living7. Objects deposited in
order to reflect social status do not reflect a daily reality but an “ideal status” of the deceased8. P. Brun believes that burials containing rich graves
goods found throughout Iron Age Europe are a consequence of the development of long-distance trade and a sudden economical improvement9.
They reflect a major change in society, when wealth starts becoming a major
condition of political power. However, grave goods do not represent the
entire wealth of the deceased as some of the objects could be deposited by
the community as a recognition of his social status while objects that truly
belonged to this person could either be inherited by their family or distributed to the community10.
In the case of Macedonia, grave goods can be classified as social
gender indicators and testify to the use of standardized funerary practices.
They probably indicate the use of specific funerary rites, linked to beliefs in
an afterlife and a form of heroization of the dead. “Male” or “warrior-type”
burials11 contained weaponry (swords, spears, knives, helmets and shields)
while “female” burials contained jewellery (diadems, necklaces, earrings,
bracelets). Both types of burials also contained imported and local metal or
terracotta vases and terracotta statuettes which illustrate the commercial and
cultural contacts of Macedonia with Athens, Corinth and Ionia. Some of the
male and female tombs were extremely rich, testifying the exceptional social
position of these dead. They could also contain gold foil ornaments that were used to cover the mouth, the face, the hand (but only one hand in each
case) or the feet. There could also be miniature iron or bronze objects representing carts (with two wheels in male tombs and with four wheels in female tombs), spits, tables and chairs. In the necropoleis of Sindos, Archontiko,
For instance, we suppose that pins and fibulae were personal objects.
would be the case of vases used to wash and anoint the dead.
8 BRUN 2004 p. 60
9 BRUN 2004 p. 62
10 BARAY 2007 p. 179
11 For standardised representations of warrior tombs and their signification, see
BARAY 2007 p. 186
6
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Aghia Paraskevi and Trebenishte, this separation was furthermore strengthened by orientation of the graves: male burials contained bodies with the head
to the west while female burials contained bodies with the head to the east.
The study of metal objects found in the graves is particularly significant for this region since it is a type of objects that was probably made locally while a number of other grave goods were imported. However, we
should not be too hasty and assert that none of the metal objects were imported, some of them, such as the helmets for instance, might be. Discussion is open on this subject. Metal objects are rarely found in other context
than in tombs, as it is a material that can be reused. This is the reason why
these objects are extremely invaluable - they constitute the unique source of
information about metal-working techniques in this period. The middle of
the sixth century B.C. in particular seems to be a key moment in the region
of Macedonia as production seems to have developed very fast as a consequence of the development of trade. Most of the objects found demonstrate
the mastery of techniques used for metal-working and show the high skills
of their craftsmen12. In the case of gold foil, the decor was made either by
stamping or hand-made repoussé techniques13. The shapes were cut with
scissors before punching or once the object was finished. Jewellery was made using casting techniques and filigree. Weaponry and vases used casting
and hammering. We will not deal here with metal vases as this category of
grave goods constitute a separate entity – metal vases will be studied later
along with the ceramic and terracotta. Those are of particular interest as it
seems that vases linked to the symposium (craters, cups) were the most frequently used grave goods in the tombs published.

Organisation of graves goods inside the tombs
Organisation of grave goods inside the tombs is known for Archontiko, Thermi and Zeitenlik. In the case of Trebenishte, if we consider accurate the drawings made by K. Schkorpil, the position of the bodies of the
VOKOTOPOULOU 1996 p. 103, VOKOTOPOULOU 1995 p. 150 Unfortunately, to
my knowledge, no metal-working workshops have been excavated yet in
the region of Macedonia dating from this period.
13 Recent analysis of the techniques used to make the funerary mask kept in the
Museum of Sofia are detailed in ILIEVA and PENKOVA 2009.
12
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deceased is uncertain as it was guessed after observing the position of the
other objects. Pins and fibulae were worn, as well as jewellery. Helmets were
positioned on the heads of the deceased or near to it. Spears were placed
parallel to the body. Swords were either placed near to the legs or worn on a
baldric across the chest14. Male individuals who wore them in this way had
their left hand raised on their chest. This position can be noted in Archontiko in tombs n°915, 13116, 19417 and 23918, in which bone remains from the
upper limbs were still existent at the time of the excavation. In Zeitenlik, a
silver ring found in the sarcophagus C in the region of the chest of the deceased led L. Rey to make the hypothesis of a similar position19. Vases were
generally deposited between the legs or around them. Gold foil ornaments
decorated clothes and covered body parts (mouths, faces, hands and feet) in
the richest tombs.

Weapons
Weaponry found in tombs is more numerous and varied in this particular period than in the beginning of the Iron Age. Swords, knives, spears,
helmets and shields give us a good idea of what types of weapon were used
in this region. Swords, helmets and shields bore rich ornaments in a number
of cases and were decorated with gold foil or appliques. Furthermore, there
is no obvious sign of wear so we can suppose that these objects were made
exclusively to be used as grave goods.
Most of the helmets found are of the so-called “Illyrian-type”20. Of
particular interest is the tomb n°59 excavated in Sindos which contained an
Illyrian helmet of an older type when compared to the other grave goods.
14 REY

1927 p. 30

15 CHRYSOSTOMOU

and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2007 p. 121
and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2007 p. 125-126
17 CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2002 p. 472-473, CHRYSOSTOMOU and
CHRYSOSTOMOU 2007 p. 122-123
18 CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2002 p. 471-472, CHRYSOSTOMOU and
CHRYSOSTOMOU 2007 p. 124
19 REY 1927 p. 30
20 For instance, n°194 from Archontiko (see CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2002 p. 472) or n°25 from Sindos (DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 127)
16 CHRYSOSTOMOU

Figure 2. Iron machairi, pair of swords, knife and spearheads from Sindos tomb n°25, gold mask and bronze Illyrian-type
helmet from Archontiko tomb n°279, gold pins from Aigai tomb Λ II, gold foil hand from Trebenishte tomb n°1, gold necklace from Aigai tomb Λ II, gold foil epistomion from Nea Philadelphia tomb n°1, gold pins from Aigai tomb Λ II, gold foil
pectoral from Trebenishte tomb n°7, bronze table and chair from Sindos tomb n°59, seven iron spits from Sindos tomb n°25,
four-wheeled cart from Aigai tomb Λ II, two-wheeled cart from Sindos tomb n°59, gold foil ornament from Nea Philadelphia
tomb n°1.
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These were associated with a child burial21. A. Moustaka discusses
this in her article and suggests it might have belonged to the father of the
deceased22. This could suggest that objects were manufactured and gathered
during the life of their future owner and kept until their death. There are
only few examples of “Corinthian-type” helmets23 found. Helmets belonging to a type that combines Illyrian and Corinthian-type characteristics were also found24. A. Moustaka considers those to be a local creation dating
from the end of the sixth century B.C.25.
According to a recent study led on helmets found in Archontiko26,
helmets were either polished in order to give them a golden aspect or covered with a thin layer of tin in order to give them a silvery aspect. Gold foil
ornaments were glued with resin on slightly incised areas. The helmet found
in Trebenishte tomb n°8 is one of the most richly decorated examples. It
bore gold appliques in the shape of two lions attacking a boar, rosettes and
horsemen27. It is possible that the helmet from tomb n°7 had a similar decor28. Two other helmets, of the intermediate type, are decorated with the
engraving of confronted lions over the face opening29.
Swords were sometimes found in pairs, one sword being shorter
than the other30. Sheaths were probably made of wood and they often bore
decorations made of ivory or gold foil forming a cross on their hilt. Knives
were not so frequent in most of the necropoleis except at Archontiko where
they are common in both male and female tombs31. Spearheads were always

DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 130.
MOUSTAKA 2000 p. 397.
23 DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 280, CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2007 p.
120, VOKOTOPOULOU 1995 p. 176-177.
24 MOUSTAKA 2000 p. 405-409.
25 MOUSTAKA 2000 p. 408.
26 MANTI and WATKINSON p. 167-179.
27 THEODOSSIEV 2000 p. 199-201.
28 Ibid.
29 MOUSTAKA 2000 p. 405-409.
30 For instance, in tomb n°25 from Sindos (DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 168-169).
31 CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2009 p. 76.
21
22
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found in pairs32. They were probably deposited in the tombs with their handles but we have no trace of those as they were made of wood. Most of the
shields found were in a bad state of conservation33. One of the best preserved shields found in Archontiko came from tomb n°131, it was decorated
with gold foil in the shape of confronted lions, running Gorgons, Europe
seated on the bull and a quadriga driven by a Victory34.

Gold foil and jewellery
Gold foil ornaments were sewn on the clothes of the deceased that
benefited from the richer graves35. Some of them were also used to cover
parts of the body. The most common type was the mouthpiece (epistomion)36
which has the shape of a lozenge. Small holes found on each side of the
mouthpieces indicate that they were attached to the head by strings. Sometimes, they were associated with gold foils used to cover the eyes of the deceased. In the richer tombs, these were replaced by a single funerary mask37,
they were also attached to the face by strings. All of these were decorated
with rosettes, geometric motifs, confronted lions, deer and other animals.
Masks often bore representations of the face (eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth,
ears). Other gold foils were used either to cover the chest area38, the hand39
or the feet40.

For instance, in tomb n°25 from Sindos (DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 170)
CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2001 p. 477-488, CHRYSOSTOMOU and
CHRYSOSTOMOU 2003, VOKOTOPOULOU 1996 p. 121 p. 512-513,
34 CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2007 p. 125
35 DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 123-126 for instance
36 DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 69 for instance
37 CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2003 p. 509, 512, DESPOINI et al. 1985
p. 120-122, 148, 276… see THEODOSSIEV 1998 and 2000 for discussion
on the funerary mask.
38 The most richly decorated pectorals were found in tomb n°194 in Archontiko
and tomb n°7 of Trebenishte. They both depict confronted lions, rosettes
and geometric motifs. See CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2007 p.
122-123, FILOW 1927 p. 14
32
33
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Female individuals were buried with jewellery: earrings, necklaces,
pins, … This type of objects can be either considered as personal belongings or objects made specifically for the grave. It is difficult to make a clear
separation between these two functions in the case of jewellery. Therefore,
we can only make hypothesis in this case. Jewellery is most commonly found in female tombs, although pins and rings are found in both male and female tombs. The most remarkable piece of jewellery included necklaces
with gold pendants representing small vases and poppies41. These motives
are recurrent in the region of Macedonia since a very early period. Some
bracelets in the shape of snakes were also found. The chtonic symbolism of
this animal could be a reference to the underworld.

Miniature objects
Miniature objects representing tables, chairs, carts and spits were also found in the richest tombs, particularly at Sindos where they are well
published. They seem to constitute a set as there is in each case one table,
one chair, one cart and one set of spits42. Carts bore four wheels in the case
of female tombs and two in the case of male tombs43. These were either made of iron or bronze. According to E. Chrysostomou, similar carts were found at Archontiko, Aiani, Vergina and Edessa44. These objects could be a
reference to the funerary rite of the ekphora, the transport of the body to its
final resting place. The tables and chairs could be a reference to the kathedra,
a rite performed at the end of the mourning period where a banquet was organized sitting on chairs. It could also be a reference to the ritual of the
eternal symposium in the afterlife. These practices could echo the chariot
Only one hand is covered in each tomb, see CHRYSOSTOMOU and CHRYSOSTOMOU 2003 p. 510, DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 120 which was originally identified as a pectoral.
40 DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 128, FILOW 1927 p. 26.
41 For instance, in tomb n°28 from Sindos, see DESCAMPS-LEQUIME 2011 p. 196
42 DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 114-119, 138-141, 170-173, 240-241 except in the tomb
n°65 where the cart is not mentioned p. 84-85.
43 For examples of four-wheeled carts see DESPOINI et al. 1985 p. 183-184, for a
two-wheeled cart see VOKOTOPOULOU 1996 p. 121.
44 CHRYSOSTOMOU 2009 p. 124.
39
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burials that spread throughout Europe particularly during the sixth and fifth
centuries B.C. where life-size carts carts, drinking vessels and spits were also
commonly buried with the dead.

Conclusions
The study of metal objects found in the tombs dating from the Archaic period in the region of Macedonia can give us a number of informations about this period. They play a central role in the demonstration of the
status and social power of the deceased. Most of these objects were probably made especially for the occasion and were not used in every day life.
They testify not only of the social changes of this region, but also of the beliefs linked to funerary practices. It seems that the rites performed at the burial and the objects deposited in the tombs were particularly significant. Given the fact that we lack written sources for this period, we can not fully
grasp the different interpretations that they could convey.
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The Invisible Fleet:
Antigonid naval operations in the Khremonidean war
Stefan PANOVSKI
Independent Researcher
Skopje, Macedonia
Abstract. – The subject of this paper is the role that the Antigonid fleet
might have had during the Khremonidean war. Although mentioned only twice,
considering the fragmentary state of the sources for this period, that may be enough as a starting point for a further analysis. However, because of the state of the
sources the only way to reconstruct the activities of the fleet is to attempt to establish the consequences of its presence, which leads to the problem of Patroklos’
activities during the war. The usual explanations for his inactivity, that Ptolemaios
II pursued the war only halfheartedly after the death of Arsione II, or that part of
the fleet was engaged in the eastern Aegean and subsequently was unable to lend a
more effective support, seem problematic and unconvincing. Arsinoe’s abilities seem exaggerated while at the same time Ptolemaios’ influence on the foreign policy
is underestimated. On the other hand, the evidence for the presence of the Antigonid fleet in Asia Minor is inconclusive and could be more easily interpreted in a
different manner. Further more, the events from the initial phase of the war, when
the Ptolemaic fleet could have played a decisive role, are neglected. That is the time
when the Spartan ruler Areios was trying to break the Antigonid defenses on the
Isthmos and merge with the Ptolemaic forces in Attika. The failure on Patroklos’
part to transport the Spartan army in Attika could most easily be explained with
the nearby presence of the Antigonid fleet, whose potential action during the transportation of the Spartan army could be disastrous for the Ptolemaic fleet. If this
hypothesis is accepted, than the inactivity of Patroklos, but also the silence of the
sources, could be reasonable explained. On the one hand, the presence of the Antigonid fleet deterred Patroklos from attempting to transport the Spartan army. On
the other, the sources do not mention the Antigonid fleet simply because there were no major naval activities - its role was confined to a fleet in being. As long as
Antigonos was able to win the war on land and the fleet could prevent the merging
of the allied forces simply by being stationed in the surrounding area, there was no
need for a major naval engagement. Therefore the Antigonid fleet was an almost
invisible element in the war, yet played a crucial role since its mere existence prevented the merging of the allied forces and allowed Antigonus to defeat his enemies one by one.
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One of the most important events in the Hellenistic world, and certainly in the Aegean, in the 260s was the Khremonidean war. Unfortunately,
due to the fragmentary state of the sources, this war, like most of the other
important events at the time, is enveloped in a lasting mist; and even the general course of the war can not be reconstructed without serious difficulties.1 Therefore, it must be noted that any attempt to elucidate some aspect
of this war, must be treated as a more or less likely hypothesis at best. One
of these problems is the possible role of the Macedonian fleet, i.e. whether
the fleet took part in the operations, and if so, where and in what capacity.
The possible activities of the Macedonian fleet are the main subject of this
paper.
1. That Antigonos was not only in possession of a fleet, but actually
used it during the war, can be deduced from two statements in Pausanias:
Ἀρέως δὲ ἐν Σπάρτῃ τοῦ Ἀκροτάτου βασιλεύοντος Ἀντίγονος ὁ Δημητρίου
πεζῷ τε καὶ ναυσὶν ἐπὶ Ἀθήνας στρατεύει;2 and... Ἀντίγονος ὁ Δημητρίου
στρατιᾷ τε αὐτὸς ἐσβεβληκὼς ἔφθειρε τὴν χώραν καὶ ναυσὶν ἅμα ἐκ θαλάσ‐
σης κατεῖργεν.3 W. Tarn believed that Pausanias’ statements prove not that

the fleet participated in the military actions. According to Tarn’s interpretation, in his first statement Pausanias is simply referring to a transport fleet;
while the second, is quite pointless, since Antigonos controlled the Piraeus,
and therefore was in no need to invest the port.4
Indeed, the statements in Pausanias are quite vague, and tell us nothing specific about the possible actions of the Macedonian fleet. However,
that does not mean they should be rejected prima facie, simply because they
are vague or implausible.
As far as the first statement goes, it should immediately be noted
that στρατεύει, although not conclusively, yet quite strongly implies that the
fleet participated in the military operations. Of course, this does not mean
that there were no transport ships in the fleet. However, it should not be
forgotten that in antiquity the distinction between the transport and warA review of the most important problems concerning the duration and the course
of the war can be found in O’NEIL 2008.
2 Paus., iii.6.4.
3 Paus., i.1.1.
4 TARN 1913, 300 n.69.
1
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ships was not as great as it is in modern times. Plainly put, under specific
circumstances, one ship could simultaneously be used as a transport and
warship, the clearest example being the battle of Ecnomus in 256 BC, fought between the Roman and the Carthaginian fleets. For, although loaded
with provisions necessary for the impending invasion of Africa, the Roman
ships did not desist from battle with the Carthaginian fleet,5 which was prepared specifically for military operations. Not only did the Roman ships,
loaded with provisions, engage the Carthaginian fleet, but they even managed to come out victorious from the engagement.6 Thus, Tarn’s interpretation which was not supported by Pausanias’ words can be safely rejected.
Tarn’s second argument however, seems very logical. Why and what
would the Macedonian fleet have blocked, in a situation where the Piraeus
was under Antigonos’ control, while the Macedonian field army was in Attika? And yet, this objection is viable only if we presume that the term κατεί‐
ργω bears exclusively the meaning “besiege/shut in” or something similar.
However, it has been pointed out that κατείργω could also mean “he threatened them”.7 If that is the case, then Pausanias’ statement is quite logical
and plausible, and Tarn’s criticism therefore not as strong as it might seem.8
Unfortunately, concerning the activities of the Macedonian fleet, this is all
that we can derive from the sources.
According to some scholars, there are indications that during the
war, Antigonos managed to attract to his cause some pirates.9 This assumption is based on the inscription in honour of Epikhares. To be precise,
among other things he is merited for successfully negotiating ransom of prisoners, who were captured by some οἱ πειραταί.10 Hiring pirates not only
by the Antigonids,11 but by the other powers as well, was nothing unusual
The only exception being the ships transporting the horses.
Polyb., i.25.5-29.1. v. WALBANK 1957, 82-8; STEINBY 2007, 94-6. cf. WALBANK
1950.
7 HEINEN 1972, 190 n.303 apud WALBANK 1982, 219 n.29; LSJ⁹, s.v. κατείργω.
8 cf. WALBANK 1982, 219.
9 HEINEN 1972, 157 apud GABBERT 1986, 163; WALBANK 1982, 219-20; WILL
1979, 226; HABICHT 1997, 144; PRITCHETT 1991, 342; HÖLBL 2001, 42. DE
SOUZA 1999, 3-4, 65-6, leaves the question open.
10 SEG XXIV. 154, 19-23.
11 cf. WALBANK 1957, 154.
5
6
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indeed.12 However, as J. Gabbert points out, if these οἱ πειραταί were in
the service of Antigonos, it probably would have been mentioned in the inscription in honour of Epikhares, dating from the time of the Khremonidean
war.13 If this was the only argument, then perhaps we would have been satisfied with the explanation of F. de Souza, who supposes that Antigonos is
not mentioned simply because even the prisoners were not aware that the
pirates were in the service of the Macedonian king.14 Yet, the fact that ransom was indeed agreed, rather points out that these πειραταί were acting
rather independently. This interpretation might be supplemented with the
fact that Epikhares captured and interrogated their accomplices in Athens.15
Hence, the explanation that these πειραταί were acting on their own, simply
taking advantage of the confusion produced by the beginning of the hostilities seems more probable.16 In the end, it should also be pointed out that,
since the word πειρατής does not denote exclusively pirates but any sort of
brigand,17 we can not be certain that the πειραταί mentioned in the inscription
were indeed sea-robbers. Consequently, as far as the operations of the fleet
goes, we remain in the dark, limited to the two statements of Pausanias.
2. It may seem that this state of the evidence lends support to the
conclusion of those scholars who believe that the Macedonian fleet at the
beginning of the war was relatively negligible.18 However, this conclusion is
GABBERT 1986.
GABBERT 1986, 160-1.
14 DE SOUZA 1999, 4.
15 Therefore, de Souza’s argument does not seem very probable. Heinen’s opinion
that they were acting as a “fifth column”, i.e. they were Athenian supporters
of Antigonos does not sound very convincing. Why would they collaborate
with some peiratai and not with Antigonos directly?
16 O’NEIL 2008, 76; GABBERT 1986, 161.
17 e.g. Polyb., iv.3.8. cf. LSJ⁹, s.v. πείρασις.
18 BELOCH 1925, 587; HEINEN 1972, 190 apud WALBANK 1982, 119; TARN 1913,
300. According to Tarn, the fact that Nikaia – the future bride of Alexandros the son of Krateros – was captured by the Akhaians, who did not possess a significant fleet, is proof that the fleet of Antigonos was at that time
negligible. However, from Livius’ description it is clear that in this particular
case there was only one quadrireme (T. Liv., xxxv.26.5-6.). On the other
hand, even the mightiest of fleets could sometimes fall as a pray to this sort
12
13
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rather arbitrary and not supported by any argument. In fact, from the sources, fragmentary as they are, we can deduce that in the years prior to the
Khremonidean war Antigonos had a fleet at his disposal; and it was mainly
due to this fleet that he was able to survive the dark decade following the
failure of Demetrios’ Asian campaign, to challenge Ptolemaios Keraunos, to
intervene in the war against Antiokhos I, and finally to take the Macedonian
throne and resist the onslaught of Pyrrhos. On the other hand, we know almost nothing of Antigonos’ actions in the interval between the death of
Pyrrhos and the beginning of the Khremonidean war, so it may be that in
those years, among other things he devoted himself to strengthening his
fleet.19 If this were the only arguments for the existence of a numerous and
relatively strong Macedonian fleet, than this assumption would certainly be
as arbitrary as the one mentioned above. However, I do believe that there is
one argument of singular importance that confirms the existence of quite a
strong Macedonian fleet at the beginning of the war; and that is the first
great naval battle between the Antigonid and Ptolemaic fleet, which was
probably fought c. 261 BC.20 If at the commencement of the hostilities Antigonos did not possess a strong fleet, we would have to assume that this
fleet was build during the war. Although this assumption is not impossible,
it is however not very probable. Indeed, during this war Antigonos was faced with numerous enemies on multiple fronts, so it is questionable whether he was in a position to allocate additional funds for the construction of
a new fleet and the training of inexperienced crew that were destined to enof almost pirate attacks. For example, while Demetrios Poliorketes was besieging Rhodes, the ship that was bringing letters and other necessities send
from his wife Phila was captured by the rhodian fleet (Plut., Dem., 22.1). If
we are to apply Tarn’s logic, then we would have to suppose that Demetrios, only after a year since the battle of Salamis, at the height of his power
and glory was already deprived of his mighty fleet.
19 cf. WILL 1979, 219-221.
20 The dating of the battles of Andros and Kos is a well known problem. Although
there has been a tendency in recent decades to date the battle of Kos in 255
BC, it is my belief that the traditional dating of the battle in 261 BC should
be preferred. I will focus on this problem in an upcoming paper. For the
purpose of this paper I would point the reader to the article of REGER
[1985] 1993, where all the important works on the subject are cited.
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gage the Ptolemaic fleet in 261 BC.21 Therefore, it is my belief that the fleet
destined to engage the Ptolemaic soon after the fall of Athens, had been
prepared prior to the beginning of the Khremonidean war.
Unfortunately, now we are faced with an exasperating situation: on
the one hand we may assume that Antigonos already had a significant fleet,
and yet on the other, due to the fragmentary state of the sources we can say
absolutely nothing about its actions during the Khremonidean war. Therefore it seems that only one road is opened for further inquiry: if we are unable to reconstruct the activities of the fleet, then we must try to establish the
possible consequences of its actions.
3. This line of thought leads to the problem of Patroklos’ (in)activity. Pausanias states that this Ptolemaios sent a fleet to help the Athenians against
Antigonus and the Macedonians, but it did very little to save Athens.22 Indeed, the
help sent by Ptolemaios II was greater then we are led to believe from Pausanias’ statement. Yet, as S. Ager observes, despite these corrections to Pausanias’ description, Areios was killed, Athens fell, and in the end the Ptolemaic intervention led to nothing remarkable indeed.23
One of the widespread opinions is that the war against Antigonos
was actually instigated by Arsinoe, who wished to place her son on the Macedonian throne. After her death, Ptolemaios II continued her policy, but
only halfheartedly; and this is why the help he send was substandard and inefficient.24 This view is based on several arguments: her remarkable abilities,
vigor and ambitions; the way she is mentioned on the decree of KhremoniIt may seem that a possible counterargument for this interpretation could be the
fact that towards the end of 207 BC, i.e. during the I Macedonian war, Philippos V begun constructing a new fleet in Kassandreia (T. Liv., xxviii.8.14.).
However, there is a crucial difference between the two wars. For while Antigonos during the Khremonidean war was faced with numerous enemies, the
main enemy of Philippos V and the Hellenic alliance was the Aitolian symmachy. And it was exactly during that fighting season that Philippos V has
dealt such heavy blows to the Aitolians, that they started contemplating a
peaceful resolution of the war (v. HAMMOND 1988, 405-7).
22 Paus., i.7.3. Translation by W. H. S. Jones & H. A. Ormerod (Loeb edition, 1918).
23 AGER 2003, 40.
24 TARN in CAH VII., 705-6; FERGUSON 1911, 69-71, 175; BEVAN 1927, 65-9; BOUCHÉ-LECLERCQ 1903, 188; cf. HABICHT 1997, 142-3.
21
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des; and the fact that Ptolemaios II adopted Ptolemaios the son of Lysimakhos and made him a co-ruler. An additional argument could be made if Arsinoe died not in 270 BC as it is widely held, but in 268 BC, only few weeks
before the beginning of the Khremonidean war.25
As far as the dependence of the “mediocre”26 Ptolemaios II on the
counsel and forcefulness of Arsinoe II goes, it should be noted that this ruler was successful in some of his enterprises before her arrival in Alexandria,
as well as after her death.27 Furthermore, since in her life Arsinoe made some calamitous decisions, such as the maladroit assassination of Agathokles
or the naïve faith in Ptolemaios Keraunos, it seems that her remarkable abilities are too highly valued.28
Regarding the way she is mentioned on the decree of Khremonides,
E. Will has rightly observed that it was simply a formule de courtoisie, inspired by the cult of the Theoi Adelphoi and Arsinoe.29 Indeed, as R. Hazzard
pointed out, the close relations between Ptolemaios II and Athens predated
the arrival of Arsinoe to Alexandria,30 and therefore it would only be appropriate to speak of continuation of the politics of Ptolemaios I.
On the other hand, the identification of the co-ruler of Ptolemaios
II is a well known and vexing problem. Between 267 and 259 BC, on more
than one documents31 a co-ruler by the name of Ptolemaios emerges. This
Ptolemaios is named by modern scholars as Ptolemaios “the Son”,32 and is
sometimes identified with the son of Lysimakhos.33 However, it is obvious
that since c. 258 BC Ptolemaios the son of Lysimakhos was present in LyGRZYBEK 1990, 103-12 apud HABICHT 1992, 72. cf. HAZZARD 2000, 50, 55, 99.
However see HÖLBL 2001, 40, 69 n.29.
26 e.g. TARN 1928, 250.
27 BURSTEIN 1982, 205; HAZZARD 2000, 85.
28 On the influence and the abilities of Arsinoe II, v. POMEROY 1984, 17-20; HAZZARD 2000, 81-100 (особено 93-100).
29 WILL 1979, 222; BURSTEIN 1982, 208; WALBANK in CAH² VII.1, 236-7; HAZZARD 2000, 95-6. contra HABICHT 1997, 143
30 SEG XXVIII 60, 44-70. cf. SHEAR 1978, 25-6; HAZZARD 2000, 85.
31 The documents are collected in HUß 1998, 229-36.
32 For Ptolemaios “the son” v. ДЕЛЕВ 2004, 326-8; WALBANK 1988, 589-90; H.
VOLKMANN RE XXIII.2. (1959), s.v. Ptolemaios der Sohn, coll.1666-7.
33 e.g. ДЕЛЕВ 2004, 327; HUß 1998.
25
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kia, although it is not certain in what capacity;34 and later he was placed in
charge of Telmessos,35 in a position that could probably be described as semi-autonomous to the court of Alexandria.36 Hence, if Ptolemaios “the
Son” is identical with the son of Lysimakhos, it is doubtful that after the failed coup he was not only spared, but actually was appointed as an official in
Lykia.
W. Huß believes that Ptolemaios the son of Lysimakhos received
the district around Telmessos as a dorea, after his reconciliation with Ptolemaios II.37 This explanation is rather dubious. Ptolemaios II certainly did
not deter from reckoning with his rivals in a rather brutal fashion.38 Why
would the son of Lysimakhos receive a better treatment than the others, especially since his mother was already dead? And what is even more important, why would Ptolemaios II take the son of Lysimakhos as his co-ruler?
According to W. Huß, Ptolemaios II never intended to leave the empire in
the hands of Ptolemaios the son of Lysimakhos; the sole purpose of this act
was to present him in public as a suitable candidate to the Macedonian throne.39 However, if that was the case, why is the son of Lysimakhos not mentioned in the decree of Khremonides; why didn’t he take an active role in
the operations, but quite on the contrary, if he is to be identified with Ptolemaios “the Son”, he was present and active on the other side of the Aegean
in Ephesos? But this is one more conjecture that proves little.
Far more serious is J. Tunny’s objection, who points out that regardless of the possible motives, by adopting and appointing Ptolemaios the
son of Lysimakhos as his co-ruler, Ptolemaios II was creating a dangerous
situation in his own family. For if he was to suddenly die, he would not be
succeeded by one of his sons, but by Ptolemaios the son of Lysimakhos.
On top of it, even if this measure was conceived as temporary, there was no
guarantee that the son of Lysimakhos would concede his position peacefulv. BILLOWS 1995, 101.
HOLLEAUX 1921; BAGNALL 1976, 106-9; WÖRRLE 1978.
36 v. BILLOWS 1995, 101-4.
37 HUß 1998, 247; ДЕЛЕВ 2004, 327.
38 cf. HAZZARD 2000, 97. Magas indeed continued to rule in Kyrene even after his rebellion, but that was only because Ptolemaios II was not able to suppress
him.
39 HUß 1998, 238.
34
35
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ly.40 In other words, no matter what the expected benefits of the temporary
appointing would be, the act was plainly too hazardous. Therefore, it seems
that the identification of Ptolemaios the son of Lysimakhos with Ptolemaios
“the Son” is not very plausible.41
Consequently, it seems that regardless of the aptitude of Arsinoe II,
her influence should not be overestimated, and there is no need all of Ptolemaios’ II accomplishments to be associated with her personality and ambitions.42 After all, despite the failures in the Khremonidean war and the II
Syrian war, Ptolemaios II successfully ruled for almost two more decades.
Therefore, the question when Arsinoe II died is of no consequence.
4. Obviously the answer to Patroklos’ ineffectiveness should be sought elsewhere. As it was already mentioned, the archaeological sources modify the statements of Pausanias. For Patroklos disembarked in Attika and
established a number of bases: at Heliupolis, Vuliagmeni, Koroni, while his
main base of operations was the small island of Gaidhouronisi (4.5 km west
of Cape Sunion), later known as Patroklou Kharax.43 On the inscription in
honour of Epikhares it is also mentioned that Patroklos send part of his army to Rhamnus.44 The presence of these forces in Rhamnus and Heliupolis
undeniably points to the conclusion that the Ptolemaic admiral was not trying to avoid a battle with Antigonos’ troops at any cost.45
Patroklos’ activities do not end here. It was probably during the Khremonidean war that a garrison was installed in Methana in Argolis, which
was refounded as Arsinoe.46 That Patroklos was active in the Saronic Gulf
TUNNY 2000, 88-9.
It should be pointed out that this does not solve the problem with Ptolemaios “the
Son”. Yet it does show, I believe, that it would be prudent to differentiate
Ptolemaios “the Son” from the son of Lysimakhos.
42 cf. GABBERT 1997, 51; AGER 2003, 40.
43 For these fortifications see MCCREDIE 1966, 1-25, 30-2, 46-8. Patroklou Kharax is
mentioned in the sources: Paus., i.1.1; Strabo, ix.1.21.
44 SEG XXIV. 154, 23-4.
45 Yet the importance of these bases should not be overestimated, since Patroklos’
expeditionary force was mainly prepared for a naval engagement. cf. GABBERT 1997, 47.
46 Althgough it is uncertain when exactly Methana war refounded as Arsinoe, most
of the scholars relate it with Patroklos’ activities during the Khremonidean
40
41
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can be deduced from the fact that a group of small islands in the Gulf were
named Pelops’ Islands after another officer in the army of Ptolemaios II.47
This information is consistent with the archaeological sources, which seem
to imply that Antigonos was taking precautions from a possible sea attack in
that region. For part of the Isthmian defence system of Antigonos was the
fortified complex on the eastern parts of Mt. Oneion. As R. Stroud points
out, while these fortifications blocked Areios’ approaches, in the same time
offered excellent overview of the Isthmos and the Saronic Gulf and protected Kenkhreai from a possible naval attack.48
On the other hand, P. Rodriguez ascertains that the Ptolemaic coins
issued in 266/5 BC are more numerous in Hellas in comparison with the
ones in Asia Minor and the Levant.49 If to this conclusion we add the fact
that the attack of Alexander of Epeiros was probably instigated by Ptolemaios II,50 it becomes obvious that Patroklos, i.e. Ptolemaios II did not abandon their allies, nor was their effort negligible.51 Yet, Athens yielded while
Patroklos’ activities left no lasting impression in the sources.
5. Some scholars believe that the reason for this failure is the problems Patroklos, i.e. the Ptolemies faced in Asia Minor. Problems that were
caused from the sudden appearance of the Macedonian fleet in Asia Minor.
In order to protect the Ptolemaic possessions in Asia Minor Patroklos was
forced to detach part of his fleet, and therefore was unable to provide a

war. For a review of the conclusions and list of the most important works,
see COHEN 1995, 124-6; cf. BAGNALL 1976, 135-6.
47 Paus., ii.34.3; R. HERBST, RE XIX.1 (1937), s.v. Pelopsinselchen, coll. 392-3;
HABICHT 1997, 147 n.89.
48 STROUD 1971, 143-4; cf. WALBANK 1988, 282-3.
49 RODRIGUEZ 2000, 18-23.
50 Although there is no agreement among the scholars for the motives of Alexander’s
attack on Macedon, the theory that he was instigated by Ptolemaios II seems most probable to me. This does not mean that he had no ambitions
and motives of his own, but simply that the initial impetus came from Alexandria. cf. HAMMOND 1967, 588; BEVAN 1927, 67. Contra WALBANK 1988,
285.
51 This is another indication that the theory that the war was not fought with enough
vigour because of Arsinoe’s death is wholly unconvincing.
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more efficient help to Athens and Sparta.52 This theory is based on two arguments: a series of inscriptions from Miletos and one inscription from Samos.
The inscriptions from Miletos represent a thematic whole: the first
inscription is a letter from Ptolemaios II to the citizens of Miletos in which
he expresses his gratitude for the loyalty of the city;53 the second in a ruling
of the citizens that the emissaries of Ptolemaios II should be brought before
the assembly;54 and the third a decision of the assembly to bestow honours
upon Ptolemaios II.55
At this instance, two pieces of information are important. From the
first inscription it is obvious that Miletos remained loyal to Ptolemaios II,
although it seems that the city was in some kind of turmoil for some time.56
The presence of high Ptolemaic officials in the city – including Ptolemaios
“the Son” by now a co-ruler, Kallikrates and Hegestratos, points to a conclusion that something extraordinary was going on in Miletos.57 This can be
supplemented with the fact that for several years in a row (266/5-263/2
BC) stephanephoros of the city was the god Apollo.58 The situation was obviously so grievous, that no one could assume this function.59 The third inscription illustrates that Miletos was under attack by land and sea.60 Some
scholars think that the attack by sea was undertaken by Antigonos’ fleet,
during the same campaign when the battle of Kos was fought.61
The inscription from Samos is a decree in honour of Pelops the
son of Alexander, who was φίλος ὢν τοῦ βασιλέ̣ως Πτολ[εμ]αίου τεταγμέ‐
RODRIGUEZ 2000, 27-8. cf. WALBANK 1982, 217-21; ID. 1988, 290.
Miletos 62.
54 Miletos 52.
55 Miletos 34.
56 Miletos 34.
57 cf. SHIPLEY 1987, 186; AUSTIN 2006, 456.
58 REHM & KAWERAU 1914, no. 123.
59 BAGNALL & DEROW 2004, 42-3.
52
53

60

καὶ νῦμ πολέμων καταλαβόντων πολλῶ[ν] κ̣αὶ μεγάλων ἡμᾶς καὶ κατὰ
γῆν καὶ κατὰ θάλασσαν καὶ τῶν [ἐ]ν̣α̣ν̣τίων ἐ[πι]π̣λευσάντων ἐπὶ τὴμ
πόλιν (Miletos 34, 32-4).

61

RODRIGUEZ 2000, 28; WALBANK 1982, 219; BAGNALL & DEROW 2004, 42-3;
HÖLBL 2001, 42.
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νο[ς] ἐπὶ δυνάμεω[ς].62 Although some scholars think that Pelops was the

commander of the garrison on Samos, M. Holleaux showed long ago that in
this period, δύναμις denotes not a garrison but rather an active military
force.63
Therefore, P. Rodriguez concludes that the problems in Miletos
were caused by the fleet of Antigonos, and that Pelops was the commander
of the garrison temporarily stationed on Samos and was charged to defend
the coastal regions of Asia Minor.64 Admittedly this reconstruction seems
quite attractive, since it solves two problems in the same time. On one hand
it explains why Patroklos was unable to help his allies in a more efficient
way, and on the other why the Macedonian fleet is barely even mentioned.
For, stationed in Asia Minor, its actions made no impression on the sources
who were mainly interested with the situation in Hellas.65
Unfortunately, no matter how attractive, this reconstruction seems
improbable. As far as Pelops goes, it was already mentioned that during the
Khremonidean war he was active in the Saronic Gulf. Therefore, the theory
of P. Rodriguez that he was stationed in Asia Minor can not be accepted
without hesitation. Of course, this does not mean that Pelops could not operate on the other side of the Aegean coast, however, what were the reasons
and when did this happened could not be ascertained. On top of it, we must
take into account the explanation of R. Bagnall, who observes that Pelops
might have stayed on Samos only for a short time; i.e. that τεταγμένος ἐπὶ
δυνάμεως does not necessarily means that the army was stationed on Samos, but rather could be explained as a description of his status, that is his
function in the Ptolemaic military hierarchy.66
Things are different as far as the inscriptions from Miletos are concerned; for there is no doubt that there were some sort of military activities.
However, the first problem we are faced with is the dating of the inscriptiSamos 52.
HOLLEAUX 1905.
64 RODRIGUEZ 2000, 27-8.
65 Already Walbank assumed that the explanation for the omission of the fleet from
the sources could be that it was active in some other theatre of war. (WALBANK 1982, 219).
66 BAGNALL 1976, 83-4.
62
63
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ons. Although Tarn’s opinion that these inscriptions should be dated during
the I Syrian war67 is rejected, the exact year still remains unknown. The proposed date is c. 262 BC,68 but c. 262 could also mean one or two years before or after 262 BC. Indeed, it is not impossible to relate the attack on Miletos with the naval battle between the Antigonid and the Ptolemaic fleets if
this engagement was fought in 261 BC. Yet, that this reconstruction seems
improbable can be deduced from the information preserved on the third
inscription from Miletos. For the assembly mentions that it was a matter of
many great wars that beset the city, wars that have only started.69 First of all,
it is extremely unlikely that a single attack by the Macedonian fleet could be
described as “great many wars”, and secondly if Miletos was harassed by
Antigonos’ fleet for a longer period of time (as the theory of Rodriguez
would imply), why is it emphasized that the wars have only started (νῦν)?
On the other hand, it was approximately at the same time that the II
Syrian war begun and this time Rhodes sided with the enemy of Ptolemaios
II, i.e. Antiokhos II. It was precisely the Rhodian fleet that defeated the Ptolemaic one at the battle of Ephesos (c. 258 BC).70 The phrasing of the inscription (“great many war”), in my opinion seems more appropriate as an
allusion of the activities during the II Syrian war, not as a description of a
single attack by the Macedonian fleet. In a word, I would prefer to identify
the attacker by sea with Rhodes and not Antigonos. Therefore, instead the
final activities during the Khremonidean war, the third inscription could just
TARN 1930, 448-51.
BAGNALL & DEROW 2004, 42.
69 Miletos 34, 32-4.
70 For the battle of Ephesos see MOMIGLIANO 1950, 113; F. H. VON GAERTRINGEN, RE Supp. V (1931), s.v. Rhodos, 783; FRASER 1972, 163; HEINEN
1984, 419, 433; WILL 1979, 237. Only Seibert dates the battle few years later,
c. 252 towards the end of the II Syrian war (SEIBERT 1976). The hostilities
between the Ptolemies and Rhodes may be referred in a papyrus where it is
mentioned that Ptolemaios Andromakh(os?) managed to seize the city of
Ainos (P.Haun. 6, fr.1, l.7.). If this episode is to be dated during this period,
than the city mentioned could not be the one on the Thraco-macedonian
coast, but the one in the vicinity of Rhodes. (BÜLOW-JACOBSEN 1979, 94.)
However, as long as the problem with the identification of Ptolemaios Andromakhos remains unsolved, this argument could not be pressed too hard.
67
68
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as well depict the opening hostilities during the II Syrian war, which since it
is plainly put that the war had only recently begun, would make more sense.
The fact that several years in a row the eponymous magistrate of
Miletos was the god Apollo is seen by some scholars as another argument
that the Macedonian fleet was operating in Asia Minor during the Khremonidean war.71 Nonetheless, a closer examination of the situation seems to
imply quite the contrary. The situation obviously became so grave that there
was no citizen able to take over the function. This sort of critical state of affairs not only implies hostilities that lasted over a longer period of time, but
also that the surrounding territory of the city was under attack by a field army. For a fleet could certainly blockade a port for a certain amount of time,
and even raid the coastal area, but it is almost impossible to envisage that
these activities could threaten the city to such an extent, that there would be
no one left to take the position of eponymous magistrate. Unfortunately,
because of the fragmentary state of the sources, the situation in Asia Minor
at this time is so ambiguous that it is hard to ascertain who was behind these attacks.72
In fact, it may be that this situation has been unnecessarily and in
fact erroneously used as an indication that the city was under attack. For
exactly in 261/60 BC, just as the II Syrian war was about to begin, there is a
stephanephoros in Miletos.73 This detail inevitably leads to a greater reservation regarding the situation in the previous years. Indeed, even in Athens
during the Khremonidean war the officials were regularly elected. Hence the
absence of the stephanephoroi does not unconditionally imply an attack on
the city. In fact, the same absence of stephanephoroi in Miletos could be
observed in the 4th century in the years prior to the Asian campaign of Alexander. It is important to note that in that case the sources show that this
absence of stephanephoros was the result of an internal strife. Therefore it
BAGNALL & DEROW 2004, 42-3.
A clear illustration of how obscure is the situation in Asia Minor during this period
is the assumption of W. Tarn, who in his analysis of the troubles that befell
Miletos, supposes that either Antiokhos I was trying to take over the city
from Ptolemaios II, or that Ptolemaios II was trying to take it from Antiokhos I.
73 BAGNALL & DEROW 2004, 42.
71
72
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might be better to assume that the city was embroiled in an internal strife
once again.
On the whole, the theory that the Macedonian fleet was active in
Asia Minor seems unconvincing and problematic at best, while the accounts
of which it is based could be analysed and explained in a different fashion.
However if this was all that could be said, it is my belief that although improbable, this theory could not be ruled out with certainty. That is why few
more deficiencies in this theory should be mentioned. Indeed, one look of
the map of the Aegean seems to imply that the reconstruction does not seem impossible, for one fleet could relatively fast traverse from Euboia to
Asia Minor. Yet it seems that this possibility is sometimes exaggerated, while in the process the limitations of the ancient ships are disregarded. Indeed
in the last century for the modern fleets it was enough to control only few
key harbours in order to be able to control and intervene in a large area. But
it would be superfluous to even mention that there could be no comparison
between the modern ships of the last few centuries and those from the antiquity.
On the other hand, the fleets of antiquity endeavored to sail close to
the shore as often as possible. The crewmen had to rest; occasionally it was
necessary for the ships to be pulled out on land; they were in need of constant flow of supplies and resources for repairs; and probably most important of all, needed a shelter from the tempests. In a word, for a fleet to operate effectively, it was necessary to control quite a few bases and harbours.
Few examples will suffice to illustrate the point.
After the victory in the battle against Nikanor, Kleitos had to withdraw his ships on the shore in order for the crewmen to recuperate. This
was utilized by Antigonos Monophthalmos who gathered his remaining
ships, crossed the Hellespont and in a surprise attack defeated the victorious fleet on land.74
Even more telling is the case with the capture of the Athenian grain
fleet by Philippos II. For although the naval attack by Philippos II ended in
74

Diod., xviii.72. Indeed, this case could rather be understood as a stratagem by Antigonos Monophthalmos, or as an example of negligence by Kleitos. This
however does not change the fact that even a victorious fleet needed time to
rest after a battle.
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failure, he transported some of his troops on the shore of Asia Minor, and it
was this ground force that managed to capture the Athenian fleet.75
During the march through Gedrosia, even though the army was facing with severe lack of supplies, Alexander was forced to leave part of what
he had and store it in certain places, for on these provisions rested the fate of
the fleet that commanded by Nearkhos was to sail few months later.76
During the siege or rather the attempted siege of Syrakousai, since
the Athenian ships were too long in action, without temporarily being transferred on land, they began to rot and the efficiency of the fleet was severely
diminished.77
In 255 BC the roman fleet suffered heavy loses due to a storm near
Kamarina.78 Though Polybios blames the roman admirals for this calamity,
since it was their decision to sail through that dangerous route, it has been
shown that his critique is unfounded; for the Romans were forced to take
that route since the main harbours along the safer route were under Carthaginian control.79
I hope that these few examples illustrate plainly enough just how
much the effectiveness of a fleet was conditioned by the situation on the
land.80 What is important here is that there is no indication that Antigonos,
at the time, had at his disposal naval bases in the eastern part of the Aegean.81 Therefore, taking into account the limitations of the ships in antiquity,
it is hard to imagine how the Macedonian fleet was able to operate in the eastern Aegean, when the closest bases were on Euboia. Yet, even if we allow
that Antigonos had some forward base of operations, which considering the
v. GRIFFITH 1979, 574-7.
Detailed review and analysis of this campaign in BOSWORTH 1996, 166-185.
77 Thuc., vii.12.2-3.
78 Polyb., i.37.
79 WALBANK 1957, 96.
80 cf. STEINBY 2007, 94 n.32.
81 Some scholars believe that Samos was temporarily under Macedonian control, however this assumption does not seem very probable to me. Regardless, even
if we accept this theory, the inscription in honour of Pelops quite clearly
shows that the eventual Macedonian occupation of Samos could have happened only after the Khremonidean war.
75
76
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fragmentary state of the sources could not be ruled out for certain, this fleet
would still be in a constant need of supplies, as well as timber for repair of
the damaged ships. If this was the case we would have to assume that there
was a continuous link between this assumed base and the bases in Euboia
or Macedonia, which the mighty Ptolemaic fleet did not try to disrupt.
This brings us to the second weak point in the theory that the operations of the Macedonian fleet in Asia Minor was the main cause why Patroklos could not take a more active part in the Khremonidean war. For if we
are to accept this view, then we have to assume that at this point Ptolemaios
II, due to lack of military and financial resources, was not in a position to
defend the Aegean coast of Asia Minor and to lend a more substantial help
to Athens and Sparta. However, the impression that we get from the sources tells quite a different story. The final part of the Grand Procession of
Ptolemaios II was the military parade, which included approximately 57.000
foot soldiers and 23.000 horsemen.82 Furthermore, if R. Hazzard is correct
in his assumption that these were only the troops from Alexandria and the
khora,83 this would mean that Ptolemaios II had at his disposal an even greater army. To this numerous field army we must affix the enormous fleet of
Ptolemaios II, whose scale was never surpassed.84
Now, if we are to recall that Antigonos, whose military and financial
resources were by far smaller in comparison to those of Ptolemaios II, during the Khremonidean war, was forced to intervene in multiple fronts
against more than one enemy, it becomes clear how untenable the proposed
Athen., v.202f-203a. As for the date and the context of the great pompe there is
no agreement among the scholars. v. FRASER 1972, 230-3; FOERTMEYER
1988; WALBANK 1996, 121-5; HAZZARD 2000, 59-79; H. VOLKMANN, RE
XXIII.2 (1959), s.v. Ptolemaia, col. 1579. The dating varies from 279/8 BC
up to 262 BC. Such a disagreement does not affect my conclusion, since
there is no reason to assume that in the next decade (if the pompe was in
the 270’s) there was a sharp decline in the military capabilities of the army of
Ptolemaios II.
83 HAZZARD 2000, 73.
84 From the list of the fleet of Ptolemaios II, W. Tarn concludes that because of the
presence of numerous large ships, the average power of this fleet of roughly
300 ships might have been a penteres. Such an average was never achieved
neither by Demetrios Poliorketes nor by Rome. (TARN in CAH VII, 711).
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theory is. On the one side, there was Ptolemaios II who had vast resources
and at that point was engaged only with a part of his fleet in Attika could
not protect Asia Minor simultaneously; and on the other, there was Antigonos, who although with incomparably lesser resources, was able to leave a
substantial part of his army in Macedonia,85 and yet at the same time to besiege Eretria, to deploy the main body of his army in Attika and Korinthos
and still have enough forces to attack Asia Minor.86
Bottom line, the fact that Patroklos was in a position to install garrisons in number of places in the Aegean87 clearly shows that the assumed
weakness of the Ptolemaic army could not be accepted. Furthermore there
is no indication that the Ptolemaic forces in the eastern part of the Aegean
was insufficient, for it was in 262 BC that Ptolemaios II got hold of Ephesos, and maybe Lesbos.88 This shows rather clearly that there is no room for
the assumption that because of the problems caused by the Macedonian fleet in Asia Minor, Ptolemaios II was unable to intervene in Attika.
6. The question of the passivity of Patroklos is solved by J. Gabbert
in a different manner. In her opinion, Patroklos could do nothing remarkable because Antigonos was keeping his fleet in the harbours and avoided a
confrontation with the Ptolemaic fleet. As we shall see, this theory is not inapplicable to the operations of the Macedonian fleet. However, it is her explanation of the reasons behind this strategy that is problematic. For she
thinks that the most important effect from a naval victory is primarily the
psychological effect; therefore in the case of the Khremonidean war, the
That a substantial part of the army remained in Macedonia can be inferred from
two facts. First, it was this part of the army that withstood the invasion of Alexander of Epeiros and later took the offensive; and second, we ought to assume that even after the counter-attack in Epeiros part of that army must
have stayed in Macedonia for the protection of the northern frontier, which
had a disproportionately greater significance than it might be inferred on the
basis of the sources.
86 Rodriguez marginalizes this obvious difficulty in his theory with a single sentence:
En l'état des sources, on ne sait comment Antigone s'y prit pour être présent
sur les deux fronts (RODRIGUEZ 2000, 28).
87 On Itanos (and maybe Olos), Thera, Koresia and Arsinoe-Methana. v. HÖLBL
2001, 42-3.
88 PIEJKO 1991, 147. cf. BRUN 1991.
85
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fleet could not play a more significant role.89 As G. Reger observes, this
conclusion would sound strange indeed to the defeated at the battle of Salamis in 480 BC, or at the battle of Cyprian Salamis,90 not to mention the
Athenians after Aigospotamoi. In fact only two decades later, the I Punic
war was decided in a naval battle. For although inferior in forces, Hamilcar
Barca managed to entrench in few fortified positions in Sicily and impose a
stalemate on the Romans. It is important to note that his forces, as well as
the besieged Carthaginian towns were supplied by sea, just as the expeditionary force of Patroklos’ probably was. It was only after the naval defeat at
the Aegates in 241 BC, that the Carthaginian commander, although undefeated on land, had to surrender.91 Obviously a single naval victory could
have a great impact on the further course of a war. The advantages from a
possible naval victory would be considerable indeed for Antigonos; as G.
Reger points out, Patroklos’ lines of communication, not only with his allies
but also with the Ptolemaic strongholds in Attika, depended on the ability
of the fleet to keep them opened. If Antigonos managed to neutralize the
Ptolemaic fleet, the war would certainly be over much sooner.92
On the other hand, if Patroklos insisted on a naval engagement, at
least he could have tried to lure the Macedonian fleet to sail out of its harbours: the attack on Salamis, the blocking of Piraeus, and a possible attempt
to deblockade Eretria, could have forced the Macedonian fleet to action.
This I believe is especially true in the case of Eretria, for if Patroklos succeeded in lifting the siege of Eretria and strengthened the garrison with part of
his fleet, Antigonos’ lines of communication with Macedonia would be in
serious danger; and that sort of development would be all the more perilous
since Boiotia at the time was in the Aitolian sphere of influence, and therefore Antigonos’ logistics relied completely on the line Euboia-Oropos.93 As
we can see, the prospective naval victory would have greatly improved the
strategic position of the victor, and this is why Gabbert’s theory that the fleGABBERT 1997, 48-9.
REGER 1998.
91 v. HOYOS 2003, 11-20.
92 REGER 1998.
93 For the importance of this line see Thuc., viii.60, 95-6. It seems that Antigonos
struck some sort of a deal with the Boiotians and was permitted to use Oropos. v. KNOEPFLER 1993, 340; cf. REGER 1992, 374-7.
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et could achieve nothing in particular in the Khremonidean war should be
rejected. Yet, this does not change the fact that there were no major naval
operations during the war.
7. Indeed, the key weakness in both theories is that the events from
the first years of the war is mainly neglected; after the death of Areios and
the quelling of the rebellion in Eretria, for Patroklos’ fleet there was little
left to achieve. However, during the first period of the war, the activities of
the Ptolemaic fleet could have been of vital importance. This brings us to
Areios’ failed attempt to merge his army with the one of Patroklos.
As it was mentioned before, the disposition of the Ptolemaic strongholds in Attika shows that Patroklos was not trying to avoid a confrontation
with Antigonos at all cost. Nonetheless, when Areios managed to fight his
way to Attika,94 Patroklos urged him to commence the attack first, since “it
was not fair for Egyptian sailors to attack Macedonians on land”.95 This interesting piece of information shows that Patroklos did not bring with him
a corps of elite ground troops; his army was mainly composed of makhimoi96 and we may assume, based on the information preserved in Pausanias,
part of the crewmen who were disembarked. Obviously this army was unable to cope with the Macedonian forces on its own; the only hope for success rested in the merging of the Ptolemaic and Spartan armies.
Now, it seems probable that Areios undertook three campaigns
against Antigonos. In his first attempt he reached Attika indeed,97 but when
I accept the reconstruction of McCredie who thinks that Areios managed in his
first attempt to reach Attika, although I do not agree that there was only
one campaign (McCredie 1966, 110-2) and prefer the theory that Areios
undertook three successive campaigns in 267, 266 and 265 BC (WALBANK
1988, 280 nn. 2-3).
95 Paus., iii.6.5.
96 RODRIGUEZ 2000, 25-6. For makhimoi see SERRATI 2007, 473-4; LLOYD 2002,
121-2; cf. POLLARD 2010, 448, 451.
97 Stroud believes that during the first fighting season Patroklos indeed managed to
transport the Spartan army in Attika (STROUD 1971, 143 n.34). Although
McCredie prefers the reconstruction that the Spartan army came by land,
still does not completely exclude the possibility that it came by sea (MCCREDIE 1966, 111). However I believe that there are strong indications
that the army came by land. First of all, if Patroklos indeed transported the
94
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he used up his provisions retreated; during the following campaigns obviously he was unable to break Antigonos’ defense lines around Korinthos, that
were now strengthened with the control of Megara. Therefore the main
question is why Patroklos did not try to circumvent Antigonos’ defenses
and transport the Spartan army by sea. The actions of Agesilaos and later
Kassander show that this was not an impossible feat;98 and Patroklos certainly controlled few suitable landing points were the Spartan army could
have disembarked.99
This question brings us back to the statement of Pausanias that Antigonos attacked Attika not only by land by also by sea. Obviously the Macedonian fleet was somewhere near. If that was so, then the attempt to transport the Spartan army by sea would have been much more dangerous.100
The possible defeat of the Ptolemaic fleet in this case would have meant not
only breaking of the lines of communication between Patroklos and his allies, but also a disaster for the Spartan army. It would have been a move of
folly to put the outcome of the war in a single naval engagement, especially
with the Spartan army, which had no experience in naval combat for more
than a century, onboard. Therefore it is my belief that the most reasonable
explanation why Areios so tenaciously had to assail the Macedonian defenses on the Isthmos, is the nearby presence of the Macedonian fleet. This
sort of operation is complicated even today, and it must have been even

Spartan army, then it is incomprehensible why the Spartans disembarked
in northern Attika and by doing so they were effectively preventing the
cooperation between the two armies. Secondly, if Areios was constantly in
touch with Patroklos, why the Ptolemaic fleet did not supply the Spartan
army? This certainly would have enabled the Spartans to maintain the
pressure on Antigonos. Thirdly, from the sources it is quite clear that
Areios retreated by land. If his army came to Attika by sea, why would he
now try a dangerous retreat by land through the Korinthian defenses of
Antigonos?
98 Xen., Hell., iv.4.1. Although it should be noted that Agesilaos circumvented Korinth through the Korinthian Gulf, which was not an option for Areus and
Patroklos. For Kassander’s action see Diod., xix.54.3-4.
99 MCCREDIE 1966, 110.
100 cf. O’NEIL 2008, 84.
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more dangerous in antiquity, especially if the fleet of the enemy was somewhere near.101
8. This reconstruction enables us to comprehend the role of the
Macedonian fleet in a rather different way. As long as Antigonos was able to
prevent the merging of the Ptolemaic and the Spartan field armies, the main
task of the fleet, except maybe for occasional raids on Attika (which would
justify Pausanias’ use of κατεῖργεν), was to keep the Ptolemaic fleet in a stalemate. Simply put the Macedonian fleet had the function of a fleet in being.102 According to this concept, by remaining anchored in the harbours
and strategically deployed given the circumstances, a numerically weaker fleet could tactically neutralize the opposing fleet, which would always have to
take into account the potential actions of the fleet in being.103 This tactic
was certainly not spectacular or glorious, yet in the case of Antigonos it was
essential if he was to win in the war. For as long as Antigonos was able to
deal with his enemies piecemeal and to decide the war of land where his troops were undoubtedly superior, the only thing the fleet would had to do
was keep the Ptolemaic fleet at bay, and by its mere presence to prevent the
potential transport of the Spartan army by sea. If this was the role that the
Macedonian fleet played in the Khremonidean war, than it is not surprising
that there is no mention of naval operations in the sources; for no major
operations were conducted indeed.
9. Still, if this theory is to be accepted, then one question must be
answered: Why Patroklos did not try to force a naval engagement? He certainly had few options if he was determined to do so. As J. O’Neil points
out, if necessary, Ptolemaios II surely could have sent additional ships.104 It
is my belief that this reservation on part of Patroklos, i.e. Ptolemaios II is
due to number of factors.
Indeed, the crossing of Caesar of the Adriatic (Caes., Bell. Civ., iii.7-9) could be
seen as an example proving the contrary. However, neither Patroklos was
Caesar nor Antigonos Bibulus. And even if they were, the stakes in that
case were incomparably higher than in the case of Ptolemaios II and Antigonos.
102 Examples for the use of this tactic in the 17th and 18th century in REYNOLDS
1998, 62-8.
103 For an analysis of this concept see CORBETT 1911, 210-227; VEGO 2003, 207-13.
104 O’NEIL 2008, 84.
101
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Firstly, if deemed necessary, Ptolemaios II could no doubt dispatch
additional troops and ships. However, for this additional force to be effective it would have to be constantly supplied with all the necessities, primarily
food; and exactly food is something that Attika was always lacking.105 Therefore, to supply a larger force would be a logistical nightmare, even for the
Ptolemaic fleet.106
Secondly, as it was already mentioned Patroklos disembarked part of
his army in Attika where he controlled some strongholds. Since these were
probably makhimoi, we may conjecture that at least some of his ships were
undermanned, which decreased the effectiveness of his fleet. In such a situation it would have been unwise to force a naval confrontation.107
Thirdly, in the upcoming naval confrontation, the stake was not only the fate of Athens, but also the security of the Ptolemaic possessions in
the Aegean.108 If Patroklos was defeated that would mean, at least temporarily, that the Ptolemaic possessions in the western Aegean would be left
without protection and would be an easy prey to the victorious fleet of Antigonos.109
Additional feature that might have carried some weight on Ptolemaios’ II decision not to engage the fleet of Antigonos is the possible psychological scar caused by the crushing defeat at Cyprian Salamis. For in this
clash with the fleet of Demetrios Poliorketes (the father of Antigonos), his
father Ptolemaios I was not only defeated, but barely escaped with his life.110
A detailed analysis of the food potential of Attika and the Athenian reliance on
grain import in GARNSEY 1988, 89-164.
106 cf. ERRINGTON 2008, 89. Also, it should be remembered that this sort of grain
fleet was always in a dire need of a military protection, which would mean
that Patroklos’ fleet would have yet another assignment on its hands.
107 If he was to retreat these soldiers to the ships, then he was leaving Attika on the
mercy of Antigonos.
108 Gabbert underestimates the effects of the possible defeat of the Ptolemaic fleet.
In her opinion the only loss for Ptolemaios II would be “some ships and
men”. (GABBERT 1997, 48-9).
109 cf. O’NEIL 2008, 84-5, who thinks that Ptolemaios II was not so much in fear for
the Kyklades, as for the possessions in Asia Minor, which could immediately
come under pressure from the Seleukids.
110 v. BILLOWS 1990, 152-5.
105
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The significance and effect of such crushing defeats should not be underestimated.111 This does not imply that Ptolemaios II was trying to evade the
fleet of Antigonos at all cost; indeed, neither of them was to wait long for
the first showdown of the fleets. However in that particular situation, the
risk was simply too great. It was one thing to fight for the control of Kypros, whose strategic importance for the Ptolemaic empire was enormous,
but quite another to tempt the gods and risk a battle for the sake of Athens.
All of these factors alone might not have had a decisive character, but
cumulatively they represented a serious argument against the prospective confrontation with the Antigonid fleet. After the death of Areios, there was no
sense in investing additional resources for the sake of Athens; while after the
unsuccessful diversion by Alexander of Epeiros, the only way the war could
have been won, was if Ptolemaios II decided to dispatch additional and numerous force in Attika, something that he was not prepared to do. Actually,
the main war effort undertaken by Ptolemaios II was the sending of a part of
the fleet. The burden of the fight on land was to fall on Sparta and her allies
and Athens.112 Therefore, after 256 BC the fleet of Patroklos was unable to
achieve anything that could have changed the course of the war.
It may seem that this course of action was pretty naïve and inappropriate. Was Sparta alone to defeat Antigonos and the Macedonian army;
could a detachment of the Ptolemaic fleet to neutralize the whole fleet of
Antigonos; and what exactly was Athens trying to achieve when her military
potential, especially for a war on land, had always limited? If we are to give
an objective answer to these questions, we must ignore for a moment the
course and outcome of the Khremonidean war, and the later battles of Andros and Kos. Simply put, we have to try to imagine how the estimated strength of the combatants seemed, at least on paper.
e.g. When Justinian I decided to attack the Vandal kingdom in Africa, his decision
caused fear and faltering among some of his advisors since the catastrophic
outcome of the expedition in the time of Leo I was not forgotten. Similarly,
if we are to trust Prokopios, on one occasion the Slavs were preparing to attack the southern part of the Balkan peninsula, but when they heard that
Germanus was nearby with an army decided to alter their destination and attacked Dalmatia; for they have not forgotten that years before Germanus inflicted a heavy defeat on the Antae.
112 cf. GABBERT 1997, 47-8.
111
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On the one side stood Antigonos, who up until that point had not
shown any extraordinary capabilities as a commander. Until 277 BC he barely managed to hold his possessions in Hellas; previously had been defeated by Ptolemaios Keraunos, and some time later probably by Sosthenes as
well; in the war against Antiokhos I achieved nothing noteworthy; had been
relatively easy by Pyrrhos and almost lost the Macedonian throne. Indeed,
he played a major role during the finishing operations against Pyrrhos, however that was only after the failed attack on Sparta, which managed to push
back the Epeirote even though Areios with part of the army was absent at
the time.113 The only success he could boast with was the victory at Lysimakheia; and even there he defeated only one segment numbering approximately 18.000 Celts,114 at a time when the main Celtic onslaught on the Balkan Peninsula was losing the impetus. Hellas owned its deliverance to the
heroic defense of Delphi lead by the Aitolians; while Macedon was saved
from a total disaster mainly to the mysterious, but obviously capable Sosthenes. All in all, up to that point the military feats of Antigonos suggested that
he was a mediocre commander at best. On top of it, at the time Antigonos
was facing with problems on Euboia, whose strategic importance for the
Macedonian strongholds in Hellas must not be underestimated.
On the other side, he was faced with a seemingly formidable alliance. For twenty years the Ptolemaic fleet ruled the eastern Mediterranean uncontested and there was no indication that Antigonos could pose a threat to
its dominance. With the victory over Pyrrhos, not only did Sparta regain at
least a part of the former glory, but due to the energetic ruler Areios managed to increase the influence on some parts of the Peloponnesos. As for
Athens, although unable after the Lamian war to start a war against Macedon by herself, the partial success in the rebellion of 287 BC showed that
with external help was still able to prove problematic for Antigonos.
If we look at the situation from this perspective, then the strategy of
the allies is not only unsurprising but it is actually quite reasonable. If Sparta
was able to defeat Pyrrhos, she could certainly handle Antigonos, who at
the same time would have to keep an eye on the situation on Euboia and in
For the operations on Peloponnesos see TARN 1913, 269-74; WALBANK 1988,
265-7; WILL 1979, 214-6.
114 v. ДЕЛЕВ 2004, 275; WALBANK 1988, 255-7.
113
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Attika; while the Ptolemaic fleet was a guarantee that the control of the sea
will be firmly in the hands of the allies. The development of the situation
shows how mistaken these calculations were. Still despite of it all, if Patroklos succeeded to transport the Spartan army in Attika, Antigonos would
have been forced to a pitched battle, a battle whose outcome would have
been hard to predict. This demonstrates once more how important was the
role played by the Macedonian fleet. By its presence near Attika prevented
the joining of the allied forces, which essentially secured Antigonos’ victory
in the war. As I already mentioned, although the activities of the fleet were
certainly not spectacular, they were of decisive importance nonetheless.
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Abstract. – The Classical dwellings found on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia have been given only partial attention, so far. This text will focus on the development of these houses through the Antiquity. The earliest representatives of
urban living, dated to the Early Antiquity, created a world of intimacy, with their
relatively small scale and simple plan. Much is known of this kind of houses through the remains of such dwellings found in the settlement of Vardarski Rid, near
the modern-day city of Gevgelija. Remains of Roman houses were found in almost
all Roman cities in Macedonia such as Stobi, Skupi and Heraclea. The mix of features specific for the Hellenistic and the Roman world can be seen in the modest remains of early Roman houses in Macedonia. The presence of peristyle houses, which are typical for the Roman provinces in the Imperial period, is dominant in the
area of the Republic of Macedonia. In the Late Antiquity, the social status of certain individuals has changed. Large houses were more developed than before, as a result of the concentration of wealth in the hands of new aristocracy. The new aristocracy demonstrated their recently accumulated wealth and status via building lavish homes. Yet, the more rustic, humble dwellings were cluttering the streets of
the urban and suburban areas. These dwellings were created with the division of
older residences and public buildings into smaller living quarters.

The most basic form of human living space, beginning with the caves, through the cottages to the great palaces, can be called by one common
name: a residence or a home; while any building which was constructed by
man as to use it for a dwelling, can be simply called a house. The scholars,
who examine the Classical world, are on the opinion that the Greek and the
Roman houses are above all cultural artifacts that have their own unique
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contribution to the understanding of the Classical life1. Over time, the role
of residential architecture became increasingly emphasized, as a source for
social and cultural research of the Classical world.
Studying the dwellings dated to the Antiquity on the territory of the
Republic of Macedonia probably because of the attractiveness of public, secular and sacred buildings, whose remains are preserved at the most famous
archaeological sites. The private houses dated to the Antiquity which were
found on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia have been only partially addressed in Macedonian scholarship. This might be due to the appeal
the public, secular, and sacred buildings have for the scholars dealing with
the most famous Macedonian archaeological sites. Urban buildings do tend
have a slightly greater appeal than the rural ones. Thus, this text will follow
the development of the houses in the urban centres in Macedonia throughout the Antiquity.

1. The Period of Early Antiquity
The houses from the early Antiquity in Macedonia can be understood by describing a few foundations found on the island Golem Grad in the
Lake Prespa2, at Isar near the village Marvinci3, the remains at Gloss near
Grchishte, at Ohrid and foremost through the settlement of Vardarski Rid
near Gevgelija. Houses were small, with a simple plan, containing several
rooms4. The houses in the cities of early Antiquity were presented by an internal space; a closed, wrapped interior. The yard of the houses provided
the needed light and ventilation; giving warmth in the winters and a shade in
the hot summers. The houses of the Early Antiquity in all Mediterranean
areas, as well as in Macedonia, were set on creating the world of privacy and
exclusion of the views from passing-by pedestrians. This restricted contact
with the outside world was accented by using a single, simple street gate and
few, small windows placed high on the walls.
The rare windows on the ground floor and on the first floor were
probably provided with wooden shutters. Such view of the houses points
out the care for isolation of the house and creating security for the home
environment. The rooms were modest and sparsely equipped with furniGEORGE 2004, 7.
БИТРАКОВА 1989, 121-123.
3 СОКОЛОВСКА 1986, 68-69.
4 BLAŽEVSKA-SLAMKOV 2010, 361-385.
1
2
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ture. Floors were usually made of earth or pressed clay. In most of the discovered houses, there were no traces of fixed fireplaces or kitchens. Instead,
the cooking area was isolated in smaller complex, used for that purpose only. Some of the houses had facilities for personal hygiene incorporated, such
as the House with a Bathtub (3rd -2nd century BC) in the settlement at Vardarski Rid5. In such cases, the Classical rules of placing the bathhouses near kitchen complex were followed6.
The most important contrast in the Classical Greek houses was the
one between the male and the female living space7. Nonetheless, the excavation of the houses dated to the Early Antiquity in the abovementioned archaeological sites in the Republic of Macedonia does not confirm this strict
gender division of the living space. If one could glimpse from their entrances, one would not have been provided with a symmetrical view of the interior. (fig. 1, 2). The inner courtyard was used as a unifying element and thus
was present in almost all houses, providing a central point around which the
numerous rooms gravitated, each rendered accordingly to its purpose.
The porch was another dominant feature in the Classical houses,
but it is not always seen in the later Hellenistic houses excavated in Macedonia. Some of them might have had an upper floor, with more private rooms.
The houses in the Macedonian cities of Early Antiquity were organized in
irregular insulae, separated by spiraling allies. They were completely different
from the pastas houses (found in Athens, Olynthos, Pella), the peristyle houses (as seen in Delos, Eritria and Magna Graecia) or the type of houses
known under the German name Herdraumhaus, present in Epirus and other
areas of Classical Greece. In addition, there is not a slightest familiarity found with the prostas type of houses, which were very typical for Priene and
the other Ionian cities, as well as their colonies8. Though some of the elements have been borrowed in the Classical houses found on the territory of
Macedonia, they cannot be numbered among any of the above given types.
Their spatial organizations holds some similarities to the Early Classical houses excavated in the smaller settlements in Macedonia, such as the
МИТРЕВСКИ 2001, 46-50; МИТРЕВСКИ 2005, 70-73.
GRAHAM 1954, 328-346; CAHILL 2002, 81.
7 During the time of Homer facilities for female family were situated on the upper floor and in the Classical period they were on the ground floor; RIDER 1965, 216.
8 GRAHAM 1966, 3-31; KRAUSE 1977, 164-179; HOEPFNER-SCHWANDNER 1994, 146161.
5
6
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houses found near Florina (modern-day northwestern Greece)9. Perhaps the
local population kept some of their own traditions, shaped by the geographical location and the climatic environment of these areas.
Such differences between types of early Antique houses in ancient
Greece and those in the region of Ancient Macedonia are a result of different social order. The difference of the houses built in Classical Greece and
their counterparts in Macedonia can be attributed to the different social
structure. While Classical Greece was made of city-states (poleis), each with
its own administrative governing; Macedonia was a relatively large centralized country, with the royal see as centre of power. The population lived
mainly in inland villages. Some of them might have reached the size of
smaller towns, but never gained its own administrative governing10. The
houses in a typical Greek poleis were not conceptualized to demonstrate
wealth, power or lavish preferences, for the basic principles and values of
the 5th century’s Greek citizens were honour and glory.11 On the other hand,
the inhabitants of the Macedonian towns stemmed for the quite opposite- a
display of richness and an emphasis on the power of the Macedonian dynasty, shown via architecture. For this purpose, the construction projects in the
older Macedonian capital Pella, we undertaken by hired Greek architects
and artists. Therefore, here might lay the origin of the contrast between the
capital Pella and the other Macedonian settlements, because people of different background and social vision than the rulers built the former one for
who it was built for. The construction material for these houses was predominantly wood, clay, stone, and sun-dried bricks. Some of the houses had
walls made of intertwined twigs and clay; a simple building technique, used
from prehistoric to modern times.
Despite the simple conception, the Macedonian houses of Early Antiquity preserved the family’s privacy and enabled fulfillment of the domestic activities necessary for functioning of the household. Although these were private buildings, they had certain features that enabled social interaction.
A great portion of a city’s economy was tied to the working quarters of a
merchant’s or a craftsman’s house. Some of the rooms were used as workshops, stores or warehouses, as confirmed by the excavation of many dwelNEVETT 2001, 120, fig. 39.
ERRINGTON 1990, 4.
11 Demosthenes commented that the houses of the prominent city officials in the past
could not be distinguished from those of the most ordinary citizens. 

9
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lings at the site of Vardarski Rid. One of these was the Atrium House (3rd-2nd
century BC), where the juxtaposition of private and public space is clearly
visible. This mixing of the private and the public space of a dwelling, with a
sense of interaction between the intimate and the social element of a house
will become an important trademark of the Roman house.
The Empire of Alexander the Great opened the way for expanding
the Oriental influence and even before Alexander’s conquest, Macedonia
was always oriented towards the Aegean Sea. As part of this Empire, the
elements of the Mediterranean Hellenistic culture have been permanently
embedded in this areas, as a amalgamation of the Hellenic, the Eastern, and
the Macedonian culture.
Macedonia has been always increasingly turned to the Aegean
Sea. As a part of his Empire, the elements of the Mediterranean, Hellenistic
culture, have been permanently embedded in these areas because of the junction between the Hellenic, Eastern and Macedonian culture.12

2. Roman period
Remains of Roman houses were found in almost all Roman cities in
Macedonia such as Stobi, Skupi and Heraclea. Mixing features specific for
the Hellenistic and Roman world are evident in the present modest remains
of early Roman houses in Macedonia. The concept of the Roman domus,
adapted to climate conditions and traditions of the local population can be
seen in the excavated section of an Early Roman house, found in Stobi,
known as Casa Romana (1st-3rd century AD)13. Certain modified elements
characteristic for the early Roman domus in Italy will be present in some later buildings in the Republic of Macedonia.14 The elements typical for an
Early Roman domus in Italy, can be seen in modified form in some later buildings found in the Republic of Macedonia. The most beautiful residences of
the established domestic architecture belong to the peristyle residential type.
Its origin was inspired by the Hellenistic public architecture, so one can say
that the private dwellings of the peristyle type was an imitation of the public
buildings.15. Its roots should be found in the inspiration from Hellenistic
ПАПАЗОГЛУ 1995, 13.
WISEMAN-MANO-ZISSI 1973, 394-397; WISEMAN-MANO-ZISSI 1974, 126-128.
14 Like the late Roman suburban villa at Stakina Chesma, Valandovo.
15 It was the most common type of house in the late Classical and Hellenistic period.
The peristyle-houses are found in Delos as well as at Olynthos, the houses in the
12
13
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public architecture, so in a private house the peristyle was a product of imitation of public buildings.
The peristyle constituted the nucleus of the house. The introduction
of a rectangular peristyle yard marked the end for the old irregular yard .The
peristyle yard used for banquets, celebration, and discussions; it was the locus of social life for the master of the house. The appearance of the inner
peristyle in the house complex was the first sign for the existence of noble
houses.
As an import from the Greek East, we can see this architectural
form in the Roman house. Romans deliberately adopted the characteristics
of the Greek public life. By the 1st century AD, the peristyle was fully integrated into the plan of the Roman house and took the role of the main space for reception and entertaining houseguests.
The appearance of the perystyle did not mean that atrium was moved or replaced; instead the two features complemented each other. Once
accepted as a architectural feature, the peristyle became fictionalized and
lost its Hellenic associations by gaining new, local cultural significance. Smaller houses had peristyle in a modified form; with a two- or threeside porch, thus forming pseudo-peristyles. This kind of peristyle or pseudo-peristyle, which came into existence due to lack of space, was the most
common type in the urban Roman houses at Stobi. This city holds the greatest number of residential buildings discovered in the Republic of Macedonia16.
Houses with inner peristyles were present in all regions throughout
the Antiquity. This type of house had been introduced by Romans in the
Western provinces and North Africa (in the cities of Ptolemais, Volubilis,
Tipasa, Carthage, Sabratha, and Bulla Regia), as well as in the cities of the
Eastern provinces (such as Ephesus, Zeugma on the Euphrates, Antioch
and Palmyra in Syria).
The inner peristyle houses were the dominant type of private dwelling in these regions throughout the whole Antiquity17. Their presence is
usually inevitable on the Balkan Peninsula18. Influenced by Eastern cultures,
in accordance with the existing tradition, they were present in Stobi, Caričin
villa sector, and at the colonies of Sicily. Some suburban houses in late Hellenistic
times had been transformed into peristyle-houses.
16 ГЕРАСИМОВСКА 1996, 64-78; МИКУЛЧИЌ 2003, 168-200.
17 AKURGAL 1993, 354-358; MAC DONALD 1986, 207-209; BROWNING 1979, fig. 2.
18 SODINI 1984, 344-359.
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Grad, Mediana, Remesiana, Felix Romuliana, Buthrotum, Marcianopolis
(near Devnia), Abritus (near Razgrad), Pautalia, Augusta Traiana, Diocletianopolis, Nicopolis ad Nestum, Philippopolis, and in many other cities and
their vicinity.
The spatial organization of residences found on the territory of Macedonia, mostly in the city of Stobi, avoided the axial plan; which can be taken as influence of the Hellenistic culture. However, the desire for luxury is
notable in these Roman houses, as it was displayed by the richly decorated
and representative buildings. (fig. 3).
The vast houses of Stobi, with the main group of rooms around the
large peristyle, which cover the whole insula, have another small group of
rooms, again centred on an open space (fig. 4), yard or smaller pseudo-peristyle, similar to some houses in the North African Roman cities.
The vast houses of Stobi, which could cover a whole insula, had the
main group of rooms oriented towards the large peristyle. They also had
another, smaller group of rooms situated around an open space (fig. 4), a
yard or a smaller pseudo-peristyle; a trait attributed to some houses found in
the North African Roman cities.19.
From the period between the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD onwards, the
noble houses in the Eastern provinces had a complex of more intimate rooms for the female part of the family20. Such groupings of living quarters
were identified in the houses of Parthenios (4th- 5th century AD), Peristerias (4th
-6th century AD) and GR (Domus Fullonica) in Stobi. They had more intimate
character than the representative peristyle surrounded by premises. Their
presence is sometimes equated with the existence of gynaikonitis 21 in the early houses of the Hellenic world. These influences were very strong in the region of Macedonia. These partly separated complexes enabled the family
members to perform their duties away from the onlookers in the main peristyle, where the official ceremonies took place, such as the morning salutatio
(greeting.) These larger town houses also included spa complexes, thermae,
which had several wards in their composition. Such houses are evidenced in
Stobi, Skupi and Heraklea.

HALES 2003, 195-204.
BROWNING 1979, 99.
21 The rooms in Classical Greek houses not allowed to men who were not a part of the
family.
19
20
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The inland, far away from the sea coast, was an ideal place for preserving certain traditions and rules typical for the distant past. However, the
territory of modern-day Republic of Macedonia, being a multicultural crossroad, could not avoid the trends in architectural development-a matter of
utmost importance for the Roman citizens. This especially is attributed to
the development of the Roman dining room-the triclinicum into an apsidal
room- the oekus, used for multiple purposes. The most striking evolution
can be observed in the House of GR (1st-6th century AD) in Stobi. The presence of the apsidal dining rooms, with allowance to accommodate semicircular stibadium22 was evident in all houses at Stobi during the Late Roman
period; (fig. 5) as well as in many other cities in the Balkan Peninsula - Pautalia, Sirmium, Mediana, and Athens.
Representative rectangular rooms with an apse were popular among
the rich residences in the Balkan provinces during Late Antiquity. Established back in the 1st century AD and chosen by Domitian (81-96)23, as a medium for power display, the apse continued to accompany the representative reception rooms the houses of Late Antiquity. This apsidal space was
used by the Late Classical aristocrats to receive the poorer clients, at the very podium of the apse. The triclinia, the audience halls of the Late Roman
houses were conceptualized as lavish parading quarters, used for a theatrical
display of power of the patrons over their clients.
The architectural adaptation of the banquet halls was a reflection of
trends in social, religious and cultural practice. Growth of the number of clients at social feasts, and therefore the need for additional space for their reception, was stimulated by the Roman cultural ideals of patronage.

3. The Period of Late Antiquity
The Late Antiquity connects the latest Roman eras, those belonging
to the 3rd c. AD, and the Middle Ages. A period marked with the emergence
of a new philosophy of living, which was intertwined with the widespread
adoption of the new religion-Christianity and then followed by gradual decline of the Roman way of expression. The power and wealth of new holders of the unifying force, the clergymen, were expressed through the dwellings they occupied. Their residences served both as private homes and
common facilities for performing sections of the religious rites. The archi22
23

Convex bed, known as stibadium or sigma.
HALLES 2003, 229.
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tectural discrepancy was noticeable more than ever; on one side stood the
growing aristocracy’s grand houses with a multitude of rooms adapted for
receiving, and on the other hand there were the rustic, modest dwelling formed by division of former rich residences and public buildings, as well as
hastily built dwellings in the suburbs24.
Subdivisions25 of the wealthy Roman houses into more modest houses followed certain architectural principle, using the still standing walls and
decoration. Spacious Roman buildings became beehives made of tiny dwellings for the poorer population. These common living arrangements were of
great asset for a city’s authorities; because in this manner, the Classical façades of the buildings were preserved, as well as solving the issue for finding
permanent accommodation for the massive inrush of population from the
surrounding settlements. These subdivisions were archaeologically confirmed in the city of Stobi, where smaller dwellings were made of the former
Houses of GR (fig. 6), Peristerias, and Parthenios.
This re-usage of urban space was also employed on the public buildings. As a result of the changes in the social system of the Empire, and the
growing need for accommodating the great influx of population in the cities; the public buildings no longer in use were converted into smaller homes.26 Remains of such houses were found in most of the public buildings
in Stobi, Skupi (fig. 7), and Heraclea. Parts of the theatres in Stobi (fig. 8),
Skupi, Lychnidos and Heraclea (fig. 9) were leveled with modest little cottages27. The most recent excavations in Stobi confirmed the presence of numerous dwellings situated in the public space and building; incorporated in
the altered urban scheme of the city and built with simple building material.
Such dwellings were not uncommon for other Classical cities in Macedonia,
they were found in Heraclea and near the Episcopal Basilica in Bargala.
Around the 2nd century AD, major changes were introduced in the
city’s configuration. The cities grew outside their pomeria, and thus the suburbs were converted into a bridge between the city and the villages in the
ГЕРАСИМОВСКА 2010, 119-126.
ELLIS 1988, 567-569.
26 After the 4th century the former public squares were filled with small houses, such
were the cases of Ephesus, Cyrene, and Salona. Later in the 6th century, this happened in Thasos and Thuburbo Maius; in the same period the amphitheatre at Tebessa and the hippodrome in Sirmium were re-used.
27 ЈАНАКИЕВСКИ 2001; МИКУЛЧИЌ 1974, 347-368; МИКУЛЧИЌ 1999, 254-255; МИКУЛЧИЌ 2007, 76.
24
25
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vicinity. The circumstances in the Late Antiquity exacted a safer living space, which was the main reason for rapid building of rustic houses as close as
possible to city walls. This situation is apparent in suburban area near the
Western Necropolis in Stobi, used from the end of the 4th to the end of 6th
century AD; as well as at the foot of the terrace in the Eastern suburb28.
Another Eastern suburb, belonging to the city of Heraclea, is marked
with intensive building of small houses in the second half of the 4th c. AD and
the beginning of the 5th century29. Not all existing luxurious houses were converted into smaller dwellings, some or parts of them were restored and used
for the residence of church officials and thusly, putting them into service of
the Christian religion. They represented a very small section of the former
luxury; the preserved facades of the converted older residences kept a false
appearance of urban life. In addition the renewed facilities, new residences
were built for the high-ranking clergy and civil authorities (fig. 10).
These newly erected buildings followed the older building schemes.
They kept the spatial organization of the former residence, but also introduced new trends mainly focused on the Christian symbolism introduced into
the decorative arrangement. The floor decoration was refashioned by using
elements important for the Christian dwellers and the architectural concept of
the rooms also incorporated the requirements of the new religion (fig. 11).
Again, best examples are found in Stobi, where parts of the houses
of Policharmos (fig. 12) and Peristerias in Stobi were renewed in the spirit of
Christianity and still in use. The older debris in Heraclea was leveled for
building the lavish Episcopal Residence in the middle of the 6th c. AD, with
floors and proudly displaying the deep symbolism of Christianity (fig. 14).
Bargala’s and Lychindos’ newly built Episcopal Residences also attest the
continuity in erecting representative buildings, following the trend set in the
Antiquity.



28
29

Municipium 1994, 11, 12, 15.
МАНЕВА 1987, 138-140; МАНЕВА 1988, 175-184.
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Fig. 1: Vardarski Rid, the House of the Collector, 2nd century BC
(photography by D.Gerasimovska).

Fig. 2: Vardarski Rid, the House of the Collector, reconstruction
(after Gerasimovska 2009, fig. 123).
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Fig. 3: Stobi, the House of Parthenios, 3rd -5th century AD
(photography (by K.Taleski).

Fig. 4: Stobi, the House of Parthenios, plan and reconstruction.
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Fig. 5: Stobi, the House of GR, apsidal triclinium, 3rd-5th century AD
(photography O. Petrov).

Fig. 6: Stobi, the House of GR, ground plan of the third phase with partitions
from the late 4th to early 5th century AD (after Mikulčić 1982, p.540, Abb.2).
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Fig. 7: Skupi, post-urban small dwelling structures (after Jovanova 2008, p.40).

Fig. 8: Stobi, post-urban dwellings on the cavea of the theatre
(photography by D. Gerasimovska)

House Development in the Cities... throughout Antiquity

Fig. 9: Heraclea, post-urban dwellings over the theatre, model.

Fig. 10: Stobi, the House with apsidal triclinium, 6th century
(photography by D.Gerasimovska)
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Fig. 11: Stobi, the House of Peristerias, apsidal triclinium
(photography by M.Tutkovski)

Fig. 12: Stobi, the House of Polycharmos, reconstruction
(after Gerasimovska 2009).

House Development in the Cities... throughout Antiquity

Fig. 13: Heraclea, the Church Residence, 6th century AD
(after Gerasimovska 2009, fig. 160; photography by S.G.Mateska).

Fig. 14: Heraclea, the Church Residence, a part with decorated floor
(photography by M.Tutkovski)
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Abstract. – The aim of this paper is to present glass vessels that were used
in Roman times in the territory of today's northern Croatia. In Roman period this
part of our country was part of the province Pannonia. The idea is to present the
vessels that were widespread through the entire Empire, therefore in our part of
the province as well. Also, the idea is not to present the rare, luxury vessels, since
only few examples of such kind have been found in northern Croatia, but to present plain vessels of everyday use : tableware, storage and toilet vessels. At this
point, it seems that glass vessels from the later period (3rd and 4th century) are
more numerous than the ones from the earlier one (1st and 2nd century). The latter were mostly imported from Italy, while some vessels from the late Roman period indicate local production, but unfortunatelly, secure archaeological evidence for
such an assumption is still lacking.

In Roman times, the territory of today’s nothern Croatia was part of
the province Pannonia. At the beginning of the 2nd century this province
was divided into two parts: Upper and Lower Pannonia. In the 2nd half of
the 3rd century, during emperor Diocletian’s reign, these two provinces were divided into four autonomus provinces, two of which were in northern
Croatia: Pannonia Savia and Secunda. Thanks to the favorable location in
the central Danube valley, the whole of Pannonia was an area of trading goods from the southern, western and eastern provinces of the Empire, between the 1st and the 4th centuries. Cities in the territory of today’s northern
Croatia, as an integral part of this province, were also actively engaged in
the exchange of goods from various trade centers. Among other items, glass
vessels were also traded.
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In this paper the typology of glass vessels (1st – 4th century) from
the territory of today’s northern Croatia is going to be presented. The focus
is on the plain vessel types of everyday use that were popular through the
entire Empire, therefore in our part of the province as well.

Early roman glass vessels
The earliest import of Roman glass vessels in the territory of today’s
northern Croatia began in the 1st century, during the Pannonian conquest.
These vessels were mainly of Italic production (ŠARANOVIĆ SVETEK 1986,
50; DAMEVSKI 1976, 63; PINTEROVIĆ 1978, 117). Particulary significant for
our territory was Aquileia, not only as an important workshop centre in
Northern Italy, but also as a great port in which all sorts of goods were coming from all parts of the Empire. It was from Aquileia that the glass vessels were imported into the territory of Pannonia (ŠARANOVIĆ SVETEK 1986,
50; DAMEVSKI 1976, 63; Lazar 2006, 331). The majority of goods were probably arriving by land, directly from Aquileia, by the road that led through
Emona – an important trading center for the Sava region at that time, and
then continued to Siscia and Sirmium. Some of the goods, most probably
vessels from the eastern Mediterranean workshops, came indirectly from
Salona. The provinces of Dalmatia and Pannonia were connected by the
road Salona-Servitium that was joined to the longitudinal direction along the
Sava valley basin (MIGOTTI 2000, 196).
The number of the early Roman glass vessels in our region is relatively small. It is also interesting that they are mostly concentrated in the northern part of the country, in the area around Zagreb and Sisak (Siscia), while
in the eastern part of Croatia, they are present only in Osijek (Mursa) in a
greater number. Whether it is a result of a poor import or the fact that most
of the glass vessels were not published so far, or insufficient archaeological
excavations, it is difficult to say at the moment. But, one of the reasons is
perhaps the fact that the Romans conquered the north of Croatia first and
then gradually headed east. Therefore, the 1st century vessels are lacking in
the territory east of Sisak.
There are only two cemeteries containing multiple pieces of glass
vessels, Zagreb - Stenjevec and Nova Vas on Žumberak (GREGL 1989; 2007),
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while several vessels were also found on the Southeast cemetery of Siscia
(WIEWEGH 2003). A lot of early Roman vessels were found in Sisak and the
surrounding area (KOŠČEVIĆ 2003; BALEN et al. 2004; BAĆANI, ŠKRGULJA,
TOMAŠ BARIŠIĆ 2012), unfortunately many of them without any context.
Eastward, the early Roman glass vessels are present only at Mursa (BULAT
1976). The typology of these vessels points to the early period.

Italian and East Mediterranean import
The most numerous are various types of tubular and conical toilet
bottles dated to the period of the 1st and 2nd centuries, but some of them
to the 3rd century as well. [Fig. 1] They were made mostly from the naturally blue or green glass. Since these two types of toilet bottles were most popular in the early Roman times analogies for them could be found throughout the Empire. These types of toilet bottles are repesented to a great extent
in our territory as well. In fact, they are most frequent form of the early
Roman glass vessel mainly found in graves.

Fig. 1 Stenjevec, Sisak, Osijek (after BULAT 1976; GREGL 1989; WIEWEGH 2003)

Besides usual toilet bottles there are some other types of toilet vessels represented as well. There are several globular bath flasks with handles
(aryballos): two from Sisak (WIEWEGH 2003, 59, T. XXXV/1, 2), two from
Osijek (BULAT 1976, 89/6, 8) and one in the Pavletić collection (BALEN et al.
2004, 74, cat. no. 106). [Fig. 2] Such flasks were one of the most common toilet bottles used for storing oil that was used in the baths and they were
worn tied around the wrist. They were produced both in the western and
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the eastern provinces. The flasks from Sisak (Fig. 2c, d) have identical shape
of the body, but their necks vary in length, and the type of the handles used,
and the decoration as well. The first flask from Sisak (Fig. 2c) is made of
green glass and it is well preserved, with two bronze circlets on the voluteshaped glass handles to which the bronze handle is attached. The body is
decorated with glass threads. The second one is made of blue glass (Fig. 2d).
It has the same shape of the body, but a taller neck with handles of different
shape unlike the first one and no decoration on the body. By analogy to similar pieces, especially from Hungary (BARKÓCZI 1988, 159, 160, Taf.
XXXIII/363; 159, 190, Taf. XXXIII/358) these flasks were dated to the
period of the 2nd century.
The first flask from Osijek (Fig. 2a) has also a globular body and the
handles in the shape of dolphins. It is made of green glass. On the basis of
analogies from Slovenia and Italy (Lazar 2003, 171, 172, Fig. 49/8.3.3.;
Mandruzzato, Marcante 2007, 56, cat. no. 3) it can be also dated to the period of the 2nd century. The flask from the Pavletić collection differs from
these four described. [Fig. 2a] It has a globular body made of yellow glass
and two thin handles made of blue glass. On the basis of similar specimens
(SOROKINA 187, 41, Fig. 1/1; RAVAGNAN 1994, 44, cat. no. 50; FADIĆ 1997,
132, cat. no. 79) it can be dated to the period of the 1st and the beginning
of the 2nd century and it is probably of the Eastern Mediterranean production. Based on the type and form of the handles, but also on the body shape, the flask from Sisak could easily be an import from the Eastern Mediterranean as well.

Fig. 2 Osijek, Sisak (after ŠARANOVIĆ SVETEK 1986; WIEWEGH 2003)
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Import of goods from the Eastern Mediterranean glass workshops in Pannonia is hardly evidenced, unlike the area of the eastern Adriatic coast, where it was abundant. There are only several
vessels found which were probably imported from
the Eastern Mediterranean. They are all preserved
in the Pavletić collection. [Fig. 3] An amphoriskos
(BALEN et al. 2003, 73, cat. no. 101) made of colorless glass, dates to the 1st and the beginning of the
2nd century. A juglet, 3a, (BALEN et al. 2003, 73,
Fig. 2a Pavletić collection
cat.
no. 102) made of purple glass is mould-blown
(after BALEN et al. 2003)
and dates to the 1st century. Flask, 3b, (BALEN et al.
2003, 77, cat. no. 122) made of greenish-brown glass, also mould-blown, dates to the 3rd century and originates probably from a Syrian workshop.
At the Zagreb – Stenjevec cemetery two complete, identical, ribbed
bowls were found, made of naturally blue glass (Fig. 4a). [Fig. 4] They represent typical 1st century BC and 1st century AD mould made form. Although, these bowls were highly popular and widespread, these two specimens
from Stenjevec are the only two preserved of that type in the territory of today’s northern Croatia. They were probably present in large numbers, but
only fragments were found (BAĆANI, ŠKRGULJA, TOMAŠ BARIŠIĆ 2012, 168).
At the cemetery Gornja Vas
two more types of the early Roman
bowls were found (Fig. 4/b, c).
The first one (Fig. 4b) corresponds
to Isings form 44a, dated to the 1st
century. According to Isings, it
probably originated from the middle of the 1st century (1957, 59). It
was a very popular form in the Flavian period as well. It is numerous
among the glass found at Pompeii
Fig. 3 Pavletić collection
and Herculanum (Isings 1957, 60).
(after BALEN et al. 2003)
The second one (Fig. 4c) corresponds to Isings form 42a and it is characteristic for the period of the 2nd half
of the 1st century and the 2nd century. This form was also widespread in
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the western part of the Empire. They were numerous among the Pompeian
and Herculanean glass (ISINGS 1957, 58), as well at the Magdalensberg and
Ticino canton (LAZAR 2003, 74). The same type of bowl is contained in the
Pavletić collection in the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb, probably originating from Sisak (BALEN et al. 2003, 76, cat. no. 118). The last form (Fig.
4d) was widely distributed in the period of the 1st and 2nd centuries, also in
the western part of the Empire (Pompei, Herculanum, Ostia, Magdalensberg, Dobova, etc.). The earliest specimen of such a bowl was found at
Magdalensberg and was dated to the Augustan period (LAZAR 2003, 73).
At the Zagreb - Stenjevec necropolis four beakers with indentations
on the walls were found (Gregl 1989, 18, G. 15/3, T. 4/11; 18, G. 15/4, T.
4/12; 21, G. 47/1, T. 10/6; 23, G. 55/2, T. 12/4). One beaker of such a type was found at the Southeast necropolis of Siscia (WIEWEGH 2003, 53, T.
XXXIV/1). [Fig. 5] Indented beakers were common forms of Roman glass
vessels and they appear in different shapes through the 1st and 2nd century,
but there are examples dated to the 3rd century as well. Beakers 5a, b, d and
e, have four broader indentations on the walls, while 5c has twelve narrower. Rims of specimens b and c are of the same shape – slightly facing outwards and they are cut, while specimens 5a and d have rims also cut and
ground, but the walls are creating a small curve at the transition to the rims.
Beakers 5a, b and c have slightly concave base, while 5d and e have tiny foots. On the basis of analogies with similar pieces and the shape of the rims
and base, beakers 5b and c are probably of earlier production, the 1st century, while other three examples were probably produced later, the 2nd – 3rd
centuries.

Fig. 4 Stenjevec, Gornja Vas, Sisak (after GREGL 1989; 2007; WIEWEGH 2003)
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Fig. 5 Stenjevec, Sisak (after GREGL 1989; WIEWEGH 2003)

Square bottles with a handle, larger or smaller, stocky or elongated,
are widespread through the Empire, even though more in the western than
the eastern provinces (ISINGS 1957, 63-67, f. 50; CALVI 1968, 116-119; ŠARANOVIĆ SVETEK 1986, 19; BARKÓCZI 1988, 171-181, T. XXXVII-XLIV). [Fig.
6] Their production began as early as the 1st century (Augustus or Tiberius
period) but from the mid-1st century onwards they became extremely popular and widespread and remained in use through the entire Roman period,
given that they could still be found in the 4th century. In our territory, they
were widespread as well, but unfortunately there are more fragments of
such bottles found than entire vessels. There are only a few examples that
are complete, found in graves, but only couple of them are published. Two
identical bottles were found at Stenjevec: short, square, with rounded shoulders (Gregl 1989, 17, G. 8/3, T. 3/3; 18, G. 15/1, T. 4/9). A similar bottle
is preserved in Pavletić collection (Balen et al. 2003, 74, cat. no. 110), but
has more narrow neck, while in Siscia’s Southeast cemetery one narrower,
taller bottle was found (Wiewegh 2003, 58, T. XXXIII/1). Bottles are dated
to the 1st – 2nd centuries.
Since the early Roman vessels from Croatian portion of Pannonia
are mostly found in cemeteries we have multiple specimens of storage vessels or urns. At Gornja Vas cemetery (Gregl 2007) about a dozen urns was
found, dated to the 2nd half of the 1st and 2nd centuries. They are quite similar in shape and colour (naturally blue or green) and differ only in rim
forming. There is only one of square shape found, in Sisak (Koščević 2003,
91, 92, Fig. 2b), dated to the period of the 1st – 2nd centuries. Globular
vessels are frequant finds in the western provinces and are rare in the eastern ones. They were used as storage vessels in housholds, as well as urns.
Square vessels were primarly used for storage, since their shape was suitable
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for transport. But, they also served as urns in the western provinces, many
of them were found in the Gaul and Rhein region (LAZAR 2003, 161).

Fig. 6 Stenjevec, Sisak (after GREGL 1989; WIEWEGH 2003)

Fig. 7 Gornja Vas (after GREGL 2007)

Late roman glass vessels
Glass vessels dated to the late Roman period appear to be much
more numerous than those of the earlier periods. There are far less vessel
types but quantitatively more objects. The earlier ones, as already mentioned, are mostly imported from Italy, while those from the later periods may
have been produced locally. There are lots of elements that support such a
statement. Poor production, poor quality of glass, vessels types that have no
or few analogies in other provinces, only several, basic vessel types (conical
and hemispherical beakers, oval jugs, spherical bottles and toilet vessels),
etc. But, the most important evidence (furnaces, glass waste, tools, etc.) for
such an assumption is still lacking.
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Glass vessels of probable local production?
There are several types of conical beakers: with rounded base, flat or
ring base. [Fig. 8] There are different opinions regarding the functions of
the beakers with rounded and flat base. Some scholars belive that they were
used as lamps, while the majority of them belive that they colud be used
both, as lamps and beakers. There are frescoes found showing that vessels
of that type were used for wine drinking (FLEMING 1997, 32). In Karanis,
beakers of such type were found together with vessels for everyday use –
plates, bowls, bottles, but, also in Karanis, they were found, together with
ceramic lamps, in the underground grain pantrys (FLEMING 1997, 32). The
majority of these beakers were found as grave goods, at cemeteries of Štrbinci (MIGOTTI 2001; 2004; 2007) and Tekić (SOKAČ ŠTIMAC 1974), but several were discovered at cemetery of Zmajevac as well (FILIPOVIĆ 2010).
They date to the 4th – beginning of the 6th centuries. There are only two
published conical beakers with ring base. The first one is preserved in the
Pavletić collection (BALEN et al. 2003, 78, cat. no. 128), probably from Sisak, but the context of the finding is unknown. The second one is from Dalj
(ŠARANOVIĆ SVETEK 1986, 17, T. III/5), but unfortunately the context is also unknown. They date to the 3rd–4th centuries. Beakers with rounded base were popular both in the western and the eastern provinces while the other two types were more popular in the West.

Fig. 8 Štrbinci, Dalj (after MIGOTTI 2004; 2007; ŠARANOVIĆ SVETEK 1986)

Hemispherical and oval beakers, with or without decorative blue
drops on the body, are also frequent finds among the late Roman vessels in
our portion of Pannonia. These vessels originate from the 3rd century and
they were especially popular in 4th century. They appear throughout the entire Empire, but particularly in the Rheine region. Our examples are all of
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different shades of greenish and yellowish colour and decorative drops on
the body are made of blue glass. Plain beakers (Isings form 96) were found
in Ludbreg (FADIĆ 1997, 200, cat. no. 207), Popov Dol (DAMEVSKI 1976, 66,
Tab. XV/ 2), while beakers with decorative drops were found in Sisak (FADIĆ
1997, 90, 200, cat. no. 206), Virovitica (SALAJIĆ 2001, 34, 36) and Zmajevac
(FILIPOVIĆ 2010, 37, cat. no. 9). There are more fragments found than complete vessels of such beaker-type with drops, on different sites at eastern
Croatia.
As we can see, oval jugs were also very popular in our part of Pannonia during the 4th century. Several different types can be recognized. [Fig.
10] Their common characteristic is the oval body, which, of course differs
in size and decoration (with or without ribbs) and they all have ring base.
They also differ in length, size and decoration (with or without threads) of
the neck, shape of the mouth and handle. Jugs with oval body and emphasised shoulders, some with and some without decoration of ribbs, were found
at the cemetery of Štrbinci (MIGOTTI 2004, 237, T. XVIII/2; 2007, 201, T.
VI/3). At the cemetery of Zmajevac all oval jugs that were found have a
plain body (FILIPOVIĆ 2010, 47, cat. no. 33; 49, cat. no. 36). From these two
cemeteries, there are several oval jugs with decoration of glass threads on
the neck (MIGOTTI 2009, 219, T. XXXV/3, 4; FILIPOVIĆ 2010, 47, cat. no.
33; 55, cat. no. 51).

Fig. 9 Ludbreg, Sisak, Virovitica (after FADIĆ 1997; foto M. Leljak)

Just like oval jugs, globular bottles were also very popular and widespread during the 4th century in our territory. [Fig. 11] This type of bottles
was a popular and frequent type through the entire Empire from the 2nd
half of the 3rd and in the 4th century (ISINGS 1957, form 103, 104b; GOETHERT POLASCHEK 1977, Taf. C/ 101 b; BARKÓCZI 1988, 144, Taf. XXVI,
308a).
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Bottles with a straight neck,
with or without constriction, were found at cemeteries of Zmajevac (FILIPOVIĆ 2010, 64, cat. no. 72) and Štrbinci (MIGOTTI 2009, 210/4; 215/ T.
XXXI/7) and also in Osijek (BULAT
1976, 91/26, T.III/1), but unfortunately without any information about
the context. Bottles with funnel mouth are more numerous. They were
Fig. 10 Štrbinci (after Migotti 2004; 2007)
found in Osijek (BULAT 1976, 89/2,
T. I/1; 90, 91/25, T. II/1), Dalj (BULAT 1976: 90/15, T. II/4), Štrbinci
(MIGOTTI 2009, 134, T. XX/3) and probably Sisak, now preserved in the
Pavletić collection (BALEN et al. 2003, 78, cat. no. 126, 127).

Fig. 11 Štrbinci, Dalj, Osijek (after MIGOTTI 2001; 2009; ŠARANOVIĆ SVETEK 1986)

The vessel forms presented in this paper are not all glass vessel forms known from northern Croatia. Here presented types, from period of the
1st to the 4th centuries, were most popular and widespread in the entire
Empire, so they were popular in our part of the province as well. Unfortunately, to a far less extent than in the other provinces, especially earlier
forms. As I mentioned before, one of the reasons for that is maybe just insufficient archaeological excavations so far. But, based on the vessels that
we have and their analogies with similar forms from other provinces, we
can say that earlier forms are mostly Italic ones. Later forms (4th century)
are probably local, Pannonian, which is evidenced by a number of indicators
(poor production and poor quality of glass, asymmetrical forms, large quantity of the material found but only few major vessel types (globular bottles,
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oval jugs, conical beakers and rounded toilet bottles), lacknes of direct analogies, etc.). Unfortunately, no other elements (furnace, glass waste, tools,
etc.), on the basis of which we could prove the glass production at this part
of Pannonia, have been found yet. In other words, to confirm the latter assumption, more archaeological evidence is needed.
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Claustra Alpium Iuliarum:
a Research Plan
Mario ZACCARIA
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Rijeka, Croatia

Abstract. – After the golden age of the Roman Empire, from Augustus to
Marcus Aurelius, known as the Pax Augusta, a time of insecurity starts, in which
the Empire must be defended on all fronts. There are frequent barbarian raids on
the territory of Illyricum and Italy, and defensive measures are being taken. One of
these is Claustra Alpium Iuliarum, a system of defensive walls (barriers), forts and
towers in the current Republic of Slovenia and the Republic of Croatia, designed as
early as the time of the emperor Gallienus. It lasted until the emperor Theodosius
400 A.D. Claustra ought to be systematically researched with new technologies
available (LiDAR, GIS and georadar), archaeological excavation should be performed, and Claustra should be presented to scientific and general audience and included in the List of UNESCO World Heritage.1

Introduction: What are the defensive walls of the Julian Alps?
The term “claustra” refers to the series of forts on uneven ground,
whose purpose is to ward off the enemy, as well as the entire defensive
line2. Claustra Alpium Iuliarum is a system of fortifications and defensive
walls (barriers) built as protection of those valleys and passes situated between Slovenia and Croatia (to a lesser extent in Italy and Austria) along
I thank my colleague Juraj Kusetič with whom for years I dream to announce and
launch Claustra as a research project. I thank him for his valuable advice.
Likewise, I thank Ivana Bahun for having patience with my typos, grammatical errors and nonsense in general.
2 KUSETIČ 2008, p. 38.
1
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which flowed the most effective communication pathways. The danger began with the invasion of Italy in the event of breach of the Danube limes, as
was the case in 169/170 AD during the Marcomanian wars, when for several months the attackers held siege of Aquileia and destroyed Opitergium
(Oderzo)3.
Claustra Alpium Iuliarum protected the Aquileia-Emona-Carnuntum road (Figure 1.4), the fastest and safest way to travel in the province of Noricum and Pannonia, a route used for millennia as the last tract of the so-called “Amber Road.”

Figure 1. Barrier model between Emona and Tarsatica (PEROVŠEK-PETRIČ 2008).

The Danube limes and the aforementioned fortification system are
not so different from a tehnically point of view, but they differ in function:
the first one is the fortification line between the Roman Empire and barbaricum, and it was the actual state border, while the barriers are situated within
the Roman territory, and they represented the defensive structures of mainly local and regional character. Apart from that, unlike the Danube limes,
Claustra had no lateral communication paths, which enabled the movement
3

DENES GABLER 2002, p. 69.
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of legions in the event of danger from their position in the background, due
to the developed ground that left little room for maneuver. The main purpose for the Romans was to close and control routes which were passable
(paths, roads, fields), protecting sources of drinking water in order to weaken the opponents and discourage their attempts of looting Italy. A signaling system, similar to the one used during the Ottoman invasion4, was used
for sending notice of impending military threat across the entire district up
to Aquileia (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Most important invasion routes from the east towards
Italy via present day Slovenia (CIGLENEČKI 1999).

The construction of defined tracts had to run slowly. First, it was
necessary to identify sites with geo-strategic specifications and to ensure the
cleaning of the ground by felling vast forest areas in order to gain an overview of the environment. Cut wood would be used for the construction of
palisades and hiking trails on the walls. The rest of the wood was used for
4

MALNAR 2007 pp. 205-206. As soon as the Turkish soldiers would cross the Bosnian border signal fires would be lit, and the news would spread to Aquileia within 4 hours, it has been calculated that the news could reach from
Poetovia (Ptuj) to Aquileia within two hours (KUSETIC 2008, p. 44).
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the fire which was necessary for heating and production of lime. In addition, vast quantities of wood were to be ready at any time for the ignition of
signal fires, in case of the enemy detection. The construction was difficult
due to the uneven terrain and, apart from the maintenance of major roads,
it was necessary to enable minor roads which were used for the construction site and would eventually serve for the supply of manpower, weapons
and food for the echelons in that area5.
It has been calculated that
the walls in some places should be
up to 4.5m high, so that the towers
could be erected on three floors, the
last one of which served as a guardhouse; it was covered due to the frequent rainfall, and with access to the
passage of the parapet (breastwork).
Beams used for walking were leaning against the projecting buttresses,
equally distant from one another (3
m). Towers were constructed by using two buttresses (Figure 5) but
these were not present at all sections
Figure 3. Illustration taken from the document of the limes since their positions deNotitia dignitatum released by A. Müllner from pended on the flexibility of the terra1901. The drawing shows Aquileia (or Kastro, in, becoming higher when they dethat is, Ajdovščina, by Kusetič) and in the back- scended into the valley (Figure 6.7).
ground the barriers between the mountain passes Precipices, barriers by themselves,
(KUSETIC 2008).
gorges and grottoes were integrated
into the walls and connected to each other with filling of crushed stones of
various sizes.
In some areas, such as Hrušica and Lanišče, the walls were leaning
against the fort, or the fortified line fit into the walls as in Tarsatica. In the
area of Jelenje, the fortress was located quite far from the walls, beneath today’s Grobnik hill-fort. Other points can be identified at Klana, where the
medieval castle stands today, and perhaps south of the Iron Gate, the area
5

KUSETIČ 2008, p. 45.
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of Šiblje, where Matejčić describes a rhombus-shapes area. The walls at Kalvarija, Sv. Katarina, Jelenje and Klana comprise of two poles of half-processed blocks with crushed stones rubble and mortar (the same goes for other
parts of Claustra6). Only in Prezid near Čabar the valley was cut with walls
made in dry stone technique, which could indicate the speed of construction due to the upcoming danger. The walls that enclosed valleys had to be
visible from far away in order to have a disincentive effect on barbarians.

Figure 4. The important road Aquileia - Carnuntum across Pannonia and east Noricum,
known as the amber road, with the positions of barriers (PEROVŠEK-PETRIČ 2008).

Historical context, sources and archaeological documentation
The ancient sources are mainly indirect, and when they do mention
claustra, they only sketch it out, therefore it is necessary to cross-reference
the chronological data from modern historiography with the information
from the archaeological remains and selected sources by Jaroslav Šašel in his
capital work Claustra Alpium Iuliarum. I Fontes.
The fortification of the Julian Alps already started during the Roman conquest 7. After the last great rebellion of the Pannonian and Illyrian
6 KUSETIČ
7

2008.
KUSETIC 2008, p. 41, Kandler claimed falsely that the limes existed from 48 B.C.
against Iapodes who attacked the Po valley (KANDLER 1870 pp 1-4).
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peoples from 6-9 A.D. which was led by Baton and put down by the future
emperor Tiberius8, a long period known as pax romana began.
The border with Italy was determined
on the river Raša where formerly had been the
boundary between Liburni and Histri9 and thus
Histria became part of Regio X. Illyria was divided into two provinces of Dalmatia and Pannonia, latter was divided into Upper and Lower by
the emperor Trajan in 103 A.D., with centers in
Carnuntum and Aquincum, along the Sava river.
An arrangement that will not change over the
next 300 years10. In the north, the Regnum Noricum peacefully entered the composition of the
Empire in 16 BC thanks to Tiberius and Drusus
the Elder11, which triggered the rapid development of the region with the construction of many cities: Emona, Celeia, Petovia, Salla, ScarbanFigure 5. Floor plan of the tract tia and Carnuntum, the latter as the seat of the
at Čelo area near Jelenje, by Ivana provincial governor and the general headquarVučić. The abutments (buttresses) ters of several emperors; under the emperor
are visible on the inside walls, as
Claudius (41-54 AD) Noricum was raised to the
well as their relation to the towers
rank of province. A limestone base found in the
(generous concession of Ranko
Starac and the archives of the Na- field and preserved at the City Museum in Triesval and Historical Museum of the te can be also dated under the Emperor Claudius. The base has an inscription that celebrates
Croatian Littoral in Rijeka).
the building of the road Tergeste - Avestica - Ad
Malum-Ad Titulos-Tarsatica, built by a decree of the governor of Pannonia
Aulus Plaucius12.
LUTTWAK 2007, pp 31, 56, 72; WILKES 1998, p. 197.; 2.110.4 (...) parentis acerrimis
ac peritissimis ducibus, pars petere Italiam decreverat iunctam sibi Nauporti ac Tergestis
confinio, pars in Macedoniam, se effuderat, pars suis sedibus praesidium esse destinaverat.
(C. Velleius Paterculus in ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 20.); BIGLIARDI 2004, pp. 322-328.
9 BLEČIĆ 2001 p. 68.
10 WILKES 2007, p. 199.
11 GERACI, MARCONE 2004, p. 162.
12 TREVISOL 1999 pp. 159-160
7
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Figure 6. The model of walls that grow in height by lowering the valley as opposed to
those at the top of the hill (PEROVŠEK-PETRIČ 2008).

Figure 7. Floor plan by Ivan Vučić: the four towers at Jelenje (generous concession of R. Starac
and the Maritime Archives and the Historical Museum of the Croatian Littoral in Rijeka).

In 2001, a cippus from Bevke was found, signalling the border between Aquileia and Emona: of an uncertain date between 43 BC when Nauportus could have been part of Cisalpine Gaul, and after 33 BC with the
establishment of the colony of Julia Emona, but not after the reign of Claudius. Thus, according to some scholars, the Regio X reached to Emona13.
13

ŠAŠEL KOS 2002, pp. 373-382.
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After a relatively peaceful principate of Antoninus Pius (138-161
AD) a period of “double principate” of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus
followed, and raised a question of Parthians int he East, the result was victorious but became an indirect cause of hardships in the coming years.14
There were no more wars of conquest, but the need for constant defense of
the imperial territory during the entire reign of two emperors. The first attempt of crossing through the Roman border was made by 6000 Obias and
Lombardians who unexpectedly crossed the Danube river during the New
Year 166/167 A.D. The attack was rejected by the Roman frontier troops,
but the Romans did not have enough time to provide effective protection
and to launch a punitive offensive, when a joint assault of Quadi and Marcomanni shifted to the area of both Pannonias15. Marcommani-Sarmatian
wars from 166 and 180 A.D. era led to an important turning point in the
history of the Danube provinces. Apart from the epigraphic sources, we have information on diplomatic efforts before the war, the defeat of the Roman army, storages of numismatic material and destruction of legionary
camps as well as towns. Marcomanni and their allies broke through the Danube limes in 170 AD16, reaching Italy, besieging Aquileia and destroying
Opitergium (Oderzo)17. Various military camps located in Pannonia (Quadrata, Ad Statuas, Vetus Salina, Matrix or Intercisa) were built in stone at the
end of the war. The construction plan was not completed until the end of
the reign of Marcus Aurelius, or the beginning of the reign of Commodus,
when Rome gave up trying to conquer provinces of Marcomannia and Sarmatia18.
While the war with the Parthians was still in progress, there was a
conflict with Marcomanni and after five years in the East, Lucius Verus returned to Rome. Marcus Aurelius gave a speech in the Senate on the seriousness of the situation after which he ordered the priests who arrived from
all over the empire to make sacrifices, cleared the city and for seven days celebrated banquets in honor of the gods (lectisternia) according to the Roman
custom. On their return from the eastern front soldiers brought with them
GERACI, MARCONE 2004, pp. 210-212.
RAJTÁR 2002, p. 99.
16 In 169 AD, according to some historians.
17 GABLER 2002, p. 69.
18 GABLER 2002, p. 73.
14
15
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the plague that struck the population from 165 to 189 AD: the measures
were taken to prevent the spread of infection and the interment was legalized. Finally, both emperors went to the North dressed in military clothes
(paludati) making a stop in Aquileia in spring of 168 AD19. In Historia Augusta we learn that Lucius Verus had constantly been urging his colleague to return to Rome together, especially because they found out that the prefect of
the Imperial Guard, Furies Victorinus, was killed along with most of the army. But Marcus Aurelius was determined to continue the campaign:
Finally, having crossed the Alps, they went even further and put into effect all
the necessary measures for the defense of Italy and Illyricum (Hist. Aug., Vita
Marci, 14.5; translation.Cro. Mario Zaccaria)20.
Nothing is mentioned in Marcus’ life about the Marcomanni invasion which reached Verona, Oderzo destruction and siege of Aquileia. Only
three short paragraphs21 reveal that the event was traumatic. For the first time, after two centuries of peace, the soil of Italy was defiled. The omission
of the event must have been deliberate in order to avoid the Emperor’s bad
publicity because he was celebrated in all his virtues.
Aquileia was besieged and Opitergium destroyed. But when? The
possible time span goes between 167 and 171 AD According to traditional
opinion, the invasion of Italy took place after the breaching of the Danube
limes in 167 or a little later in 168 AD The two emperors stayed in Aquileia
in order to counterattack across the Julian Alps, and organized in the north
eastern mountains between Aquileia and Emona defense system mentioned
in Marcus’ life (Vita Marci). For the official name we can thank to the inscription from Thibilis, in Numidia, from which it follows that the senator
Q.Antistius Adventus Q.f. Quir. Postumis Aquilinus became leg(atus) Aug(usti) at
praetenturam Italiae et Alpium expeditione Germanica22, a position he took, according to the series of acts from his respective cursus honorum, between 168 and
169 AD. There is a theory of the later invasion from 170 AD proven by archaeological finding. The main arguments are that the sources mention only
Marcus Aurelius, putting the event after the death of Lucius Verus in 169
ZACCARIA 2002, p. 75.
ZACCARIA 2002, p. 75.
21 Lucian of Samosata, Cassius Dio and Ammianus Marcellinus.
22 AE 1893,88 = ILS 8977 ŠAŠEL 1971, p.22.
19
20
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AD, which means that the emperor came to the Danube only in 170. Campaigns of generals Tiberius Claudius Pompeianus and Publius Helvius Pertinax probably date from the time when Tiberius became a son in law of
Marcus Aurelius by marrying his daughter Lucilla, the widow of Lucius Verus. The defense organized by Marcus Aurelius, Alpium praetentura Italia, was
not sufficient to prevent the penetration of Marcomanni and Quadi. Finally,
W. G. Kerr proposes an option, contrary to Birley (about the date of the invasion of Italy in170) that praetentura was not a useless preventive measure,
but a response to the invasion of 167 AD. Therefore, the only unquestionable point remains the the forming of praetenture Italia et Alpium expeditione Germanica at the end of 168 and at the beginning of 169 A.D.,, the defense system from Forum Iulia (Cividale del Friuli) to the territory of Emona, from the background of Tergeste (Trieste) to Celeia (Celje). It stopped
to exist as early as 171 A.D. at the end of the first phase of the Marcomannian wars.
It is possible that the legacy of a senator rank entrusted with praeten23
tura could have disposed with two legions, II and III Italica, formed in 165
in case of potential revolts of the people in the north of the Danube, and legionary squads and cohorts placed on the limes. Although the archaeological traces can be identified from the 2nd century in some localities of great
importance for securing "the necessary measures for the defense of Italy
and Illyricum": a mainstay of the Legio II Italica is localized in Ločica between Emona and Celeia, to guard the main road from the Danube to Aquileia. At the same tract fortification works were built at the site of Ad Atrans
(Trojana), as proved by an inscription24 from the time of Marcus Aurelius
and Lucius Verus. Dating from the same time are the walls that enclosed
the valley of the river Gail in Rattendorf25, a military camp on Hoischhügel26
on the road that linked Noric to Italy via the Camporosso crossing27, camping auxiliary cohorts in the Old Square, near the Cerknik lake on the road
In military jargon praetentura marked the space in the legionary camp between
the port, Praetoria, and praetorium, that is, the building of a commander,
hence the importance for a military border zone (BIGLIARDI 2007 p. 299).
24 ZACCARIA 2002, p. 78.
25 Rotna Ves, Carinthia in Austria.
26 Near Thörl - Maglerna, also in Carinthia.
27 Tarvisio, Italy.
23
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Emona – Tergeste. On the Italian side the Forum Iulii, Gemona, Iulium
Carnicum, Castra (Ajdovščina) and Invillino28 supposed to be included. In
this system, Tarsatica was to play its role, as a municipium in the first century and the center of procurator province of Liburnia in the third quarter of
the 2 nd century. The first governor (procurator centenarius) was Lucius Artorius Castus29, with the authority to govern a province derived from the
province of Dalmatia, and according to some, the province was annexed by
Italy. At the end of the 2 nd and in early 3rd century. Liburnia is again part of
Dalmatia30. Luttwak explains why praetentura was short-lived: "as soon as
Roman army forced the enemy to the defense, or better yet, into the role of
a client, the need to find any way to restore the previous situation31 emerged.
Indeed, the Romans organized punitive raids in the north of the Danube32.
When Marcus Aurelius died in 180, he was succeeded by his son
Commodus (already a co-emperor in 177) and he, unlike his father, returned
to Rome, leaving generals the task of consolidating the limes, and abandoned plans to conquer Marcomanni and Quadi33. After the murder of Commodus in 192 followed a time of instability in a series of emperors starting
with Pertinax, killed by his own Praetorians, who installed Didius Julianus
who had ruled for less than a year. The one who managed to grab the power was Septimius Severus34, the commander of the mighty Danube legions,
who marched on Rome, and after five years of warfare defeated Pescenius
Niger and Clodius Albinus, thus creating a dynasty that would rule the empire until 235 A.D., the year of the death of Alexander Severus. Herodian
mentiones the difficulties of Maximinus Thrax in crossing the Julian Alps in
winter35. Indeed, while Maximinus marched to Italy, a decree of the Senate
ordered the inhabitants to evacuate the entire north-eastern side of Italy and

ZACCARIA 2002, p. 78.
Two inscriptions from Postrana (Pituntium/Peguntium) on a tombstone used
for the St. Martin church fence (BLECIC 2001 p. 79).
30 VIŠNJIC 2009, p. 29.
31 LUTTWAK 2007 pp. 176-177.
32 RAJTÁR 2002 pp. 99-120.
33 SALVATERRA 2004 p. 213.
34 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 23.
35 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 24.
28
29
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that according to the principle of a scorched land all food resources should
be destroyed. Even Emona followed the order36.
That same year the so-called “Military Anarchy“37, began the two separatist movements38, chronic pressure on the Rhine, Danube39 and the
East40: this epoch is generally recognized as a time of profound crisis in the
history of the Roman Empire.41 The sources in which Claustra is mentioned
come after the time of the Military Anarchy and therefore we must resort to
archaeological remains. Judging from the numismatic finds42 and other indicators of material culture, the building of Tarsatica Principia43 could be dated in the reign of the emperor Gallienus (253-268) or his closest heir. We
know that it is during the reign of this emperor’s that the army reform occured, which restructured itself according to the schemes of the Party warfare.
The Roman army gradually adapted to new conditions by raising the number of extra squads and giving greater mobility to the legionary units. Legionnaires were reassigned behind the major cities, ready in case of the ruptuŠAŠEL 1971, p. 23.
LUTTWAK 2007 p 172. The period between the death of Septimus Severus (211)
and the rise of Diocletian (284) saw 24 legitimate emperors and a large
number of usurpers to the throne.
38 GERACI, MARCONE 2004, s. 231. Under Galienus the Kingdom of Palmyra and
the Gaul Empire were separated, which paradoxically proved to be a good
thing for the safety of the Empire. Aurelian (270-275) returned the two
countries under the aegis of the Empire
39 LUTTWAK 2007, pp. 172-173. The ancient frontier peoples, and a number of separate tribes began to group into larger agglomerate during 2nd century.
Now the Romans had had to deal with much larger federations of Francs
and Alemanni that held much more power.
40 HEATHER 2008 pp. 83-93.
41 GERACI, MARCONE 2004 pp. 224-232.
42 BEKIC, RADIC-ŠTIVIĆ 2009, pp. 186-187. In the Principia Tarsatica 21 of the 66
coins are from the period 250-300. n.e. indicating an increased concentration compared to the prior times, and 108 coins in the Tarsatica of which
15 specimens revealed an increased presence of soldiers whose salaries
must have been secured, and a cash register with coins (aerarium) by operation of law had to be in Principia.
43 Excavations performed by Croatian Conservation Institute from June to September 2007.
36
37
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re of limes. The army was divided into squads at the border, limitanei (soldiers-peasants) and the powerful moving forces in the regional background (comitatensesis)44. From the same time date the northern fortifications at the
northern Tarsatica and a monumental Gradina above Pasjak with coins of
Claudius II, Gotha, Gallienus, and Quintiles, buried after the 260 A.D. In
the nearby medieval hillfort near Klana the emperor Maxentius coin from
307 A.D, from the mint of Aquileia45 was discovered. We have analogous
evidence at Nauportus, Burgenland, and Turnovšče where forts and guard
towers can be dated from 3rd. to 4th. century.46 Castra and Ad Pirum date
from 270 AD, which means that these fortifications were built for the invasion that affected Italy from the 259 to 271.47 The murder of Gallienus
(260) by his officers brought to the throne Claudius II Gotha (268-270
AD), the first one in a series of "Illyrian" emperors. Claudius had two important wins against Alemanni and Goths. He died of the plague, but his
work was completed by Aurelian (270-275, after a short reign of Quintile48,
Claudius’ brother) who has built mighty walls around Rome, repeatedly opposed the barbarians and defeated two breakaway states of Gaul and Palmyra. The murder of Aurelian was followed by the brief reign of Senator Tacitus (275/276), prefect of the praetorian Florian (276) and Probe (276-282),
of the Illyrian origin. The latter was killed while preparing an expedition to
Persia, which ended with the occupation of Ktezifonte by his praetorian
prefect Carus (282-283). Carus was befallen by the same fate together with
his sons Numerianus and Carin. Finally, the arrival of Diocletian49 (284-305)
closes a dark chapter of Roman history. Notable is the intensive construction activity throughout the 4th century. In Pannonia, Diocletian’s and Constantine’s reorganization of limes brought to the formation of multiple lines
of defense in the interior areas as well. In the domain of Diocletian’s50 provincial reorganization, new Noric is divided into two provinces (Ripense
and Mediterrane), while Pannonia is divided into four provinces (Valeria,
VIŠNJIC 2009, s. 29; LUTTWAK 2007, pp. 230-250.
VIŠNJIC 2009, s. 30; STARAC 2009, p. 286.
46 HORVAT 1990, p. 243.
47 VANNESSE 2007, p. 320.
48 ŠAŠEL 1971, pp. 32-33.
49 GERACI, MARCONE 2004 pp. 231-232.
50 GERACI, MARCONE 2004 p. 233-234
44
45
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Prima, Secunda and Savia51). Po Plain is given a central role in the management of the West in a shaft that is created with Milan, the imperial residence
and headquarters of a provincial governor Aemilia et Liguria, with Aquileia,
headquarters of Venetia et Histria. Aquileia became the center of other important statesmen among which was the prefect of the fleet Veneta, a senior
magistrate in charge of finance and the military commander of the alpine
sector52. Despite all these sources, the information regarding Claustra are in
contrast: circulation of coins has experienced decline in the Castra, and Ad
Pirum53 and Tarsatica54.
According to sources, in 312 AD, the role of barriers became marginal because Constantine marched through Gaul to Italy to confront and ultimately defeat Maksentius Licinius in 324.55 The main role Aquileia had in
340 when Constantine II died in the clash with Constans I56. Barrier walls
system plays a central role ten years later when Magnentius, after defeating
Constans I (350)57, set up headquarters in Aquileia in the form of a conflict
with Constantine II58. The only specific (but indirect) indication of the barriers are found in Ammianus Marcellinus, in his work Res Gestae we learn
their precise denomination. In 368 general Sebastian (comes) served in
Gaul, in 375 he was at Panonia and in 377 served the Emperor Valens as
magister peditum in the Gothic War. In July 370 he came to Hadrianopolis:
Defenders [of Hadrianopolis] were afraid that he [Sebastian], will be caught while traveling and that he will cross to the side of the enemy and that the city is in danger. Something similar happened to general Acacius, he was aptly
captured by Magnencius’ soldier, and so the "barriers" of the Julian Alps were
free for passage. When they [soldiers] after a long time recognized Sebastian,
they gave him permission to enter the city, his troops to rest and provided them
MARCONE 2002, p. 174.
MARCONE 2002, p. 173.
53 VANNESSE 2007 p. 320.
54 The Principia has only 6 numismatic items from the period 300-350; a clear minority compared to the previous periods, 250-300.
55 GERACI, MARCONE 2004, pp. 236-238.
56 MARCONE 2002, p. 174.
57 GERACI, MARCONE 2004, p. 240.
58 MARCONE 2002, p. 174.
51
52
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with food. The next day they went out of the city (from ŠAŠEL 1971, p.
23.)59.
Notice of Acacius in Sebastian’s story occurred between 351 and
352 during Magnentius’s usurpation. The specificity of the defense system
was that it was not organized as a continuous line of defense, as it is the case, still visible, with the Hadrian Wall in Britain. Barriers had been devised
to integrate with the natural obstacles in the form of hills and forests in order to block the passage to Italy, most importantly the road from Emona to
Aquileia.. Here, between Nauportus and Longaticuma three defensive lines
were raised60. Vanguard of Constantine II tried to break through the Alpine
crossings at Ad Atrans (Trojane in Slovenia61) but was rejected. Magnentius’
forces moved forward along the Sava river and won an important city of
Siscia, in order to confront in Mursa in September 28 where Magnentius
was defeated and forced to withdraw (the losses were enormous on both sides). The rebel then fled to Aquileia62 in the winter, leaving the army to guard the Alpine crossings63 while Costans was in no hurry, so he settled with
his army in Sirmium64. In autumn, 352 A.D, since Constans’ army appeared
at the fort in Ad Pirum (Hrušica65) Magnentius withdrew from Aquileia to
Gaul, where he was defeated the following year at the Battle of Mons Seleucusa66.
In 362 Julian was preparing to clash with the army of Constans II.
He divided his forces into three parts and led 3000 horsemen in the course
of the Danube, while the bulk of the army passed through Gaul from Italy
and the Julian Alps, and he entered into Illyria and situated himself in SirmiVeritis defensoribus ne captus ab hoste veniret et subornatus, atque contigeret aliquid in civitatis perniciem, quale per Acacium acciderat comitem, quo per fraudem a Magnentiacis
militibus capto, claustra patefacta sunt Alpium Iuliarum. Agnitus tamen licet sero Sebastianus, et urbem introire permissus, cibo et quiete curatis pro copia, quos ductabat,
secuta luce impetu clandestino erupit etc.
60 MARCONE 2002, p. 175.
61 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 25.
62 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 26.
63 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 25.
64 CAMERON, GARNSEY 2003, pp. 20-21.
65 FRELIH 2003, p. 3.; ŠAŠEL 1971, pp. 25-26.
66 CAMERON, GARNSEY 2003, p. 23.
59
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um where he learned about Constans’ death. The Empire avoided another
civil war.67 During the fourth century there was no barbarian invasion of
Italian soil, although the territory of the Danube limes was experiencing
tension without precedent since the barbarians passed it countless times.
These campaigns, in contrast to those of the 3rd century, did not have only
robbery as their goal, but also move the entire nation into the territory of
the Empire because of the growing pressure from the Huns who at that time started with the expansion to the south and west. The result of this migration and bustle is the Battle of Hadrianopolis (Edirne, Turkey, Thrace)
on 9 August, 378 in which the emperor Valens died along with two thirds
of the Roman army.
Gratian did not feel capable to take care of the Empire so the East
was awarded to general Theodosius68. Two smaller forts, Lanišče and Martinj Hrib, were raised just at that time and served to support the most important fortresses in the region69. An important document of that period,
describing what the situation was like is a speech de excessu fratris Satyr
from the 383, 379 or 375 at the occasion of the death of Ambrosius’ brother70, while Quad and Sarmatians ravaged Pannonia71 and threatened Venetia. Ambrosius tells us that it is better to die likehis brother than to stay alive
and witness Italy threatened by the enemy and defended by “alpine fortresses and barricades of tree trunks that are shameful defense! How much pain
he would have felt at the thought that such a thin line separates your kind
from the enemies!”72
Increase of crossbow fibula is associated with the above mentioned
situation. There is a considerable increase of Pröttel type 3/4, subtype B.
Three specimens from that time come from the fort Martinj Hrib and the
other two from Ad Pirum and one from Tarsatica in the are of Principia.
There is also a visible concentration of numismatic material in Castra73 as
ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 31.
BARBERO 2009.
69 VANNESSE 2007 p. 322.
70 ŠAŠEL 1971, pp. 26-27.
71 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 31.
72 ŠAŠEL 1971, p .27; MARCONE 2002, p. 174.
73 VANNESSE 2007 p. 323.
67
68
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well as Tarsatica74. It is just the beginning of the presence of the military
garrison in the city Iulia Concordia (now Concordia Sagittarija Furlan in the
region) according to the local cemetery, the so-called “sepolcretto delle milizie” and forty military inscriptions present therein75.
In 383 the usurper Magnus Maximus kills Gratian and in 386 (or
387) attacks Italy and expells Valentinian II along with his mother in Thessaloniki under the auspices of Theodosius76, the emperor of the Eastern
Empire. Theodosius answered the insult, Magnus Maximus crossed Alpes
Cottiae77 (Alps between France and Italy), made Aquileia78 his headquarters
in order to use the Claustra79 system, but was defeated on the banks of the
Sava river, near Siscia, and after that in Petovium (Ptuj)80. It is unclear why
his army ledft the barriers that were systematically completed thanks to Andragacius81, Maximus’ general (comes) in 38882 (we do not know the sources
from which this date was pulled by the historian Paul Orosius, because Tiranius Rufin which the latter cites mentions no such date)83. But archeology
shows us a different story: the progress of the army actually went east winning a fortress by fortress as the remains are showing us, as opposed to the
ancient sources that have left us a triumphant version of the campaign.
Forts Lanišče and Martinj Hrib were destroyed and Castra and Ad Pirum
damaged84. On the occasion of the death of Valentinian II (392), to whome
the West was returned by Theodosius, Bishop Ambrose of Milan’s in his
post-death speech mentioned the construction of the eastern Alpine barriers and several recent threats85. Paul Orosius in his work Adversus HistoBEKIC, RADIC-ŠTIVIC 2009.
VANNESSE 2007 p. 323, MARCONE 2002, p. 177.
76 CAMERON, GARNSEY 2003, pp. 106-107.
77 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 28.
78 MARCONE 2002, p. 174.
79 FRELIH 2003, p. 3, VANNESSE 2007 p. 324, MARCONE 2002, p. 174 ; HEATHER
2008, p. 263.
80 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 29.
81 Paullus Diaconus, Historia Romana (ŠAŠEL 1971, pp. 42-44).
82 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 39.
83 ŠAŠEL 1971, pp. 35-37.
84 VANNESSE 2007, p. 324.
85 Sanctus Ambrosius (ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 28).
74
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riae paganos wrote about these events. Nine years after Magnus Maximus
(394) the battle of Frigidus occurred , between Theodosius and the usurper
Flavius Eugenius (the last representative of the last pagan resistance), for
whom fought general Arbogast of Frankish roots, Valentinian’s killer
The Lamentation De Obitu Theodosii in honor of the Emperor Theodosius, Ambrose86 remembers winning the battle held on 4 and 5 September
394 at the barriers and the strange wind bura that helped Theodosius’ Christian troops87. The battle took place around the Castra fort. Troops of the
usurper Flavius Eugenius were arranged at Vrhpolje at the very mouth of
the gorge of the same name, where they waited in an ambush for Theodosius’ army to caught them in a trap, which they succeeded on the first day
with 10 000 Goths. Every attempt to retreat was impossible, because the
passage at Hrušica was blocked by the crew loyal to Flavius Eugenius, the
master of the fortress Ad Pirum. Nevertheless, on September 6 Theodosius88 won. Unlike their predecessors, Flavius Eugenius and Arbogast concentrated army on the Aquileia-Emona road so that they would not expend
their forces. Only the two most important forts in the region were repaired
for use and equipped with crew after 394. Yet they were abandoned after
400 as can attest Alaricus’ passage to Italy without having met with resistance89. At the end of the 4th century, we can see the tendency that will become
definitive in the fifth century: migration of rural population (which began
during the crisis of Maximinus Thrax) towards fortified settlements on hills
and villas that are beginning to encircle their walls90. Refuges on the mountain (Fliehburgen or Fluchtburgen) sometimes coincide with the earlier prehistoric settlements in the vicinity of alternative pathways, are increasingly
populated and become real villages.91

ŠAŠEL 1971, pp. 36-44.
Sanctus Ambrosius (ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 28).
88 VANNESSE 2007, p. 324.
89 VANNESSE 2007, p. 328.
90 Typically in the sixth century will be the phenomenon of transformation of late
antique villa in the fortified churches, in the Italian language given the name “Pieve” (from the Latin “plebs”) as Invillino, Fagagna, S. Pietro in Carnia, Cormons... (MARCONE 2002, s. 174)
91 MARCONE 2002, p. 175.
86
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Several years later, the forts on the Danube limes, between Noric
and Pannonia, Vindobona (Vienna) and Carnuntum (between Vienna and
Bratislava) are in greater and greater danger due to barbarian attacks92.
Ambrose in those same years talks states [...] we heard that the border throughout Valeria in Pannonia is terrified with barbarian speech and attacks.93
In November-December 401 Alaric passes through the Julian Alps
barrier without encountering resistance and enters Italy, where he had to
rely on Stilhon, the general who held the fate of the Western Empire94. In
the autumn-winter of 402/403, after two unresolved battle (at Pollentia and
Verona), the Goths retreated from Italy through the Julian Alps in Dacia
and Macedonia, where they remained for over three years. In 405/406 at the
Battle of Fiesole Stilhon stops Radagaiza and his Goths who had also descended into Italy through the Julian Alps95. Between 405 and 408 the Germans managed to break through the border on the Rhine (which froze due
to harsh winter) and Danube four times in a row, while Constantine III
usurper who had arrived from Britain was crowned in Arles. In 408 Alaric’s
Goths were launched from Epirus (where they were situated in agreement
with Stilicho) towards Noricum across the Alps96.
The illustration shows a fortified town in the foothills of the Alps,
probably Aquileia (possibly the seat of comes and the geo-strategic center
of the entire defense system, including Forum Iulii and Iulium Carnicum)97,
and behind it the walls placed between the Alpine passes that can be recognized as Claustra Alpium Iuliarum.
Amian Marcelinus at the end of the 4th c. speaks of Karnuntum as desertum quidem
nunc et squalens (xxx, 5, 2 MARCONE 2002, p. 176)
93 [...] omnemque Valeriam Pannoniorum, totum illum limitem sacrilegis pariter vocibus et barbarorum motibus audivimus inhorrentem (A Graziano II, 40, MARCONE, p.
176).
94 Sanctus Ambrosius (ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 28); Tirranius Rufinus ( ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 33).
95 HEATHER 2008, p. 267; Chronica Gallica a. CCCCLII: Saeva Italiae barbarici motus
tempestas incubuit, siquidem Radagaisus rex Gothorum Italiae limitem vastaturus
transgreditur (ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 41).
96 HEATHER 2008, pp. 273-274.
97 MARCONE 2002, p. 177
92
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The defense system with those characteristics implies a huge effort in military
and territorial reorganization. In addition to
restructuring the forts at the Julian Alps
passes such as Castra and Ad Pirum,98 it is
also visible in the setting up of new defense
and observation points where the main
communication lines for entry into Italy
ran, as in Karnia, in northern Friuli (German Karnien) at locations of Moggio (slovenian Možnica), Invillino and Sutrio, on
the banks of Tagliamento (slov. Tilment):
Artegna (Ratenja), Gemona (Humin), Osoppo (Osovk) and Ragogna. Despite that
fact, the system has not served the purpose
Figure 8. Notitia dignitatum, illustra- as the Goths, Huns and the Longobards at
tion from 1542, paragraph XXIV
the end, descended into Italy from the PanSub dispositione viri spectabilis comitis
nonian Basin without encountering greater
Italiae: Tractus Italiae circa Alpes.
resistance.99
Notitia Dignitatum is a remarkable ancient source which has survived
until today. It list all the military and civilian officers of the Late Empire divided into East and West are listed. The document was compiled by one of
the most important state bureaucrats, primicerus notariorum who had the task
of drafting the letter of appointment to the function. It has been updated
several times due to the changes in the bureaucratic and military structures
of the Empire. It shows the situation until 395 AD for the East
gives an insight, date of the death of Emperor Theodosius, while the part
considering the West is meticulously updated up to 408 and intermittently
up to 420100. Tractus was under the control of the military officer comes militaris Italia, subordinate to the supreme commander the magister militum praesentalis. Comes apportioned the entire defense alpine zone, called limes, in
sections, including the Julian Alps. This is reflected in the names of military
For possible locations of Castra and Ad Pirum see KUSETIČ 2008, pp. 36-37.
MARCONE 2002, p. 177.
100 HEATHER 2008 p. 303.
98
99
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detachments which were available to comes: legiones Iulie alpinae I, II, III [and
Alpine (pseudocomitatensis in Italia) II Julia Alpina (pseudocomitatensis in Illyirico),
III Julia Alpina (Legio comitatensis)]101.
The crucial events leading to the definitive abandonment of the barriers can be placed between 401 and 408 A.D. Judging by the archaeological
ruins of Tarsatica Principia102 , and also the numismatic documentation
which does not exceed the end of the 4th century and the beginning of the
5th century103. Likewise, the villages on the route Emona – Hrušica – Castro
(Ajdovščina) were abandoned in the early 5th century104. However, the strategic military importance of the whole area has not decreased105: in conjunction with the few archaeological traces we know about the notice by Prosper
of Aquitaine on the incursion of Attila in Italy 452 AD106 and Paul the Deacon in his Historia Longobardorum in 663 when the king Grimuald called
Avars (the Slavs) to attack the Duke of Friuli Lupo who had rebelled107.
Anonymous from Ravenna in his Cosmography reminds us of the ancient
names of the region108 In the absence of maintenance, tracts of the wall remained at the mercy of natural agents for centuries and served as a free
building materials for residents of the nearby settlements. They were also
used as a boundary between properties109. Some parts of the barriers were
still important in the last century: in the first post-war period110, from the
diplomatic point of view of the Versailles agreements under the Paris peace
talks (Fig. 9) and an important role especially during the Second World War111.
ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 35.
BEKIĆ, RADIĆ-ŠTIVIĆ 2009, p. 223.
103 A layer of fire with fragments of tegulae and anfora on the floor of small rooms
indicates that the end was violent; VIŠNJIĆ 2009, pp 31-32.
104 KUSETIC 2008, p. 26.
105 KUSETIC 2008 pp. 51-52.
106 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 41.
107 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 43.
108 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 43, BLECǏ Ć 2001, p. 81.
109 For example the Frankopan family from the thirteenth century as the boundary
between Dolenjska and Notranjska, KUSETIĆ 2008, p. 51.
110 Vallo Giulio for the Kingdom of Italy and the Rupnik Line for the Kingdom of
SCS.
111 BITELLI 1999.
101
102
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Figure 9. Vallo Giulio. The matching of the Italian defense line between the two wars with
Claustra parts in Rijeka, Grobnik and Klana is evident (from the State Archives of Trieste).

History of research
The knowledge about the fortification remains was always present
within of the local population. The evidence for that are the toponyms Ajdovski zid = the wall of pagans, Šance, Pri Konfinu, Prezid, Cvinger, Turnovšče, Straža, Mirje, Pod gradarjem, Klavža, etc.112. The first to mention
the walls in historiography was a historian, a lawyer and a Venetian doge
Andrea Dandolo who in the 14th century wrote about the invasions of
Avars in the 6th century, and identified the boundaries of eastern Istria with
the long walls (muri long)113.
The Golden Bull of King Bela IV from 1260 entitles the Frankopans to ownership of properties as a sign of gratitude in the war against the
Mongols. In reality the document was a forgery114 from the ‘30s of the 15th
ŠAŠEL 1971, s. 50.
BITELLI 1999, p. 32, KUSETIC 2008, p. 14; DEGRASSI 1954, p. 155.
114 Faber believes that the copy was made instead of a lost document that showed
the existing situation in which Frankopans from 1225 carried the title of
duke Vinodol and therefore the walls serveed as boundaries of the proper112
113
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century ordered to be written by Nikola Frankopan so he could legitimize
power over Vinodol whose western border, today Gorski Kotar, was marked by defensive walls115. The wall is explicitly mentioned twice in Bula116 as
a reference in space. The walls were finally mentioned during the Rennaissance in the scientific literature117. The first to describe the topography of
the southern sector of the barrier is a patrician of Rijeka, Claudius de Marburg118 in the years 1660-62, and J. W. Valvasor in 1689 with the famous graphics of Rijeka, in which the limes described as “muri rudera antiquissimi”
is visible, but he did not realise that it was a complete defense system.119

Figure 10. The limes as seen 40 years ago (BEKIĆ, RADIĆ-ŠTIVIĆ 2009).
ty, before 13c. (ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 49). Malnar claimed the opposite, that in
the Vinodol Code of 1288, in which the nine communes from Vinodol are
mentioned, there is no mention of Gorski Kotar or Girona (Gerovo) whose name we know 260 years before the Code, which is 20 years more recent than the Golden Bull. If Gerona is not present in the law, that means
that the document was a forgery (MALNAR 2007, p 21).
115 ŠAŠEL 1971, pp. 46-47.
116 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 48. “Meta et aqua sequitur libera, que aqua ex monte nostro Grobnicensi
et confinio scaturit, murus sopra inchoatur in Jilievicheh, qui dicitur Prezum, murus in
piscina ad Praputische, ex illa parte Terstenik, locus autem Terstenik manet noster et
integer”.
117 ŠAŠEL 1971, p. 50.
118 BITELLI 1999, pp. 32-33; STICOTTI 1937, p. 165; KUSETIC 2008, p. 14.
119 ŠAŠEL 1971, p.50; KUSETIC 2008, p. 14.
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During the Great War, Walter Schmid had been allowed by the Austro-Hungarian army to investigate, make a systematical landscape survey and
excavate the entire area from Ajdovščina to Rijeka. Although he accomplished the task persistently, the data he gathered was not published and he died
in 1950. We only have a few articles from newspapers and two general reports
(1923-1924, with the K. Pick in 1922-1924). Therefore, his unpublished work
remained unused as well as that of general Italo Gariboldi of the Delimitation Commission after World War II with the task of defining the border between the Kingdom of Italy and the Kingdom of SCS. Garibaldi carried out
the landscape survey from Ajdovščina to Rijeka (Figure 8) and seems to have
excavated, including the one in Jelenje, but the results of his research were
not published (except for a brief summary in 1921) and can be found in the
archives as revealed by Sticotti (1934) and Degrassi (1954).

Figure 11. An ideal reconstruction of Tarsatica Principia in Rijeka,
research conducted in 2007 (BEKIČ, RADIČ-ŠTIVIC 2009).

Development project
After collecting all the existing material, it is necessary to review the
results of the excavations so far and position those activities onto the photos that we have got earlier via photogrammetry120. On that basis we choose
the territory to be recorded with LIDAR121. It should be noted that the
120
121

RENFREW, BAHN 1995, pp. 68-69.
GOSAR 2007 (http://www.sos112.si/slo/tdocs/ujma/2007/139.pdf).
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Claustra area was affected by forest growth owing to the reduction in farming and livestock production (Fig. 10). In addition, only a small part of it
is located in the urban areas, and the rest is in the wild and attains considerable height122. Thanks to LIDAR we can attain the bare area of the forest
where we can see the archaeological remains (forts and towers floor plans,
walls stretch), hydrology and geology of the 3D model on the basis of which we can choose locations for the direct landscape survey123.

Figure 12. An ideal reconstruction of a tower at the Claustra outline
(reconstruction of Matej Župančić ).

The surveyed locations should be introduced in the topographic maps
(Figure 13, 14, 15, 16), then research with georadar (GPR)124 could be carried
out, and in the case of positive results we can carry out the archaeological
soundings. Confirmed sites are recorded in Archaeological Surveying125 (if it
exist). All the data collected systematically goes into a GIS (Geographic Information System)126, which enables us to draw information that we are interested in at the given moment and have a complete picture of the area. Finally
we can start with a systematic archaeological survey in the form of stratigraFrom sea level in Rijeka to mountain tops in Primorsko-goranska County and
western Slovenia.
123 RENFREW, BAHN 1995, pp. 58-64.
124 RENFREW, BAHN 1995, pp. 76-82.
125 http://arkas.zrc-sazu.si/index.php?kaj=home.main
126 BIANCHINI 2008 (http://www.rilievoarcheologico.it/manuale_rilievo8_0000e
6.htm).
122
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phic excavations. In this way we can understand the developments in late antiquity in the Julian Alps, which we have not been recorded in other sources.
After the conducted archaeological research, we are far from knowing
the entire outline of the walls (Fig. 16, 17, 18), the object should be protected,
conserved, and its virtual reconstruction should be made (fig. 11, 12). An optimal strategy of its review in scientific, cultural and tourism purposes ought
to be developed. In the author’s opinion, Claustra Alpium Iuliarum has a historical and cultural significance of Hadrian’s Wall127, the Antonine Wall128 and
the limes along the Rhine and Danube, and it should also be included under
the protection of UNESCO.129

Figure 13.
Rijeka – Tarsatica. Tracts
of limes at Kalvarija and
Sv. Katarina (M. ZACCARIA & V. FLEGO).
http://www.hadrians-wall.org/
http://www.antoninewall.org/visiting.php
129 http://whc.unesco.org/pg.cfm?cid=31&id_site=430
127
128
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Figure 14. Jelenje. Tract of limes at Jelenje (M. ZACCARIA & V. FLEGO).
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Figure 15. Klana. Tract of limes at Klana, the spring of
Rječina-Željezna vrata (M. ZACCARIA I V. FLEGO).
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Figure 16. Prezid. Tract of limes at Prezid (M. ZACCARIA & V. FLEGO).
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Figure 17. Recently discovered remains at Nova Pota, Sodražica county (ZACCARIA 2011).

Figure 18. Location of a possible Roman fortress 300 m from Mlaka at Klana.
( I was warned about this location by an amateur archeologist Mr. Dražen Kranjec)
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Figure 19. Photos sent to me by Mr Klanjec, a possible Roman fortress, judging by the floor plan
on Google Earth. It needs landscape survey, but it would seem that the entire area is far from
being explored and well recorded.
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The Image of Early Medieval Barbaroi
in Contemporary Written Sources and Modern
Scholarship: the Balkan Perspective
Jelena JARIĆ
University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius
Skopje, Macedonia

Abstract. – The barbarians of the Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages
were of scholarly interest from the 19th c. onwards. Though there are numerous
publications on various aspects of the barbarians, most of it focuses on the role
they had in the collapse of the Western and the trails of the Eastern Roman Empire. During the last two decades, an enormous scholarly contribution is given into
dampening the negative representation of the Early Medieval barbarians as primitive, belligerent people who were inferior to the Romans and Byzantines in any regard. This article gives a review on the accounts of the contemporary authors held
as authorities on the history of the barbarian tribes, which combined with the survey of the material evidence, retrieved with archaeological excavations, offers another perspective of the barbarians and the Romaioi as equal participants in the events that shaped their world, instead of the image of superior, civilized people of a
great Empire and the savage tribes of inferior culture who threatened the same
Empire.

The barbarians1 of the Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages2
were a subject of extensive research from the 19th c. onwards. The result is
1

The barbarians that will be addressed in this article are the ones who have raided
the territory of present day Republic of Macedonia, though not exclusively.
Therefore, the focus will be mostly on the Huns, Avars, Slavs, and Goths.
This is mostly due to the fact that later on in text I will address the archaeological material connected with the raids performed by them and I have best access to and knowledge on the material coming from Macedonia.
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an extensive scholarship on the matter, yet the main focus is on the role
they had in the disintegration of the Western Roman Empire and turmoil
they caused for the Eastern part, later known as Byzantium.3 During the last
two decades, an enormous contribution is given into dampening the negative representation4of the Early Medieval barbarians as primitive, belligerent
people who were inferior to the Romans and Byzantines in any regard; the
very image which was created by the contemporary authors. If the accounts
of these authors are taken by their face value, it is quite easy to construct
and support such opinion.5 One should approach these sources warily, because it is quite possible that these authors voiced a political stance and had
limited or non-existing direct contact with the barbarian tribes; the barbarians in their accounts can be possibly reconstructed by using older, now lost
writings. Same as the archaeological material, the written sources need the
proper context as for one to be able to extract the useful information from
them.
On the chronology and factors for the barbarian raids of Macedonia in the Early
Middle Ages, see JARIĆ, 2010:47-66. The article offers a timeline of the various barbarian raids on Macedonia from the 4h to the 7th century AD.
3 On the scholarship of the Middle Ages, see TIERNY, 1999, KNOWLES & OBOLENSKY, 1968; KAEGI, 1982; KAEGI, 2003; HALDON, 1997; OSTROGORSKY, 1969 and FINE, 1991. For the Huns, see MAENCHEN-HELFEN, 1973;
THOMPSON, 1966a; GORDON, 1966; KOCH et al., 2007:378-388; BŐNA,
2002; DAIM, 1998: 71-95 and LINDLER, 1981: 3-19. For the Goths, see
HOCHMAN, 1971; HEATHER & MATTHEWS, 1991; HEATHER, 1995b: 145173; WOLFRAM, 1987; BURNS, 1984; BARNISH & MARAZZI, 2007, THOMPSON, 1996b and ЗЕЧЕВИЋ, 2002.
4 CURTA, 2001; CURTA,2006; CURTA (ed.) 2011; HEATHER, 1989: 103-128; HEATHER, 1995a: 4-41; HEATHER, 2009; CROKE, 1987: 117-134; CROKE, 2005:
473-494; POHL (Ed.), 1997; LADNER, 1976: 1-26; LIEBESCHUETZ, 2006;
MATHISEN & SHANZER (eds.), 2011, GILLET (ed.), 2002 and JOHNSON
(ed.), 2012. Also, the contribution on several authors in Ktema 9, 1984:
“L'image du barbare en Grèce et à Rome” (non vidi).
5 SIMONOVA, 2011: 67-87. Another, though more mildly voiced variant of this opinion, is having the barbarian raids as a terminal factor for the urban life on
many settlements on the Balkans and thus accenting the brutality of the
barbarians; this goes especially for the cities on the territory on presentday Macedonia.
2
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Another methodological matter is the usage of written sources solely. Due to abundance of archaeological material, the scholarship on the Early Middle Ages, regardless of dealing with the Western or the Eastern part
of the Empire, exacts more interdisciplinary approach; for the artifacts sometimes reveal a quite different story from the written sources.
The barbarians had indeed contributed for the turmoil of the Late
Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages. They were belligerent and violent, but
so were the Romans and the Byzantines. The raiding activity of the barbarians is just one piece of the puzzle; they also had an intricate religious beliefs
and a complex social hierarchy, demonstrated through the material culture.
The warfare, especially the one of the barbarians with Central Asian origin,
was a novelty that reshaped the Byzantine army, as well as the whole art of
waging war in the Early Middle Ages.6 Therefore, the more cautious approach to contemporary written sources and the survey on the material culture
and the manifestation of religious and hierarchical concepts through it can
reveal the world of the Early Medieval barbarians on a more profound level.
The written sources dated to the Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages have dealt considerably with the barbarian tribes of autochthonic,
European origin and the newcomers from the Central Asian steppes. This is
not surprising, if taking into account that the raids and the threat they presented for the Empire were omnipresent. The history of these tribes can be
traced to the writing of many authors, yet can it be taken verbatim? These
writings can be valued and useful if one tries to see beyond the political siding, the bias on both personal and social level and bears in mind the possibility that the barbarians were described on base on second-hand information or/and older accounts. Though some of the authors had a direct contact
with some of the tribes, or at least claimed that they had, these experiences
are just a piece of the patchwork of information instead the primary source
and they can be masterfully distorted as to enhance the political stances and
bias of the author. However, these writings offer a glimpse of the people utterly different from the Romans and Byzantines. If combined with the archaeological material and keeping an open mind, the written sources recrea6

The Strategikon of Pseudo-Maurice gives the information that the military techniques and strategies of the various barbarian groups were employed by the
Byzantine army. See DENNIS (trans.), 1984.
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te the world of the barbarian tribes who had their role in shaping of modern-day Europe.
Ammianus Marcellinus-an Antioch nobleman, a soldier and a historian wrote Rerum gestarum libri XXXI,7 where he described the events between the ruling of the Emperor Nerva (96) and the battle of Adrianople (378),
when the Roman army was decimated and the Emperor Valens lost his life
in the clash with the Visigoth army. Of 31 books, only 18 have survived and
they cover the period between 353 and 378 AD.
Ammianus Marcellinus had a tendency to insert digressions in his
work; some of them are ethnographic excurses. These digressions are no
less valuable than the rest of his writing. The last book is completely dedicated to the barbarians, to the tribes of Huns, Goths, Alans and Alamanni.
Here, an ethnographic digression introduces the account on the Huns and
Alans. Ammianus does not spare his severe words in his attempt to describe
the Huns. For him, there are little more than beasts walking on two legs,
who practice mutilation and cranial deformity on their male youngsters. The
cranial deformity has been archaeological confirmed, yet it was not a praxis
connected exclusively with the Huns. Some of the other barbarian tribes
practiced it as well, albeit on a different gender, different social group and
for a different reason.8
77Several

8

editions and publications of Res Gestae exist; the most important is the Codex Fuldensis (Vaticanus Latinus 1983), while the latest one is one of W. SEYFARTH. I encountered three projects for the digitalization of Res gestae-one
by the Latin Library, giving the original texts of Books 14-31, the online edition by Tertulian Project which offers a compilation of English translations by
various scholars and the Ammianus Marcellinus Online Project which offers the
structure of the Books in English, as well as useful information on translations in other languages, relevant references, etc. The site also offers a brief
discussion on the place of origin of Ammianus, offering Thessalonica or Alexandria as possibilities. For the Latin Library, see http://www. thelatinlibrary.com/ammianus.html; for the Tertulian Project, see http://www. tertullian.org/fathers/index.htm#Ammianus_Marcellinus and for the Ammianus Marcellinus Online Project, see http://odur.let.rug. nl/~drijvers
/ammianus/index.htm. All links were last accessed on 5th of April, 2012.
For general information on the artificial cranial deformation as a phenomenon,
see ŽIVANOVIĆ, 1984: 253-256. On the artificial cranial deformation amo-
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For a cultivated nobleman and a learned person such as Ammianus
Marcellinus was, the customs and traditions of the Huns seemed rather crude. The same can be said for Procopius or any other author of the contemporary times; it is easy to brand the unknown and different as inferior and
primitive. One cannot tell if this was indeed a true rendering of the Hunnic
society or an image seen through the eyes of person who felt himself superior towards them; perhaps the truth was somewhere in the middle. Yet, being also an experienced soldier, he did them justice and described them as
excellent horsemen. In my opinion, this is the one of the important moments in the threat the barbarians of the nomadic steppe represented for
the Empire. The Empire was used to fighting the people of the Barbaricum,
yet the weapons that both the Roman soldiers and the barbarians of autochthonic, European origin were result of the same tradition, the similar art of
waging war. There was difference in the quality of fashioning of the weapons themselves and the military training of the persons who wielded them;
yet each side knew what to expect on a battle field. The Huns, representing
the first wave of Asiatic, steppe nomad horsemen, introduced a completely
new way of waging war, a more mobile and agile method; combined with a
new, more powerful weapon-the reflex bow. The new military strategy and
the new weapon represented a threat for the rigid, legion-based Roman army. Changes were needed for an effective response. As Fine points out, the
military reforms of Constantine, combined with the previous ones of Diocletian, have reshaped the imperial army into more flexible, mobile units
which were more efficient against this new ways of waging war. It resulted
in forming two major groups: the limitanei, whose role was to protect the
borders and the mobile troops, organized in five units, each under a commander who reported directly to the Emperor himself; the role of the mobile troops was to move fast and provide reinforcement at an endangered
ng Huns, see SALAMON and LENGYEL, 1980: 93-104. The artificial cranial
deformation was adopted by other barbarian tribes who had contact with
the Huns. The Gepids practiced in on women, quite the opposite of the
Huns, who practiced it preferably on males - the warriors. For artificial
cranial deformation among Gepids, see MIKIĆ, 1999: 257-68 and among
Proto-Bulgarians, see ENCHEV et al., 2010. The artificial cranial deformation was also practiced by the Avars, a later steppe nomad tribe.
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border.9 Yet, the Huns in these early days after the arrival in Europe were
not united; some of the Hunnic groups ransacked the Empire, some served
as mercenaries. Their “hit-and run” technique while mounted and the new
weapon were employed by both the Imperial army and the various raiding
parties lead by different Hunnic warlords. Hence, the information that Ammianus himself gives that the Huns were not ruled by any king and instead
that they followed an improvised authority by their current chieftains is
plausible.10
This considerably balanced situation changed around 440. Prior to
that point, the arrival of the Huns has influenced the moving of the other
barbarian groups, such as the Goths, but they have not represented an immediate military threat to the Empire. Yet, under the rule of the leader Bleda and later, under the rule of his kinsman Attila, the Huns began uniting
and acting on a coherent, collaborative level; enhanced with conquering
other tribes and incorporating them in the Hunnic federation. The raids were now a planned thing, a part of a bigger pattern. Yet, rich booty was not
the prime motivation; it was conquering territory for a realm of theirs. Under Attila, the Hunnic realm prospered beyond the Danube limes and considerable part of present-day Vojvodina.
One of the most severe raids was the one of 447; the raiding parties
were commanded by Attila himself. The plain of Vojvodina was a convenient place for launching high-scale raids on the rich Balkan cities. Stobi, the
capital of Macedonia Secunda was sacked11 and most probably the near-by
capitol of the province of Dardania-Scupi was also attacked, though it is not
yet confirmed archaeologically.12 The marauders of Attila came to the outskirts of Constantinople and as a response to this threat, the Emperor Theodosius II erected the Long Walls; which ran from the Black Sea to SelymbFINE, 1991: 19.
In 283/4, the Emperor Valentinian II had paid a coalition of Huns and Alans to
attack the Alamanni who caused troubles at the Rhine border; in 388 the
Goths and Huns served together in the campaign against Maximus. In 425
Aetius was given control over Gaul by the Emperor Valentinian III, mostly due to the strong military support he had from the Huns. See HEATHER, 1995a: 9 and 26.
11 WISEMAN and MANO-ZISI, 1974: 117-148; MIKULČIĆ, 1981: 210-226.
12 JARIĆ, 2010: 51.
9

10
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ria, on the Sea of Marmara. Yet, 70 other Balkan cities which lacked the
mighty protection of the Capital were not as fortunate. Singidunum, Serdica, Phillipopolis and Ratiaria were among these cities.13 The Thermopylae
was the southern-most post on this campaign; Illyricum and Thrace were
also raided. The culmination point of this activity forced the Byzantine Emperor to pay tribute to Attila.14
The aftermath of this great raid is known through the writings of
Priscus. He was most probably a Thracian by origin and a learned person in
philosophy and rhetoric who spent few years as a traveling diplomat. His
work is preserved in fragments and it is believed that covered the period
between 411 and 472. Priscus gives an elaborated account, completely preserved, on his journey from the Capitol to the court of Attila, in the year of
448. Yet, his writing gives information on Hun-related events much prior to
the great raid of 447. Priscus writes on the negotiations which took place in
the city of Magrum in 434, as well as the conquering of Sirmium, Vinimacium and Margum in 441 and the fall of Naissus in the following year.15
In 448, Priscus was part of a Byzantine delegation sent to the court
of Attila, lead by Maximianus. Priscus had the role of a secretary and they
were also accompanied by the translator Bigilas. This delegation was a response to the demand of Attila for the refugees from his realm and claimed
the lands conquered with his resent raids: from the southern bank of the
Danube, from Paeonia to the Thracian city Novae, with a breadth of five
days journey for an active man; the devastated Naissus marked the borderline between the Hunnic realm and the Byzantine Empire. Attila enhanced
these claims with the treaty he made with Aetius, a general of the Western
Roman Empire. The letter was brought to Constantinople by two of most
important persons in Attila’s reign-Edécon, known for his military expertise
and the scribe Orestes, who came from Sirmium.
During their journey, the delegation witnessed the devastation of
Attila’s raids and probably they expected the dwelling of the people who inflicted it to match it in primitiveness and crudeness. Yet, they were greeted
by relatively luxurious dwellings, so much different than the hide tents usuКОВАЧЕВИЋ, 1977:32.
TREADGOLD, 1996:13.
15 БАРИШИЋ et al. 1955:9-12.
13
14
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ally common for the steppe nomads, at least which could be said on the
houses of the ruling elite. These dwellings, as well as the bath built with stone masonry, was work of Onegesius who also originated from Sirmium.
The conversation Priscus had the following day, while waiting to deliver
gifts to Onegesius, with a person who claimed to be a Greek living among
the Huns offers an introspection of the Hunnic society, through a comparison with the Byzantine one. Surpassingly, it was not the Hunnic community
who came shorthanded in this chat. Yet, the same can be Priscus’ fabrication in attempt to shed light on phenomena he found lacking in his own
surrounding by juxtaposing the two societies.
Priscus dealt with the military and diplomatic activities of the Huns;
while writing on the siege and conquering of Naissus, he gives the information that the Huns were quite familiar with siege machines and that their
usage was the main factor for the fall of Naissus. This would mean that the
Huns learned the siege warfare from the Romans and employed it successfully. Yet, some of the excurses on everyday situation offers more profound
rendering of the Hunnic world. On the way to Attila’s court, the delegation
was sheltered from a storm by one of Bleda’s spouses. She was the head of
a village, despite being the wife of Attila’s deceased kinsman and rival and
despite being a woman. As token of gratitude, she was given the same rich
gifts of silverware, furs and Indian pepper as any male warlord of Attila’s
reign probably would have been given in the same situation.16
As for the non-Huns incorporated in the Hunnic society, the cases
of Orestes and Onegesius, both brought from the devastated Sirmium speak on how they were given the equal treatment and the same chance to prosper as both of them were included in Attila’s elite. Same goes for the unnamed Greek who came in Vinimacium to trade and was captured during the
raids. He became a soldier and was richly awarded for his military achievement; he also became a free man and married a Hunnic woman. He gives
16

Compare this with the role of women in the society of another Asiatic nomad
people – the Mongolians, especially the role of Mongolian queens - katuns.
For more, see DAVIS-KIMBALL, 2003: Chapter 9. If the abundance of grave goods can be considered as one of the indicators for status in a social
hierarchy, the excavations of Hunnic necropolises have revealed rich female burials. See more in MARTYNOVA, 1988:61-83.
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the information that the main “profession” among the Huns is the military
one - after the raids everyone was left to their own leisure; without disturbing each other on any matter. Priscus himself calls the Huns the “Royal
Scythes”, probably being aware that the Huns were the ruling party in a
conglomerate of various people and languages; he mentioned that the people of Attila’s court spoke Latin, Hunnic, Gothic and as shown, Greek.17
The delegation was successful one; again a semi-balance of peace
was achieved, though the Huns remained a dominant military presence on
the Balkans up to 450, when they moved the scope on their raids towards
West. In 453, Attila was defeated in Gaul and died; the supremacy of the
Huns was obliterated by a strong anti-Hunnic coalition lead by the Gepid
king Ardarich in the aftermath of Attila’s death.18 Yet, that was not the end
of the steppe nomads on the Balkans; on the quite contrary-it was the very
beginning: the sixth century brought the Avars and three centuries later, the
Magyars will emerge.
The power vacuum that was left on the Balkans after the disintegration of the Hunnic federation was taken advantage of by the Goths. These
people of Germanic origin ware not novelty for the Byzantine Empire; the
arrival of the Huns triggered the moving of the Goths on Roman territory
in the second half of the fourth century. The Goths stayed on the Balkans
for more than a century; first as adversaries, then as foederati of the Empire.
They claimed a territory of their own, from the north of Stara Planina – a
mountain range in the eastern Balkans. This was their base for raiding activities to Greece, Thessaly, Thrace and Macedonia; they even reached the
outskirts of Constantinople.19 Two of the Byzantine Emperors, Leo and
Zeno, employed the traditional Byzantine technique of fueling the conflicts
Priscus mentioned another group of people who spoke a language that was completely different from the Hunnic, Greek, Latin and Gothic languages.
Clued on this information, Barišić introduces the idea that there were
Slavs incorporated in the realm of Attila, as well. See more in БАРИШИЋ,
1952: 52-63. Priscus also mentioned that he was given a pass over a river
by barbarians who made boats of a hollowed tree log - the monoxyla which
were described by later Byzantine authors as typical Slavic invention. See
in БАРИШИЋ et al., 1955: 14, footnote 14.
18 WHITBY, 1988: 68; КОВАЧЕВИЋ, 1977: 32.
19 WHITBY, 1988: 68.
17
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between two or more barbarian tribes-in this case the Ostrogoths and Visigoths, but of no avail. In 479, the Ostrogoths, then under the rule of Theodoric were offered land in Dardania (in the vicinity of present-day Pautalia)
and they accepted it. Yet, that did not put a stop on their raiding activities.
The great urban centres were endangered again, in response Heraclea Lyncestis and Epidamnos were evacuated and the people of Thessalonika decided that the defense of the city depended on them.
Byzantine authority was restored on the Balkans after 489 when
Theodoric moved his Ostrogoths and founded a kingdom of his own in
Italy. After 476, Odoacer ruled with the West, as representative of Emperor
Zeno. Theodoric was sent to reclaim the West and that removed the Gothic
threat from the Balkans, though this solution will not fare great on the long
stand. This will result in further conflicts and will launch campaigns for
bringing this territory under Byzantine thumb again.20
The turn of the fifth and the sixth century brought the rule of Anastasius (491-518). This was not a very prosperous period for the Byzantines;
the circumstances exacted the weakened Empire to engage in war with the
Persians. The reforms Anastasius made on the monetary system increased
the soldiers’ paychecks, so the increased salaries attracted a great deal of native inhabitants as army recruits and that tipped the scale for the barbarian
percentage in the Byzantine army. Thus, a certain level of stability was
achieved during the end of the fifth century, but not for long.
The sixth century was an eventful one. A new danger was looming
over the Empire, coming from another group of arrivals from the steppe
nomads – the pugnacious Avars and the more peaceful Slavs. The Avars came from their homeland in Central Asia in gradual waves and claimed the
land now known as the Hungarian Plain, where they established a mighty
tribal federation. The Empire fought back for preserving this territory, both
its resources and the strategic point it represented for launching raids on the
neighboring regions. This was the time of the Justinian (527-565), an Emperor of completely different ilk from his predecessors. His controversial political manoeuvres, almost complete neglect towards the senatorial class and
autocratic ruling will mark him as the first Medieval ruler. Justinian spent 40
years defending the East from the Avaro-Slavic raids and trying to reclaim
20

FINE, 1991: 22.
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the West from the Ostrogoths, as well as North Africa from the Vandals.
As said, the sixth century was an eventful one indeed, so there is no wonder
that it was penciled down by many contemporary authors.21
Procopius from the lovely Caesarea was as much of controversial
author as Justinian was a controversial ruler. From his pen a panegyric and a
pamphlet spawned concerning the same persons, with just few years between. The pamphlet was the voice of the member of the senatorial class
which was slowly losing its power under Justinian, the panegyric a flattery
attempt to preserve as much as it can from what is left from that power.
Procopius spent a great portion of his life traveling, mostly as a secretary of General Belisarius, one of the most skilful military men of Justinian. He accompanied Belisarius on his campaigns to re-conquer the Vandal
Africa and the Ostrogothic Italy for the Emperor. Yet, first were the Persian wars (527-531); then Belisarius was sent to fight the Vandals in North
Africa (533-534). Procopius stayed in Africa up to 536, under another commander Solomon, while Belisarius was sent to Italy. Afterwards, Procopius
joined Belisarius in Italy and returned to the Capitol in 540 and the following year both of them went again to the Persian front. From 542 onwards
till his death, most probably in 565, Procopius spent his days working on his
accounts in Constantinople. He never visited his beloved Caesarea again.
The first of the works of Procopius was dedicated to the wars he participated in as a scribe to Belisarius. De bellis was written in 8 books; the first
and second one cover the Persian Wars, the third and the fourth is on the
Vandal Wars and the fifth, sixth and seventh books are dedicated to the Gothic Wars. The last one is a miscellaneous addition to the previous 7 books.
The first seven books were published at the end of 550 or the beginning of
551, while the last one was published in 553.22
Of the many authors I will try to focus on the work of Procopius and his contemporary Jordanes, for it is not feasible one to address all of them in a
sole article. The work of Agathias, Teophylact Simocatta, John Malalas
and Euagrius, as well as the Chronicon Paschale will be addressed on some
other occasion. The Strategikon of Pseudo-Maurice text and the Miraculi S.
Demetrii I and II, as sources for the joint raids of the Avars and Slavs will
be briefly discussed later on in the text.
22 БАРИШИЋ et al., 1955: 17-18
21
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On the military history of the Balkans, the books dedicated to the
Gothic Wars are the most informant ones, because they provide excurses
dealing with the situation on the Danube limes and the surrounding regions
and thus giving account on the Avaro-Slavic raids, mostly sections dedicated to an individual raid. The source of these accounts was both his direct
contact with the people in question and older written accounts.
After finishing De bellis, Procopius dedicated his time on writing the
Historia arcana. The coherent, learned and experienced military observer gave place to the bitter, open critic on actions of Justinian, his consort Theodora, Belisarius and many other Court people. On his commentaries of Justinian’s strategy towards the Slavs on the Danube limes, Procopius dwelt on
raids of the Slavs. This data is a useful addition to the information provided
in the Wars.
The last work of Procopius was dedicated to the building projects of
Justinian, in the period between 530 and 552. De aedificiis was probably compiled in some period before 558.23The heavy criticism is gone and it has given way to pompous and praising, if artificial, account. One cannot tell if
this account was created to dampen the hinted criticism in Wars or an attempt for Procopius to get in Justinian’s good book and thus provide a promotion. Or that the Emperor himself or other court person gave him the
task to describe the ambitious projects Justinia undertook; the speculation
on reasons why this account came to being are limitless. Six books were
written, though the whole work was unfinished, probably because the untimely death of Procopius. Of these books, the fourth one bringing the information on the building activities in Illyricum is the most useful for the history of the Balkans.24
During his reign, Justinian had strong army lead by two experienced
generals, Belisarius and Narses. But, he also had an unsolved conflict with
Persia and an oncoming threat from the Avars and Slavs. As to avoid confrontation of two fronts, Justinian neutralized the Persian threat first. He
enhanced his army in quantity, by adding the newly recruited soldiers to the
As Curta points out, the collapse of the dome of Hagia Sofia, which happened
on the 7 of May 558, was not mentioned in Procopius’ Buildings. See CURTA, 2001: 37.
24 БАРИШИЋ et al., 1955: 20-21.
23
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well trained and experience troops and thus created the new field army of
Armenia. Persia did not have the resources to match the improved army of
Justinian and the Perpetual Peace was signed in 532.25 The protection of the
Balkans was enhanced with an enormous building project; for instance, 400
fortifications were renovated or built on the territory of present-day Macedonia solely during the sixth century.
After the neutralization of Persian danger and the Vandal Wars, Justinian turned his scope on the West. He perceived Ostrogothic Kingdom
and the successors of Theodoric as the greatest obstacle for fulfilling the
unison of the Western and Eastern Empire, so Justinian fought 40 years to
annex Italy, Spain and North Africa to the Eastern Empire. This war waging demanded more and more soldiers to be withdrawn, so a section of the
Danube limitanei was sent to Italy and that weakened the limes. This resulted
in beginning of the Avar-Slavic invasions.26
Procopius gives a detailed description on the Slavs in Bellum Gothicum III, during the episode of the true and phony Chilbudius. He describes
them as people living under democracy and that they resolved matters on
public gatherings. Procopius rendered the Slavs as foot soldiers, armed with
small shields and spears, never wearing armor. He even compared them
with the Huns, dubbed as Masagetai, as both tribes having poor hygiene, but
also having a kindhearted nature. On his opinion, the Slavs and the Antes
were once the same tribe, known as Spori and thus they have the same language, same physical appearance and worshiped the same deities.27 Procopius claimed that he has written events that he witnessed directly or had them
described by direct eyewitnesses. However, this cannot be reviewed because
he did not state his sources. He probably obtained the information for his
Slavic excurses from the Slavic mercenaries while staying in Italy. Yet, his
sources on the Slavs after the final settlement in Constantinople in 542 were
probably older written accounts and oral traditions.28 He refers to the raiding activities of the Slavs, which by the middle of the sixth century became
an annual matter. They raided Thrace and Macedonia; Greece was also attaTREADGOLD, 1996: 15.
FINE, 1991: 22.
27 БАРИШИЋ et al., 1955: 25-31.
28 CURTA, 2001: 37-38.
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cked as southernmost up to Corinth. The lightly armed marauders did not
possess the knowledge to breach fortification walls so they attacked for booty, but did not settle on Byzantine territory.29The arrival of the Avars and
the forming of the First Avar Khaganate in Panonia was the reason for the
Slavs to settle on Byzantine territory; some moved to the south and became
foederati of the Empire, while the greater number of them was incorporated
in the Avar Khaganate.30
Jordanes, the contemporary of Procopius, introduced a digression
on the Slavs while working on his Getica. This author was of Gothic origin
and served as a notarious to an Eastern Empire general by the name Gunthigis or Gaza. He wrote his accounts during the middle of the sixth century in
Constantinople, the De summa temporum vel origine actibusque Romanorum (the
Romana) and De origine actibusque Getarum (the Getica). As Jordanes himself offers the information in his preface of the Getica he was already writing the
Romana when he was asked to compile a history of the Gothic people by a
person named Castalius. The Romana which he returned writing to after he
finished the Getica, was commissioned by person known as Vigilius.31
The work of this author was usually frowned upon, mostly due to
his rudimentary Latin and that influenced greatly the importance and plausibility of the information it offers. Yet, if one takes into consideration that
he was requested to write accounts on both the Roman and Gothic people
and served as a secretary to a magister militum, it is clearly obvious that he was
a learned and experienced person. As for the clumsy Latin, one should bear
in mind that it was his third language, beside his native Gothic and Greek,
the language of Scythia and Moesia where Jordanes grew up. He needed Latin for his job as a notarius, because Latin was the language of the sixth century Byzantine army and a grammatical analysis of his works betrays the
Moesian influence and the similarity of the Latin typical for the contemporary army and administration.32
Jordanes introduced a digression on the Slavs in his Getica. If compared with the one of his contemporary Procopius, it is quite a humble one.
TREADGOLD, 1996: 15
FINE, 1991: 29.
31 CROKE, 2005: 474.
32 CROKE, 1987: 120.
29
30
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Yet, as Curta points out, the interesting thing is that his account is completely the opposite of Procopius’. The latter one sees them as newcomers,
while Jordanes connects them with the Venethi in attempt to make a legendary origin of the Slavs. Procopius’ Slavs lived near the Danube; Jordanes’
Slavs are located in Scythia. According to Procopius, they were nomads
who lived in democracy; while Jordanes mentioned that they had a king named Boz and settled them near swamps and forests. It is quite possible that
Jordanes is engaged in some polemic with Procopius; probably on the imperial attitude towards the barbarians and that this polemic was channeled in
his work.33 The fact that both authors were contemporaries and wrote their
works in Constantinople lends more credibility to this opinion.
As for the Goths, Jordanes provides a voluminous account. The Getica begins with the geographical origins of the Goths, their moving into Europe up to their separation as two groups of people at the end of the fourth
century. The work now takes two paths- a separate history of the Visigoths
up to the present days of Jordanes and a separate for the Ostrogoths. It is
well known that he embodied the work of Cassiodorus for his Getica, yet
certain passages betray the influence of other sources, both Greek and Latin. More often than not, he introduces these authors while beginning or
concluding some of digressions and cites the classical authors as to provide
an alternative or additional source. So, on the digression of the Vandals, he
names Dexippus as his source and on the digression of the Huns, he cited
Priscus and Orosius. It is quite possible that Jordanes turned to these works
to expand the now lost historia of Cassiodorus and also added writings derived from his personal experience. 34
The section of the Getica dedicated to the Ostrogoths is more than
half of the book. Jordanes cited three authors only: Dio Chrysostom, an
elusive author named Fabius and the Byzantine author Priscus. Broke is on
It is well known that Jordanes used the now lost work of Cassiodorus for his Getica and Symmachus’ for his Romana; see more in Broke, 2005:475. CURTA
argues that the sources for his account of the Slavs are more probably written than oral and that he used Tacitus, Solinus and through him, Pliny the
Elder and at least one map-the Peutinger Map. See more in CURTA, 2001:
39-43. Also, see the very recent article by W. Liebeschuetz on Jordanes’
work – LIEBESCHUETZ, 2011: 295-302 (non vidi).
34 CROKE, 1987: 121-122.
33
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the opinion the Priscus, whose Byzantine History covered the events between
430 and 474, is the main source for this section of the Getica. For the events
from 474 onwards, he relied more on oral traditions and his personal experience. So, he supplemented the work of Cassiodorus with Greek sources
and the knowledge derived from his own people. This is quite an advantage
over Cassiodorus, for he did not know Greek and Gothic. So, Jordanes is
ought to be given credit as independent author who used his vast knowledge of languages, older written account and his experience as a military notarius to complete the works he was commissioned for. His writings are certainly both pro-Gothic and pro-Byzantine, for he considered that if the
Amali – the ruling class of the Goths has submitted themselves to a great
leader as Justinian; they will achieve even greater glory and prosperity. There
was a positive climate for such an opinion, because it was a period when
Ravenna was ceased and the Ostrogothic Kingdom in Italy was Byzantine
again.35 Furthermore, this underlines the polemic with Procopius, a person
who viewed Justinian in a completely different, derogative light.
The reclaiming of the Ostrogothic Kingdom was by all means an asset, yet it did not stop the Avar-Slavic raids. Justinian left the reclaimed Ostrogothic Kingdom to his successors, as well as weakened Danube limes
which attracted various barbarian groups into claiming parts of Byzantine
territory. The Avars represented the second wave of steppe nomads. Their
moving to Europe was the result of the expanding Turkish federation during the middle of the sixth century. They subdued the people of the Black
Sea region, including the Coutrigures.36 On their warfare, the Avars fashioned reflex bows and were excellent horsemen. Their troops were swift, mobile and persistent enough to besiege fortified cities. The khagans ruled over
a great conglomerate of people after they have subdued a part of the Slavs,
the Protobulgars and the remnants of the Huns under their thumb.37
The Avars emerged on the Balkans by the alliance of the Lombard
king Albion and the Avar Khagan Bajan in 566-567. Previously, the Gepids
and the Lombards fought for the territory which was vacated after the OsIbid.: 124-126
WHITBY, 1988: 85. The best known Coutrigur raid is the one of 539-540; Illyricum was completely sacked and the raiding parties reached Chalcidice.
37 FINE, 1991: 30.
35
36
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trogoths departed to Italy. Albion promised Bajan the city of Sirmium and
the control of Pannonia, if they defeat the Gepids. Fearing the alliance, the
Gepids turned to Byzantium for support and promised Sirmium as a reward
to Emperor Justin II. One year after the alliance between the Avars and
Lombards, the siege of Sirmium began. Both sides lost and won battles,
while the starved population fled the city. The city fell in Avar hands in 582,
the first year of the rule of Emperor Maurice. It was a long fight for one city
solely, but the capture of Sirmium meant control over Pannonia and influence on the Danubian frontier. The alliance between the Avars and the
Lombards did not last; the latter withdrew to Italy, leaving the whole of
Pannonia to the Avars. This was the territory the Avars claimed for their
powerful tribal federation under the rule of their Khagans. 38
The First Avar Khaganate lasted from 568 to 626; the Second from
626 to 811.39 The Avar-Slavic raids, the sieges of Thessalonica and the settlement of the Slavs are known through the hagiographic account of the
Thessalonician archbishop John, written in the second decade of the sixth
century; the latest date suggested is 620. In 13 homilies, the author describes
the miracles performed by St. Demetrius-the patron of Thessalonica, as to
save the city from the raids and the sieges. Of the events described, the more important ones are the raid of 5000 Slavs during the reign of Maurice and
the seven-day siege, the civil war and the famine in Thessalonica during the
reign of Phocas. Miraculi St. Demetrii II is the anonymous writing which gives information on the events that happened during the first decades of Heraclius’ rule (610-641). It has three homilies only, but it provides information on the sieges of Thessalonica and mentions the Slavic leaders by their
name.40

КОВАЧЕВИЋ, 1977: 40.
The chronological framework of the Khaganates was offered by Kovačević. See
КОВАЧЕВИЋ, 1977: 11.
40 Roughly, it can be said that Miraculi St. Demetrii I covers part of the events of the
First Avar Khaganate, while Miraculi St. Demetrii II covers the events of the
beginning of the Second Avar Khanagate. Both accounts offer useful information on the Slavs and Avars-their techniques for siege and waging
war – especially on the usage of siege machines; as well as the first settlements of the Slavs in the vicinity of Thessalonica. On Miraculi St. Demetrii I
38
39
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The period of the First Avar Khaganate was the peak of the Avar
supremacy and the period of the greatest Avar-Slavic raids. The final point
of these raids was Constantinople itself or the rich Balkan cities; Thessalonica was one of the favoured targets. In 584, an army of 5000 Slavic warriors,
by the order of the Khagan, reached the Long Walls of Constantinople. The
mighty fortification proved itself impenetrable again, so the scope of the
raid was turned on Thessalonica. Again, of no avail.41 The same year the
Avars conquered Singidunum. In 586, another unsuccessful siege of Thessalonica followed; it failed due to famine and plague in the barbarian camp.42
A devastating campaign on the provinces of Dardania, Macedonia Prima,
Macedonia Secunda and followed this siege. This raid is archaeologically attested in the urban centres on the territory of modern-day Macedonia; it is
traditionally held that this raid devastated the urban life of Heraclea Lyncestis, Bargala and Stobi. It was documented via a destruction layer of the fortification of Markovi Kuli-vicinity of Skopje.43
The raids continued up to 591, when Emperor Maurice singed peace with the Persians. Thus avoided fighting on two fronts, he transferred
troops to the Balkans and re-conquered Singidunum. The old Danube border was restored and the Avars and Slavs were sent on the north of it. Singidunum was besieged two more times, in 593 and 596. In 599, the Avars breeched the Byzantine defense and reached the outskirts of Constantinople.
Again, the threat was neutralized by plague in the barbarian camp. One year
later, Sirmium was re-conquered, the control over Pannonia was retrieved
and the old Danube limes was completely restored. The Avars were paid annual tribute as for not to launch raids on Byzantine ground. Yet, Maurice
broke the peace first, by sending troops on the north of Danube.44 Though
this campaign was almost devastating to them, the Avars pulled their forces
quite quickly. The Danube limes was breeched again and the Avars sent arsee БАРИШИЋ et al., 1955: 173-184, on Miraculi St. Demetrii II see БАРИШИЋ et al., 1955:185-216.
41 КОВАЧЕВИЋ, 1977: 54 and БАРИШИЋ et al.,1955: 175.
42 КОВАЧЕВИЋ, 1977: 57 and БАРИШИЋ et al.,1955: 176-184.
43 On Heraclea Lynkestis, see МАНЕВА, 1983: 175-186; on Bargala see АЛЕКСОВА,
1989: 68 and АЛЕКСОВА, 2001: 96-97; on Stobi see WISEMAN & MANOZISSI, 1974:117-148. On Markovi Kuli, see MIKULČIĆ, 2002: 190-195.
44 FINE, 1991: 32-33.
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mies across during the reigns of Phocas and Heraclius. The Slavs settled
massively on the Balkans. The scope of the Avar raids was shifted to the
west and parts of modern-day Bosnia, Croatia and Dalmatia was sacked; Salona fell in the period between 619 and 626.45 The second decade of the seventh century brought sieges on Thessalonica and Constantinople again.
The walls of Thessalonica protected the city during the siege of 617 or 618.
A new, interesting moment for the Balkan history is that the main carriers
of this siege was the Slavs who lived in the vicinity of the city and tried to
include the Avar Khagan by promising rich gifts, but negotiating as equals.
Certainly, there were still Slavs under the control of the Avar Khagane, but
great groups have already settled on the Balkans.46
The unsuccessful siege of Constantinople in 626 marked the end of
the First Avar Khaganate; from this point onwards the Avars started to lose
their position on the Balkans. Yet, the fortresses that Justinian built and rebuilt were still in use, if one can judge from the archaeological material and
that introduces the possibility that they were still perceived as a threat to the
Empire.47
The siege of 626 was lead by the Khagan himself and the Persians
were his allies. The fleet of monoxyla navigated by the Slavs and the Bulgars
ought to have been one of key points of the Khagan strategy, but it was destroyed by a storm and the survivors fled the battlefield. The knowledge of
Slavs to produce and navigate the boats were heavily used by the Avars,
who being horsemen, had no knowledge of aquatic matters. On this very
siege, it was reported that even women took part in navigating the fleet.
Furious of the failed siege, the Khagan executed the survivors. This
triggered an internal turmoil within the Khaganate, which resulted in open
battle in 629. Six years later, the Bulgars under the lead of Koubrat left the
Khaganate. The beginning of the Second Avar Khaganate was denoted by
this very lost of supremacy on the Balkans. The Avars tried to expand on
the west, yet that expansion was ended with the Avaro-Frankish war (791805). This result of this war is the Frankish control of the western parts of
the Khaganate and incorporation of the eastern parts in the ever-growing
CURTA, 2001: 74.
Ibid.: 108.
47 JARIĆ, 2010a: 30-46.
45
46
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kingdom of the Bulgars. The Avars appear two more times on the Balkans,
in 811 and 814, but as mere mercenaries of the Bulgar Khan Krum.48
The barbarians left their legacy not only in the written sources, but
also through their material culture. The weapons, tools, jewelry and other
artifacts speak as clear as the words. The material that can be connected
with the barbarians is usually found in their burials and in the destruction
layers of the cities they sacked. The archaeological material that I will refer
in the following section of the text comes from present day Macedonia, though the most important finds from the surrounding area and the core of the
barbarian realms will be mentioned, as for the proper context to be given.
The first newcomers from the Central Asian steppe brought with
them new weapon-the reflex bow, known under the name composite bow
as well. This weapon exceeded the range of the regular bow and its unique
asymmetric design allowed to be used while mounted on horse. A reflex
bow was made of several layers of wood glued together and fashioned by
the elastic forces of the wood bent in the opposite direction, As to preserve
the elasticity of the bow, when it was not strung it was kept in a special case
attached to the belt or the saddle of its owner. The points where the elastic
forces met, like the middle and the tips of the bow, were enhanced with plaques made of bone and antler. Special types of arrowheads were used with
these bows and they match the types found in the Eurasian steppes. The
most common type was the three-ribbed arrowhead.49 The bows were used
by every able-bodied male in the Hunnic society, including the ruling class.
The Hunnic leaders, such as Attila, were considered excellent archers. The
reflex bows were so integrated in the Hunnic world, that they were placed
in the tombs. The bows found in the tombs of the nobility often have plaques made of precious metals, such as gold. A common gift in a nobleman’s
burial is the double-edged long sword, usually luxuriously decorated. The
belt garniture found in the noblemen burials were clasped with buckles of
silver and gold. The bows found in graves of persons with humbler origin
had bone plaques, while their belts were made of common metals. Yet,
swords were the sign of the nobility and they are not present in the more

48
49

FINE, 1991: 90-94.
VIDA, 2003: 305; HEATHER, 2005: 162-164.
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humble burials. Two assemblages of grave goods coming from the burials
of Hunnic nobility, found in Hungary, illustrate the custom perfectly. 50
The material culture of Avars is similar with the one of the Huns;
both people reflect the same, Central Asian traditions. The male burials also
are rich with weapons and the luxurious belt garnitures as symbol of higher
rank; the horses were usually buried with their owners and the rich harness.
Among the burials of the First Avar Khaganate, the long, straight doubleedge sword is common in noblemen burials; while in the burials of the Second Avar Khaganate have certain novelties-instead of double-edge sword
the one-edge, curved saber is more common. The Avars also used the reflex
bow and deposited it in their burials.51 A very typical find for both KhagaThe tombs of the ruling elite was often accompanied with a funerary sacrifice,
burned separately from the grave. One of the richest such finds was discovered at Pécs-Űszőgpuszta. A similar, though much richer assemblage of
two hundred objects was found near Szeged-Nagyszentmiklós. See Balint,
2004. The hoard from Bátaszék had a 96 cm double-edged sword, golden
plaques of a reflex bow and buckle belt. The assemblage from Pannonhalma has similar structure, with an 80 cm bow with golden end and grip plaques. A set of swords, one unadorned and the other with scale-pattern
gold mounts and two sets of horse harness were included in this assemblage. For more information and illustrations of all above mentioned assemblages, see MÜLLER, 2003: 284-287. On the double-edge swords with luxurious decorations and their symbolic as Hunnic noblemen’ insignia, see
SALAMON & LENGYEL, 1980: 93-104. For additional information and illustration of Hunnic artifacts, see TΌTH, 2005: 115-128. See also the following exhibition catalogue - VORWERK, 2008. Also, I would like to recommend few of Michel Kazinski’s latest works on the Great Migration Period, concerning the Huns and the later Avars. See КАЗИНСКИЙ, 2012a:
332-334; KAZINSKI, 2012b: 139-199, 287-296 and KAZINSKI, 2012c: 381403.
51 On Avar burials and weapon grave goods, see КОВАЧЕВИЋ, 1977: 118-130; GARAM, 1995; VIDA, 2003: 305-307; ПОПОВИЋ, 2007. For more information
and illustrations of Avar material culture, see the following exhibition catalogues: ARSLAN, E.A. & BUORA, M (eds.), 2000; DAIM, F., 1996; GARAM,
É. & KOVÁCS, T. (eds.), 2002; MEIER-ARENDT, W. & KŰRTI, B. (eds.),
1985; MENIS, G.C., BΌNA, I. & GARAM, É. (eds.), 1995 and GARAM, É.,
2005: 129-143. A very recent publication, in honour of Éva Garam, com50
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nates is the belt-buckle garniture made of metal, where the sword, bow and
other requirements were attached. These belts were also popular among the
Byzantine soldiers, as well. Regardless of Byzantine or barbarian provenances, it denoted the soldier’s profession and possibly, his rank. The belt buckles of the Second Avar Khaganate bear a very characteristic feature – griffins combined with grapevine, so these Avars were dubbed by archaeologists as the “the people of griffins and grapevines.” 52
The remnants of the reflex bows coming from the territory of present-day Macedonia were retrieved from the destruction layers of two great
cities – Stobi and Heraclea Lyncestis. The burned plaques from Stobi were
found in Ward 21 of the Domus fullonica complex, together with a one-edge
dagger and a three-ribbed arrowhead; the two other three-ribbed arrowheads were found in Ward 28. The destruction layer of Ward 21 contained a
multitude of coins, the newest ones minted by Emperors Theodosius II and
Valentinian III, in 450 and 455 respectively. This destruction layer was followed with a renewal phase and it was dated with coins of Marcian (450457) and Leo I (457-474), so the latest point to date the destruction layer is
450. The arrowheads from Ward 28 have similar dating, so one can connect
this destruction layer with Attila’s raid of 447.53
The stiffening plaques coming from Heraclea Lyncestis were not found with additional, chronologically sensitive material. The two bone plaques and two three-ribbed arrowheads were found near the Episcopal Basilica; their location might indicate the same raid, though it cannot be said for
certain. The third arrowhead was found near the Basilica D. Both of these
objects were in use during the sixth century. Maneva has made an attempt
to identify the provenance of the bone plaques based on their dimension.
The stiffening plaques of the Avar bows more curved, shorter and narrower
than the ones of the Hunnic bows. The Hunnic bows had dimensions of
130-140 cm, while the Avar ones of 160-70. The difference is even more accentuated when the earlier Hunnic bows are compared with the Avar bows.
piles the work of several authors concerning different aspects of the material culture of the Avars. See VIDA (ed.), 2012. On the Avar goldsmith’s
techniques, see BALINT, 2010: 146-160.
52 DAIM, 2010: 61-67.
53 On the bow from Stobi, see МИКУЛЧИЌ, 1981: 210-226.
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Yet, this cannot be taken as a solid rule, since the plaques coming from a
single bow can differ in dimensions, depending on their position. This method proved to be problematic for the plaques of Heraclea, because they are
poorly preserved, with parts missing; though Maneva is on the opinion that
the plaques came from an earlier type of reflex bow-late Hunnic or an early
Avar one. If one takes in consideration that they are found near objects
which were in use during the sixth century and that other material witnessed
on the presence of Byzantine army in same period in Heraclea as response
to the Avar-Slavic raids, it is possible to connect that the bow and the arrowheads can be connected with one of these raids.54
The most exclusive find that can be connected with the barbarian
raids came from Heraclea Lyncestis as well. It is a helmet with rivets, one of
the 49 rare finds of such helmets. Yet, its unique decoration makes in one
of the kind. This helmet is very well known to the scholarly public, so I will
not dwell on its description.55 It was fashioned in the period between 489
and 523; the fact that it was found in a layer coin-dated to 584/5, suggests it
was worn by more than a half century and that the owner was a high ranking officer in the Byzantine army.
The barbarians of both autochthonous, European and Central Asian
origin threatened the Empire from the fourth to the eight century AD, almost a half a millennium. The raiding activities and the claiming of imperial
territory reshaped the urban life on Balkans and the barbarian raids were
considered as devastators of many cities. The Empire fought back with any
way possible-open battles, diplomatic games, tributes, making foederati of
one tribe as to fuel the conflict with other tribes. The Eastern part of the
Empire, later known as Byzantium outlived its Western counterpart by the
sheer ability to adapt and change. The whole army and the concept of waging war was re-invented as to make the army more capable in dealing with
the new threat that the steppe nomads and their Oriental military tradition
represented; the Romaioi accepted both military techniques and allies. Tributes were paid and gifts were exchanged as to avoid fighting with two or
54
55

МАНЕВА, 1985/86/87:49-59.
See МАНЕВА, 1986: 71-78 and the newer, updated text on the symbolic of the
helmet’s decoration МАНЕВА, 2001: 83-93. Both texts provide detailed illustrations of the helmet.
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more tribes at the same time; yet when it was convenient the Byzantine Emperors did not doubt to break the truce and attack themselves.
As for the concept of viewing the barbarians as “primitive, inferior
and savage” just because they raided and attacked the “civilized and superior” Byzantines and Romans, is a dated and superficial idea, in my opinion.
The imperial territory rich both in resources and strategic position was a fair
game for everyone when its defense was weakened-the barbarians tried to
carve realms for themselves and the Byzantines tried to defend it. Perhaps
this is oversimplification of the matters, but it all came to land and resources, for those meant power and ability to fund armies for further conquers
and to defend the conquered. There is no real solid ground to compare the
Empire and the Barbaricum, because both worlds had their rich material culture, intricate religious beliefs and complex social hierarchy, though utterly
different. The contemporary written sources captured the severest aspects
of the barbarians, demonstrated through their raids. Yet, a keen eye will
catch a glimpse of the aspects among the harsh words. And when it comes
to harsh words, even the Emperors and their deeds were not spared from
them.
Instead of comparing them to decide which side was the superior
one, it is more prudent to observe them as two inseparable halves, which influenced on each other greatly. The comparison will do justice on either side, for as an internet saying, dubiously attributed to Einstein goes: “Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.” Each had its better and worse
moments and their combination created modern Europe, so the Barbarians
and the Romaioi were the two sides of the same coin, instead of polar opposites.
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Goodbye Anatolia: The Trial of Six
and International Reaction towards Greece
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Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, BC, Canada

Abstract. – Greece was mandated Asia Minor through the 1919 Treaty of
Sèvres. On 8 September 1922, the Greek army was forced to abandon the mandated city of Smyrna as the unstoppable Turkish army was advancing. The following
day, Turkish forces moved into Smyrna and a huge fire was sparked, killing many.
Hundreds of thousands of Greeks residing in Asia Minor attempted to flee the
area and return to the mainland. Unfortunately, there was not enough transportation to accommodate all of the people trying to return to Greece and, in addition,
the transportation was late. The humiliated Greek army, which had made its way
back to the islands of Chios and Lesbos, wanted those directly responsible for the
defeat to pay. Towards the end of September, three military elites formed a Revolutionary Committee, which demanded the abdication of King Constantine, the resignation of his government, and those who were responsible for the disaster to be
punished. On 28 September, the Revolutionary Committee rounded up six government officials, put them on trial, and executed them for the defeat in Asia Minor.
This paper will look at the highly controversial trial, The Trial of Six, and how it affected various countries relations with Greece.

On 9 September 1922, Turkish forces moved into Smyrna, a city
mandated to Greece as a result of the Treaty of Sèvres. The previous day,
the Greek army abandoned the city and hundreds of thousands of Greeks
residing in Asia Minor attempted to flee the area. Unfortunately, there was
not enough transportation to accommodate all of the people trying to return to mainland Greece and to add to the problems, the transportation was
late. This incident took the lives of many civilians, marked the loss of the
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Asia Minor and the Megali Idea (the Great Idea), and resulted in the Trial of
Six.1 The Trial of Six, known in Greek as Δίκη των Έξι (Diki ton Exi), placed
the responsibility of the defeat of Asia Minor on Greece’s top officials and
affected Greece’s foreign relations with numerous countries, most notably
Britain, for years following the trial.
The Trial of Six has been seen by Greek historians as a landmark in
Modern Greek history. A number of studies in Greek have been conducted
on the topic, largely in the context of the population exchange between
Greece and Turkey following the demise of the Greek army. The most significant work in Greek on the Trial is Giannes Andrikopoulos’ He demokratia tou Mesopolemous, 1922-1936 and Thanases Diamantopoulos’ Meletes Hellenikes politikes. Outside of Greek, however, the literature is significantly less.
Michael Llewellyn Smith, a British diplomat, has written a book on Greece
on Asia Minor from 1919 to 1922. In his book, Ionian Vision: Greece in Asia
Minor, 1919-1922, he provides a highly detailed account of what went wrong
for the Greeks in Asia Minor and how it ended in catastrophe. The last
chapter of the book is dedicated to The Trial; however he fails to provide
any analysis of how it affected Greece or foreign relations. Andre Gerolymatos, a professor at Simon Fraser University, has written as much as any
historian on the topic. He starts off his book, Red Acropolis, Black Terror: The
Greek Civil War and the Origins of the Soviet-American Rivalry, 1943-1949, with
The Trial. Gerolymatos does not spend a great deal of time on the topic.
However, he provides an analytical interpretation of The Trial, and successfully demonstrates how The Trial affected Greece.
In regards to the historiography of how the Trial of Six affected foreign policy towards Greece, the two most notable books are by Frangulis
and Cassimatis. The first is a book published in 1926 by the former president of the International Diplomatic Academy in Paris, A. F. Frangulis. In
his book, La Grèce et la Crise Mondiale, he discusses the trial in depth, and has
a chapter dedicated to how other countries viewed the executions and how
it affected various countries’ foreign policies towards Greece. In addition to
this, he also included various newspaper sources from the United Kingdom,
1

Andre GEROLYMATOS, Red Acropolis Black Terror: The Greek Civil War and the Origins of the Soviet-American Rivalry, 1943-1949. New York: Basic Books, 2004:
2-6.
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France, and Italy surrounding the highly controversial trial, along with reports from officials from various nations. The other book, American influence
in Greece, 1917-1929, is significantly more recent than La Grèce et la Crise Mondiale. Louis P Cassimatis, a professor at Kent State University, examines
how American foreign policy towards Greece changed as a result of the executions. He further looks at how American foreign policy was also shaped
by Britain.
After the Greek defeat in Asia Minor, a number of men in the military took refuge on the islands of Chios and Lesbos. As a sense of betrayal
began to form amongst the majority of officers within the Greek Army and
Navy over the defeat, two colonels, Nikolaos Plastiras, Stylianos Gonatas,
and a Capitan, Dimitrios Phocas, formed a “Revolutionary Committee” on
24 September 1922. The Revolutionary Committee was supported by General Theodoros Pangalos, and demanded the abdication of King Constantine,
the resignation of his government, and those who were directly responsible
for the disaster to be punished. In addition to this, the Revolutionary Committee wanted to strengthen the Greek army in Thrace in order to stop the
Allies to transfer Eastern Thrace to Turkey.2
Two days later, an aircraft dropped pamphlets, which were signed
by Gontas, over downtown Athens, demanding the abdication of King
Constantine. The King, who had just received a second demand in five years to abdicate the thrown, decided to leave Greece. Upon his departure, he
urged royalist supporters to not be upset. 3 On 30 October, he officially
went into exile with his family in Palermo, Sicily.4 In the same afternoon a
group of anti-royalist generals, constituting a provisional revolutionary committee, set up headquarters in the offices of the newspaper Elevtheron Bima
(the Open Forum). The following day, the revolutionary forces, which were
comprised of 12,000 troops, made their way to Athens. Hours later, the Revolutionary Committee had entered and assumed control of Athens.5
Georgia EGLEZOU. The Greek Media in World War I and Its Aftermath: The Athenian
Press on the Asia Minor Crisis. International library of war studies, Vol. 12
(London: I.B. Tauris Publishers, 2009), 185.
3 Louis P CASSIMATIS. American influence in Greece, 1917-1929 (Kent: Kent State
University Press, 1988), 80.
4 GEROLYMATOS, 17.
5 CASSIMATIS, 80.
2
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On 28 September, the day after the Revolutionary Committee took
control over Athens, leading royalist supporters who took part in the planning of the Anatolia campaign were arrested: Petros Protopapadakis, then
prime minister; Dimitrios Gounaris, the former prime minister and then minister of justice; Georgios Baltatzis, the foreign minister; Nikolaios Stratos,
the minister of the interior and intermediary prime minister between Gounairs and Protopapadaksi; Nikolaios Theotokis, the minister of war; and
General Hatzianestis, the commander of the Greek armies during the Greco-Turkish war.6 These once prominent figures in Greek society had become the most hated men in the country. This event of shifting loyalties, however, was not new to this event, but rather a widespread phenomenon in
Greek politics in the nineteenth and early-twentieth century.
One of the first acts of the Revolutionary Committee was to send a
telegram to Venizelos; a popular politician who was responsible for having
Asia Minor mandated to Greece at the Paris Peace Conferences in 1919.
Venizelos, who was residing in Paris at the time, was asked by the Revolutionary Committee to help their case abroad with the Allied powers. Venizelos accepted their request and spoke with ministers in Paris and London,
preparing a position for Greece in the Lausanne peace conferences.7
The trial took place from 13 November until 27 November. The
Attorney General for the case was A. Georgiadis, and the defendants were
given four lawyers; S. Sotiriadis, K. Tsoukalas, A. Papaligouras, and A. Romanos. On the first day, the court heard appeals from several of the defendants, all of which were rejected. The postponement of the trial by Gounaris, who was suffering from typhus, was also rejected. Throughout the trial
it appeared that there was over whelming proof against the defendants, in
order to justify the trial. Among the witnesses against the defendants were
the General Chief of the army in Asia Minor, Papoulas Anastasius, Lieutenant Colonal Miltiades Koimisis, and former minister Phokion Negris. It
was not until the very end that defense witnesses took the stand.8
John LAUGHLAND. A History of political trials: from Charles I to Saddam Hussein. Oxford, 2008, 59.
7 Michael LLEWELLYN SMITH. Ionian Vision: Greece in Asia Minor, 1919-1922 (Ann
Arbor: the University of Michigan Press, 1998), 316.
8 A. F. FRANGULIS. La Grèce et La Crise Mondiale, Vol 2 (Paris: Félix Alcan, 1926),
513-521.
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Around 10:30 A.M on 29 November, the families of the condemned
six men came to say their farewells at Averoff prison. An unwilling monk,
who protested that he could not grant the men their last rites on the grounds that they were responsible for the destruction of churches and the deaths of many church officials, was forced to perform the last ritual of their lives. Twenty-five minutes later the men were put in two trucks, which were
accompanied by a handful of gendarmes, made their way down the main
street in Athens. These streets were lined with military men, who stood for
hours out in the rain hoping for a chance to see the men responsible for the
defeat in Asia Minor.9 As Andre Gerolymatos, and other historians have argued, this was necessary to stop a major revolution from occurring. “If
most Athenians nursed a secret to be spared the army demanded a human
sacrifice.” 10
While the military wanted various officials to be punished, it appears
that there was quite a bit of opposition by civilians against the trials and executions around the world. On December 3 the New York Times published
several articles on governmental opposition and public disapproval from
Greece and other nations. One article, from England, states that the civilians were so irate over the executions that they had raised the British flag. In
late November and early December, the British flag was raised on the island
of Corfu as a result of resentment over the Greek executions.11 This event
demonstrates that civilians were, at the moment, more aligned with the policies of the United Kingdom rather than Greece. Other articles state that the
King of Italy, in addition to the French government, was in disbelief over
the trial and the possible execution of Prince Andrew. According to this article, the French Government had stated it was “prepared to do everything
in its power to aid in any attempt to prevent further executions.”12 On 3
December, the Chicago Tribune published an article on how foreign Greeks
disapproved of the situation. According to the article, many Greek citizens
who were residing in Italy had plans to organize battalions and return to

GEROLYMATOS, 2.
Ibid.
11 The New York Times, 3 December 1922, 4.
12 Ibid.
9
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Greece in an attempt to start immediate action against the rebels who had
executed six of Greece’s most influential people.13
Three days following the executions, Prince Andrew, brother of
King Constantine, stood trial for his involvement in the failure of the Asia
Minor campaign. Andrew was the commander of the second Corps in Asia
Minor, and was accused of having ordered his men to retreat and not control the Turks. The United Kingdom and Spain were particularly upset over
this trial, due to the fact that Prince Andrew was related to British and Spanish monarchs.14 Britain put considerable amount of pressure on Venizelos
at the peace conference in Lausanne. He was found guilty but he was later
exonerated due to lacking military experience and was banished from Greece. The prince and his family, including his son, who would later become
Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh, were evacuated on the British cruiser,
H.M.S Calypso. Two defendants at the trial received a sentence of life imprisonment. 15
It has been argued by a number of historians that if British and
French Foreign Ministers to Greece, Francis Oswald Lindley and Jean Jules
Jusserand, had not intervened in Greece, a large number of royalists, supporters of King Constantine, would have been executed without trial by the
Revolutionary Committee upon their arrival in Athens on 27 September.
Furthermore, these two ministers managed to persuade the Revolutionary
Committee to hold a trial for the accused, rather than shooting them on the
spot. 16
Throughout Europe and North America, there were major oppositions to the trial and the execution of the six men. This as seen through the
thousands of newspaper articles on the topic. For two solid months, the
events that were unfolding in Greece in late 1922 were seen on the front page of newspapers in the west. This in itself is significant, for it shows just
how controversial this event was. These newspaper documents show the

“Greeks to Raise Fascisti Army.” The Chicago Tribune Co, 3 December 1922, 1.
“Prince Andrew Exiled From Greece By Military Court.” The New York Times, 3
December 1922, 1.
15 GEROLYMATOS, 17.
16 CASSIMATIS, 81.
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respective nations views towards the incidents and what civilians and officials thought about the situation.
When the executions on the Trial of Six occurred, the western
world was flabbergasted. The Washington Post dedicated a large portion of
the newspaper to the incident. In one article, the writer draws parallels from
the Revolutionary Committee to France’s Reign of Terror under Robespierre. The article argues that justification for the execution of Gounaris and his
colleagues on the basis that they knowingly concealed the danger involved
in the return of King Constantine from the people is ill-founded. Gounaris
came to power in Greece due to support from the civilian population and
that “every voter knew that the repudiation of M. Venizelos meant the return of King Constantine with all its consequence. In this act the whole nation was knowingly the accomplice of M. Gounaris and the other ministers
just executed.”17
Throughout the Trial of Six, the world was particularly interested in
other nations’ responses to the event. Italy’s views towards Greece were
one nation that frequently appeared in newspapers, mainly in the United
States and the United Kingdom. On 30 November The Washington Post published another article around the Pope’s disapproval of the executions. In
the article it states that the Vatican was protesting the Greek government as
a result of the execution of former Greek ministers. As a result of the executions, Pope Pius ordered the Papal Nuncio, Maglione, in Berne to ask Venizelos at the peace talks in Lausanne to stop further executions of former
public officials in Greece. In addition to this funeral services were held in
Rome for the men that were executed.18 Maglione arrived in Lausanne two
days later to speak with Venizelos.19
Another nation whose response to the trial was frequently seen in
newspapers in Europe and North American was the United Kingdom, due
to the fact that the United Kingdom was more active than any other nation
in voicing their concerns. Since 20 November, the United Kingdom was
doing everything they could to save the accused and began to break there
“The Terror in Athens.” The Washington Post, 30 November 1922, 6.
“Pope Orders Protest Made Against Greek Executions.” The Washington Post, 1
December 1922, 1.
19 “Vatican Seeks to stop Execution.” The New York Times, 3 December 1922, 4.
17
18
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relations with Greece. So much so that the Prime Minister of Greece complained to the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, David Lloyd George,
that Greece had been abandoned by her.20 Also since this date, Sir Francis
Lindley, British ambassador to Greece, was pushed by Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs, George Curzon, to go as far to state that if men were to be
executed in Greece, the British Government would consider it a judicial
murder and as a result, would be forced to review its diplomatic relations
with Greece. As Smith stated, “Curzon had instructed Lindley to make it
clear to the Greeks that such a movement would be viewed by Britain with
the greatest disappointment and could only have disastrous results.”21
On 21 November, the opening day of the Peace Conference in Lausanne, Lord Curzon met with Venizelos and urged him to intervene and save the lives of the accused. While at the talks, Curzon learned from cables
from Lindley that the Revolutionary Committee did in fact have intentions
to execute the men. As a result, Curzon sent Admiral Lord Gerald Talbot, a
personal friend of Venizelos, to intervene. While Talbot was making his way
to Greece, the Trial of the Six was coming to a close. The Revolutionary
Committee sped up the rate of the speed of the trial in order to avoid outside pressures, such as from Talbot, which the leaders would have been informed about his intended arrival.22 As stated in the New York Times, “the
fact that the trial has been accelerated is interpreted to mean that the revolutionary authorities wish to have judgment rendered before any outside influence can be brought to bear.”23 On Monday November 27, the Revolutionary
Committee swore an oath before the newly instated King George II. Gontas became the Prime Minister and Pangalos was instated as the new Minister of War. During that afternoon, Lindley made a final plea to dissuade the
heads of state from their plans. According to reports, strong words were exchanged between the British and Greek governments.24
“Télégraphie d’Athènes au Times” en A. F. Frangulis. La Grèce et La Crise Mondiale, Vol 2 (Paris: Félix Alcan, 1926), 461.
21 SMITH, 263.
22 Ibid.
23 “Prince Andrew Exiled From Greece By Military Court.” The New York Times, 3
December 1922, 1.
24 SMITH, 326.
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While Lord Curzon was busy negotiating peace talks with France,
Italy, and Turkey in Lausanne on 28 November, he was informed that the
men were going to be executed the next day. During tea break, Curzon spoke with Venizelos about the decision and Venizelos was apparently moved
by his words, so much so that he wrote a message to Athens stating that
while he was “careful to avoid intervening in the internal affairs of [Greece],
nevertheless I regard it as my duty to affirm that the impression created will
indeed be as Lord Curzon present it and to draw our attention to the fact
that my position here will become extremely difficult.”25 The message arrived too late to make the Revolutionary Committee to re-examine the case.
In response to the executions, the British government relocated the British
Ambassador to Greece, Lindley, to Oslo. Out of protest towards the Gonatas government, the United Kingdom did not appoint the next ambassador
to Greece, Sir Milne Cheetham, until after Gontas resigned and the Second
Hellenic Republic was formed under Alexandros Papanastasiou in March
1924.26
When it came time for Prince Andrew’s trial, the British were doing
whatever they could to save the monarch; the British were willing to negotiate due to the fact that Prince Andrew was a blood relation to the British
Monarchy. Around noon on Tuesday 28 November, Talbot went to the British embassy in Athens to have a series of long and secret talks with Plastiras and other Greek diplomats. In these talks, Plastiras promised that the
Prince would not be executed but would however, be banned from Greece.
Talbot was told that he could take the Prince and his family to safety in the
H.M.S. Calypso. After the Prince and Princess were evacuated, Talbot returned to Athens to meet with four officials; Plastiras, Pangalos, Gontas, and
Rentis, to stop further executions. At the time of the meeting, journalists
Vlachos and Kampanis, Papoulas, General Constantinopoulos, and Constantinopoulos’ assistant were also facing possible executions. Needless to
say, after the meetings the five people were released.27
Lindley believed that that these executions would not have occurred
if Venizelos had intervened. Eleftherios Venizelos was a distinguished GreIbid., 329.
“Foreign Office, February 15, 1924” London Gazette, 29 February 1924.
27 Ibid., 330.
25
26
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ek revolutionary who served as Prime Minister of Greece from 1910 to
1920 and from 1928 to 1932. He represented Greece in the Paris Peace
Conference in 1919 and was seen as responsible for the outcome in the Treaty of Sèvres. Venizelos was a national hero and seen as “the maker of modern Greece” who had helped to bring the Megali Idea to life, which stretched over five continents.28 There are a number of articles and books written about just how influential and well respected in Greece. In 1920, Vincent J. Seligman wrote a book on Venizelos and paints a good portrait of
the man. In his book he states that Greece would not be the country it was
without Venizelos. “For in a country which, as far as the public men are
concerned, has a good many liabilities, and indeed may almost be said to be
bankrupt, Venizelos is the one great national asset.”29 In 1922, Venizelos
was still a well respected Greek and had a lot of supporters, including General Pangalos. As a result, Venizelos could have had a huge role in preventing
the executions. Lindley was one of the many British officials that Venizelos
could have stopped the executions if he had wanted to.30 This in itself would have damaged British foreign relations with Greece.
Over the two months of trials, the Revolutionary Committee, with a
lack of government approval from Britain, turned to the American legislation. On 22 October, the government staged a public demonstration outside
of the American embassy and presented the American ambassador to Greece, Jefferson Caffery, with a decree that stated that Greek citizens were in
support of the revolution that was unfolding and furthermore wanted the
abdication of King Constantine.31 It was also declared that Greece, in her time of need, should be supported by her friends and Allies. Caffery informed the State Department and suggested that the recognition of the new regime would opportune moment for the United States to enhance her influence in the Hellenic peninsula. As much as the United States would have liked to have had more influence in the Near East, this was not the way to do
J. W. DUFFIELD. “Venizelos, Maker of Modern Greece” The New York Times, 30
October 1921.
29 Vincent J. SELIGMAN. The Victory of Venizelos (London: George Allen & Unwin,
1920), 185.
30 SMITH, 329.
31 CASSIMATIS, 81.
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it. For, if the United States decided to recognize the new Greek government, she would be risking her relationship with the United Kingodm. As
Cassimatis states in his book American Influence in Greece, “a unilateral action
by the United states at this critical point in time would have been a direct affront to Great Britain, upon whom the United States depended [on] for
support [in] its policy in the western Hemisphere.”32
As Greece’s foreign relations with the United Kingdom and France
became strained, Plastiras looked to the United States’ State Department for
help. The reason for why Plastiras turned to the United States was due to
America relief organizations that were providing aid to the hundreds of
thousands of people who were displaced by the defeat in Asia Minor. In a
letter from Plastiras to Caffery, he wrote how Greece appreciated the aid
the United States was giving to Greece and how every step would be taken
to make sure the six men accused with the military defeat received a fair trial. Following a request made from the Secretary of State, Charles Evans
Hughes, Caffery sent a letter back to Plastrias stating that if the executions
took place, American aid for the refugees would stop.33 Needless to say the
executions took place and like the United Kingdom, removed their ambassador to Greece for two years. This was later reinforces when the United
States Government issued a public statement the day following the executions, which stated the “indefinite postponement of American relations with
the Government of Athens.”34
The United Kingdom was not the only nation to change their foreign policy towards Greece after the executions; she was accompanied by
nearly all of the European states in her condemnations. On 30 November
The New York Times published an article stating that “Europe’s in horror…
practically every legation in Athens, it is said, urged the Revolutionary Committee to try the prisoners before the ordinary courts and not by court-martial, point out that extreme measures were certain to alienate foreign sympathy from Greece in her present misfortune.”35 In addition to this, Italian
CASSIMATIS, 82.
CASSIMATIS, 83.
34 FRANGULIS, 579.
35 “Cabinet Restrains Ruler: George Tried to Prevent Executions of Greek ExPremiers.” The New York Times, 30 November 1922, 1.
32
33
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Deputy Robert Galli wrote a letter to the Greek government wrote in protest, “whenever it may appear, strike out my name in sign of mourning, and
my God, who gives men liberty and justice, not visit upon Greece this crime, which in the light of our civilization appears more horrible, more savage.”36 Even the foreign ministers of Yugoslavia and Romania sent strong
letters to the Greek government from the start of the trial and after the executions.37 As one can see, the trial of six was a highly controversial topic
which affected Greece’s relations with western nations.
The only major exception for a Western nation barely changing its
foreign policy towards Greece is France, who kept her embassy fully intact
in Athens. However, France’s unwillingness to impose harsh measures on
Greece is not seen by French civilians. Many newspapers around France expressed their condolences towards the six men, who in their minds, were
wrongfully convicted. In the prominent French newspaper, Journal des Debates, published the following letter “let us be sincere with ourselves. If a European court-martial had condemned and shot William II and his accomplices, would we have protested? Then how can we reproach the Greeks with
having done that which we have demanded should have been done with the
criminals of Germany?”38 Through French newspaper clippings, it seems
that the French public would have liked to of seen a change in France’s foreign policy towards Greece as a result of the executions.
There are a number of reasons for why a number of nations held a
hard stance towards Greece, such as internal politics and the new notions of
“international community” and “international interventions.” Most of the
Western World had been greatly affected by the events of the First World
War. Britain, France, and Italy had experienced high civilian and military casualties and were also, in addition to the United States, having economic
difficulties. As a result, there was a significant amount of dissatisfaction with
political governments following the First World War that governments feared of their demise. By having a strict foreign policy towards the Revolution
“Italians are Indignant: Deputy Returns Greek Decorations—Press condemns
killings.” The New York Times, 30 November 1922, 2.
37 “Warnings To Greece; Rumania and Jugoslavia Take Steps to Protect Royalty.”
The New York Times, 3 December 1922.
38 CASSIMATIS, 86.
36
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Community these governments were not only fighting against the executions of men in a foreign country, but were also making a political statement
at home. Furthermore, the United Kingdom had even more reason to respond to the executions over other nations. Before 1914, the majority of
Europe was ruled my monarchs who were related to King George V. By the
end of the War, however, a significant number of monarchies fell. In March
1919, King George V instructed Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Lisle Strutt to
escort the former Emperor Charles I of Austria and his family to Switzerland.39 When Prince Andrew was in danger, King George V only naturally
put pressure on the British government to try and prevent the execution of
Prince Andrew and other politicians.
The ideas of an “international community” and “international intervention” originated with President Woodrow Wilson’s infamous Fourteen
Points, in which on the final point stated the need for “a general association
of nations must be formed under specific covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of political independence and territorial integrity
to great and small states alike.” Woodrow’s points were presented at the Paris Peace Conference and, a mere six days after the Treaty of Versailles came into effect, the League of Nations was created as a result. By the end of
1919, 49 nations, excluding most notably the United States, had joined the
League.40 Through all of these nations voicing their opinions against Greece, who was a member of the League, they were reinforcing the ideals of the
League and more importantly, acting as an “international community” that
was determined to keep peace.
In early 2008, the grand-son of Protopapadakis asked for a retrial
for the Trial of Six before the Criminal Court of Athens on the grounds
that new evidence had emerged. The court voted three to two in favour of
reopening the case. However, they gave the final to the Court of Cassation,
the Supreme Court of Greece. On 20 December 2009, the case went under
review in the Court of Cassation. On 20 October 2010, three out of five
judges voted that the six men were innocent. The one piece of evidence that
was highly influential in the outcome of the trial was a letter written by Ve39
40

“Archduke Otto Von Habsburg.” The Daily Telegraph. 4 July 2011.
F. S. NORTHEDGE. The League of Nations: Its Life and Times, 1920-1946 (New
York: Holmes & Meier, 1986), 35-36.
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nizelos, then Prime Minister, in 1929 to the leader of the opposition, Tsaldaris. The letter states that the men that the men who were tried and executed in 1922 were not responsible for leading their country to catastrophe in
Asia Minor. Venizelos later added that these six men would have wanted to
see Greece succeed in the campaign, and that what the Greek government
did was illegal.41
The executions of six Greek politicians as a result to the loss of Anatolia shocked citizens and governments in the West. This is seen through
the thousands of articles on the subject that made the front page of newspapers; from Belgrade to London, from Toronto to New York. It affected foreign relations and the way Western nations, with the notable exception of
France, viewed and interacted with Greece. The Trial of Six was such a major event in Greek history that it is still popping up in newspapers and faced
a retrial eighty-eight years after the incident occurred.
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Campus Argestaeus: a Landscape Frozen in Time
– a field report –
Damjan DONEV
NGO Archaeologica
Skopje, Macedonia

Abstract. – In this article we present the results of the first season of a
small, micro-regional survey project in the Middle Vardar Valley. After a brief description of the survey area’s location and the physical environment, we discuss the
method of fieldwork and the preliminary findings. It is possible that in Antiquity,
the wider study region was the hinterland of the town Argos on the Vardar, mentioned in historical texts and in the epigraphic record; hence the title of the project.
One of the most fascinating aspects of the survey area is the incredible stability of
settlement and land-use. It’s been already ascertained that the surveyed basin presents a stable settlement niche, inhabited in more than one occasion in the past.

In 2012, in collaboration with the Museum of Veles and EuroBalkan University, Skopje, the NGO Archaeologica started a micro-regional
field survey of a small basin along the middle course of the river Vardar1. It
is located about 80 kilometers south-southeast of Skopje and 170 kilometers
north-northwest of Thessalonica, on the taller, western bank of the Vardar
(map 1).
The study area roughly coincides with the lower course of a small
tributary, which drains the eastern shoulder of Mt. Klepa. True to its name,
Dlabok Dol (Deep Ravine) is a narrow, V-shaped channel (map 2).
1

The research team: D. Donev, field director, R. Ivanović, assistant, S. Gjorgjević,
B. Trpčevski, E. Karanfilovska, M. Koceva, and the students S. Jones and
H. X., for whose participation and financial support we are most grateful.
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Map 1. A map showing the Middle and the lower Vardar, and the location of the survey.

Map 2. A rectified aerial photo showing the extent of the survey area.
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Its floor lies over 50 meters below the terrace edges on both sides
of the valley. Measuring only several meters across, it is without economic
significance. In this region, the productive land mostly spreads along the
watershed lines, in-between the narrow ravines. Basically we are dealing
with an old terrace of the Vardar, dissected by innumerable ravines into
small patches of flat arable land. The majority of these micro-topographic
units is dry and covered with poor soils, derived from soft, Tertiary deposits2. But further away from the banks of the Vardar, a narrow belt of more
fertile colluvium stretches along the foot of the hills that delimit the inner
Vardar Valley from the west. This zone is fed by a number of freshwater
springs and it has presented the main focus of settlement in the region, for
at least several centuries. Until the middle of the last century, almost every
larger basin hosted a small to medium-sized village, including the basin of
the Dlabok Dol.

Map 3. A section of a topographic map showing the hypothetical site of ancient Argos
and the location of the survey area, Stobi in the bottom right corner.
2

Data taken from Основна Геолошка Карта на СФРЈ, К34-92 Прилеп, Београд
1969 (Basic Geological Map of SFRY, section K34-92 Prilep, Belgrade 1969).
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There is very little historical information pertaining to this specific micro-region. We know but a few facts about its earliest history. Largely thanks
to archaeological research in the past decades, it is known that the broader region belonged to the Paeonian cultural sphere, during much of the 1st millennium BC3. But by the late 3rd century BC, the region of the Middle Vardar
was conquered by ancient Macedon. From later Roman itineraries we hear
about a town named Argos that has been located somewhere in this general
region4. In fact, a few epigraphic finds dating to the Mid-Roman Period point
to a location a few kilometers to the south-southeast of the Dlabok Dol (map
3). Roman historical sources also mention the Campus Argestaeus, the field of
the Argestai, a toponym which perhaps reflects the open landscapes that characterizes this section of the Vardar Valley5.

Photo 1. A panoramic view of the survey area's broader surroundings (photo by R. Ivanovic).
МИТРЕВСКИ, Д. (1997) Прото-историските заедници во Македониjа преку погребувањата и погребните обичаи, Скопје (MITREVSKI, D. 1997, The proto-historical
communities in Macedonia through burial and burial customs, Skopje); PETROVA,
E. 1999, Paeonia, Skopje.
4 For the identification of Argos on the Vardar see ЈОСИФОВСКА- ДРАГОЈЕВИЋ,
Б. (1965) Прилог локализовања града Аргоса у Пеонији, 117-136, Жива Антика XV, Скопје (JOSIFOVSKA-DRAGOJEVIĆ, B. (1965) A contribution to the localization of the town Argos in Paeonia, 117-136, Antiquité
Vivante XV, Skopje).
5 МИКУЛЧИЌ, И. (1999) Антички градови во Македонија, Скопје (MIKULČIĆ, I.
1999 The Antique towns of Macedonia, Skopje).
3
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At present, only a few major villages continue to exist on the Vardar’s right bank. The entire region appears barren and desolate, with very
little vegetation (photo 1).
Forest is limited to the highest portions of Mt Klepa, while the foothills and the old terraces along the Vardar are covered with scrubs and grasses. Outside the narrower territories of the few active settlements, the land
is divided into large agricultural blocks, occupying most of the interfluves.
The same is true for the studied basin. The central settlement, Svećani was
abandoned in the first half of the 20th century and most of the valley’s lower
course is occupied by extensive agricultural parcels. However, at the foot of
the hills that separate the lower from the upper valley, one can still see the
faint remains of an older landscape. Most striking of all are the numerous
terraced fields, mostly concentrated along the foothill line, on the ridge that
separates Dlabok Dol from its northern tributary, the Grizovec and along
the southern bank of Dlabok Dol (photo 2).

Photo 2. A view of the terraces on the lower right bank of Dlabok Dol (photo by R. Ivanovic).

In other words, these old land divisions have survived on locations
that were too narrow or too rugged to be converted into large collectivized
blocks. Because of their size and positioning, these fields are inaccessible for
modern agricultural mechanization and must predate the collectivization
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process in the middle decades of the last century. They have been lying
abandoned for at least a few decades and are now completely covered with
wild vegetation.
One of the basic goals of the field survey was to learn something
about the age and the possible function of these terraces. We knew from previous ethnographic research and from older written documents that this land
belonged to the village Svećani, whose remains can still be seen in the upper
half of the basin, 2-3 kilometers west of the survey area6. In fact, we were quite confident that these remains belong to the last phase of settlement in the
valley, the Late Ottoman-Early Modern Period, and that the remains of the
Early Ottoman village were probably situated somewhere in the lower course
of the valley. On a very detailed military topographic map from the 1950s, the
toponym Old Svećani appears to the north of the Dlabok Dol (map 4).

Map 4. A section of a topographic map showing the location of the Late Ottoman - Early
Modern village (bottom) and the possible location of the Early Ottoman Village (top).
6

РАДОВАНОВИЋ, В. (1924) Тиквеш и Рајец. Насеља и порекло становништва.
Српски Етнографски Зборник XXIX, Београд (RADOVANOVIĆ, V. 1924,
Tikveš and Rajec. Settlements and the origin of the population. The Serbian
Ethnographic Bulletin XXIX, Belgrade); СОКОЛОВСКИ, М. СТОЈАНОВСКИ,
А. (1971) Турски документи за историјата на македонскиот народ. Опширен
пописен дефтер 4 (1467-1468 година), Скопје (SOKOLOVSKI, M. STOJANOVSKI, A. 1971, Documents Turcs sur l’histoire du peuple Macedonien. Livre d’enregistrement détaillé 4, Skopje).
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Topographically it doesn’t belong to the drainage of the Dlabok
Dol, but to a nameless small ravine. Nonetheless because of the basin’s
small size, it is evident that the agricultural territory of this hypothetical settlement mostly fell within the drainage of the Dlabok Dol. In order to include this possible site location, the survey area was extended over the neighbouring basin to the north.
In the first year of this archaeological field project we managed to
systematically survey the fields on the north bank of the Dlabok Dol, at the
foot of the hills Mali Konjik, Berudišta and Cucula (map 5).

Map 5. A rectified aerial photo showing the division of the survey area into units.

The area was divided into field units of roughly equal size. On average, one field unit measured 10 by 40 meters. Because of the relatively low
artifact density, we decided to collect all finds visible on the surface. After a
field unit was completed (between 5 and 10 minutes were needed to clear
the surface), the surveyors entered the following data in the field-walking
forms: number of ceramic fragments, presence/absence of building material
and rubble, presence/absence of building remains, number of metal finds
and flint, ground visibility and land-use. The field data were managed and
analyzed in GIS and within few weeks after the completion of the fieldwork, the first thematic maps were produced showing the density distributi-
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ons of the various classes of artifacts across the surveyed area (map 6)7. In
addition, we managed to draw basic sketches of the architectural surface remains and position them on a topographic map.

Map 6. Thematic map showing the distribution of the overall surface record,
artifact density and number of finds collected..

One of the greatest surprises of the first year’s campaign was the extent and the good state of preservation of the architectural remains (photo 3
and 4). Apart from the above-mentioned terraces, we discovered a wonderfully preserved fortification on a hillock overlooking the confluence of the
Grizovec and the Dlabok Dol, an isolated round tower, the remains of a
small building with a basilical plan and one isolated funerary mound that has
survived almost unscathed from modern agricultural and building activities or
illicit digging.
7

This method of systematic and hyper-intensive survey already has a decades-long
tradition in the large regional projects in certain Mediterranean countries;
cf. BINTLIFF, J. L. SNODGRASS, A.M. (1985) The Boeotia survey, a preliminary report: the first four years, 123-161, Journal of Field Archaeology 12-4;
CHERRY J.F. et al. (1991) Landscape Archaeology as Long-term History: An Archaeological Survey of Northern Keos in the Cyclades, Los Angeles.
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Photo 3. A view of the basilical building, from the southwest..

Photo 4. A view of the Late Roman fort, from the north.
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These discoveries were a clear signal that this micro-regional entity
was inhabited in the more distant past and in more than one occasion. The
plan of the fortification and the building technique characterized by stone
rubble bounded by mortar indicated a Late Roman date. The same dating
almost certainly applies to the round tower that guarded the eastern entrance into the basin. The date of the isolated building with a basilical plan remains open, although the construction technique is identical to the one used
for the building of the fortification walls. In the immediate vicinity of this
building there are clear remains of cist graves, which indicate that they belong to a later historical period. For the moment, we find it very plausible
that the isolated earthen mound situated on a low hillock, about 400 meters
to the east of the basilical building is a part of a larger communal necropolis
(photo 5). It is conveniently positioned along the main local road that connects the Vardar Valley with Mt. Klepa and these monuments would have
been apparent to anyone entering or leaving the area. At this point, we need
to emphasize the importance of the Vardar Valley as a major natural corridor linking the Aegean with the Danube. It is quite probable that it presented an important interregional road, in at least some periods of the past.

Photo 5. An earthen burial mound, from the south (photo by R. Ivanovic).
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Although the study of the collected finds is still in progress, its chronology is slowly coming to light. We know that the survey area was inhabited in at least three different time-periods and it is possible that the further
study of the finds will reveal occupational remains from other periods. More precise data about the exact size and the rank of the settlements is still
lacking, but we can briefly outline the local history of settlement (map 7).

Map 7. A preliminary interpretation of the survey findings
and tentative chronology of the surface record.

The earlier traces of permanent habitation date back to the Late Neolithic or the Eneolithic. During this period there existed a small farm, located on the ridge that separates the Grizovec from the Dlabok Dol, a couple
of hundreds meters west of the fortification. The next epoch for which we
have definite evidence for human occupation is the Iron Age. This was a
larger settlement, occupying an area of at least 2 hectares. In all likelihood it
ranked as a hamlet or as a small village. It was situated in the same general
location as its Neolithic predecessor, on the right bank of the Grizovec and
by the main local road. By far the most dominant period in the surface archaeological record is the Roman to Late Roman. Most of the visible architecture in the survey area belongs to this phase and the ongoing study of the
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ceramic material has revealed that the great majority of the surface finds can
also be dated Roman to Late Roman. They seem to form a more widespread carpet over much of the interfluves between the Grizovec and the Dlabok Dol, at the foot of Mal Konjik and also on the fields at the southern foot of the small fortification. More importantly for our initial research goal,
we now see that most of the terraces in this survey section are actually covered with Roman to Late Roman material, including clear traces of domestic
activities: cooking, table and serving vessels, loom-weights, storage jars and
architectural ceramics. We believe that these terraces were originally built
for the purpose of habitation, though in later centuries they could have been converted into agricultural land. During the Roman to Late Roman periods, the studied landscape shows a level of activity that remains unsurpassed until the present day. It is certain that at least in one stage during this
long epoch, the entire southern half of the area was marked out by different
sorts of activity areas. The open settlement at the foot of Mal Konjik was
certainly contemporary with the small fortification, ideally situated to act as
its refugium. They were linked with the outside world through the main
east-west road, which still connects Mt. Klepa and the Vardar Valley. The
isolated round tower is situated by this same road, slightly over 1 kilometer
to the east of the fortification. In-between stretches the suspected necropolis area; surface finds were predictably rare in this survey section, but nearly
100% of the collected material could be dated to the Roman Period.
So far, we are not able to locate the site of the Early Ottoman settlement. It is possible that it is located outside the area surveyed in the first season, though one shouldn’t exclude the possibility that a small portion of
the finds gathered belong to this period. The incidence of a few finds datable to this period will surely reveal the possible site of the village mentioned
in the Early Ottoman censuses.
The most striking feature of our survey area is the continuity in the
land-use. Over 95% of the surface archaeological features (including both
movable artifact and architectural remains) were discovered in the southern
survey sections, mostly falling outside the modern plough-zone. The northern half of the survey area coinciding with the most fertile stretch at the
foot of Berudišta and Cucula was discovered almost completely sterile. This
implies that the scarce agricultural resources were kept free from residential
and other non-productive activities during all periods of human occupation.
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It explains why the remains of settlements and cemeteries, industrial or military buildings were always located on the rocky terrain to the south of the
Grizovec. Outside the plough-zone, this landscape has seen little modifications, at least since the Late Roman Period. Thanks to this circumstance, it
presents a rare example of an ancient landscape that has preserved much of
its original configuration.
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Symposium Viminacium MMXII
– a brief report –
Vasilka DIMITROVSKA
HAEMUS - Center for scientific research
Skopje, Macedonia

The international symposium “Archaeological Heritage – its Role in
Education, Presentation and Popularization of Science”, organized by the
Archaeological institute of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, was
held between October 5th and 8th this year at the ‘Viminacium’ archaeological park.

Location
Viminacium was the biggest and the most important military centre
in the Roman province of Upper Moesia. The site is situated on the right
bank of the river Mlava, near the place it joins the Danube, only 1.5 km
away. Nearby are the city of Pozarevac and the villages of Drmno and Old
Kostolac, which gave its name to the so-called Kostolac culture, an eneolithic cultural group spread throughout a huge territory in South-Eastern Europe. According to historical sources, confirmed by archaeological excavations, the military camp and the city were built by Celts; later, the settlement
would become a home to legio VII Claudia Pia Fidelis. The Roman camp
was accompanied by a civil settlement, erected around the middle of the 1st
century, which existed until the beginning of the 7th century.
The first archaeological excavations were undertaken at the end of
th
the 19 century, and the site was sporadically investigated until 1977. Then,
between 1977 and 1997, due to the construction of the Kostolac power
plant and the Drmno coal mine, the excavations intensified. From 2000 onwards, the Archaeological Institute of SANU (Belgrade) began exploring
and managing the site. After a few years of intense management, they succeed in their efforts to turn Viminacium into an archaeological park, and –
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within the project – to build a facility on the site itself, named Domus Scientiarum Viminacium.

Symposium Viminacium MMXII
The main venue of the symposium was the Domus Scientiarum, the
scientific research center within the site, which functions as a building with
multiple uses. It was built in the form of a Roman Villa Rustica and created
so that scientists and researchers from around the world would be able to
use it for different types of research. It can serve as a place for working with
students, organizing summer schools and conferences, as well as serving all
interested tourists, who would like to experience an extraordinary journey
back to the times of the Roman Empire.

Fig. 1 A view of Domus Scientiarum Viminacium
Photo by the Center for New Technology at Viminacium

The scientific part of the symposium was divided into eight sessions
on various topics: archeology, archeological presentation, education, heritology popularization, presentation and museums and workshops. Representatives from scientific institutions, universities and museums from Romania,
Russia, Germany, Poland, Japan, Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Mace-
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donia, Libya, Turkey, Ukraine, Italy, Greece, Spain and the Netherlands
took part in the sessions.
The value and significance of the archaeological resources are valorized through education, presentation and popularization of archeology and
its complementary sciences. For the benefit of the results in the field of cultural heritage and archeology, the researchers must find a way to share and
transfer the results both to the scientific and to the numerous non-scientific
audience. Finding the right balance between the experts and scholars on the
one hand and the general public on the other hand are the main factors in
the modern management of cultural and archaeological resources. This includes a huge range of already established formats for transmitting messages, starting from archaeological research, through publication of scientific
papers, seminars, trainings, workshops, interactive museums, as well as use
of new media. Archeology combined with new communication technologies
also appears in various forms, some of which are beginning to affect even
on the daily lives of people. This mainly refers to the Internet, computer games and on-line worlds. Thus the technology of the 21st century began to
reconsider and challenge the true nature of archeology as a science, and it
makes an even greater challenge in the field of archaeological resource management.
At the ‘Symposium Viminacium MMXII’ the different approaches
to cultural heritage from different parts of the world were displayed, primarily with examples from Europe and the Middle East, which allowed the
participants and listeners to compare approaches and treatments of the archaeological heritage. The main emphasis was still placed on the general public as the ultimate recipient which communicates with the past.
One should emphasize the excellent organization by the hosts, who
succeeded in creating a memorable atmosphere for work and socializing.
This primarily refers to the director of Viminacium, Miomir Korać (archaeologist), Snežana Golubović (archaeologist), Milica Tapavički (archaeologist),
Nemanja Mrđić (archaeologist) and Jelena Andjelković Grašar (art historian), as well as many members of the staff at the archaeological park.
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Field trips
Within the symposium two field trips were organized: to the archaeological site of Viminacium, and to the Museum of Lepenski Vir.
The Viminacium archaeological park covers an area of 480 ha. The
visitors were able to see the Porta Praetoria, the Roman thermae, the amphitheater, the royal mausoleum, as well as the site where mammoth skeletons were discovered. All explored objects at Viminacium (with the exception of the amphitheater) are covered with structures that allow protection
during the excavations, but at the same time allow tourist visits throughout
the year. The Royal mausoleum, with its underground tombs decorated with
frescoes, offered an extraordinary experience.

Fig. 2 The new interactive museum at Lepenski Vir
Photo by Magdalena Manaskova

After the symposium, the participants had the opportunity to visit
the new museum at Lepenski Vir, a world known mesolithic culture site. On
the way to the museum, the participants stopped at the medieval fortress
Golubac, built in the 14th century, along the former Roman limes, where the
Danube River is the widest. The former digs of Lepenski Vir, undertaken in
the 1960s, are dislocated from the original site due to the elevated level of
the Danube after the construction of the Djerdap dam. The complex com-
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prises of the original houses, put under a huge roof construction, a small
museum with originals and replicas of the pottery and stone artifacts, and a
cinema.

Conclusion
It was announced that the papers presented at the ‘Symposium Viminacium MMXII’ will be published in the periodical ARHEOLOGIJA I PRIRODNE NAUKE (ARCHAEOLOGY AND NATURAL SCIENCES), published by the
Center for New Technology at the Archaeological Institute, Belgrade, Serbia.

Fig. 3 The Palace of Galerius, an UNESCO world heritage site at
Felix Romuliana (Gamzigrad); photo by Julijana Ivanova
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